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Preface 

The Research and Documentation Centre (WODC) in the Netherlands commissioned RAND Europe to 
explore the relationship between the economy and national security. The study conceptually investigated 
the connections between the economy and national security, before applying the ensuing perspectives to 
the characteristics and performance of both the Dutch economy and its national security.  

This report summarises the findings from the study, and draws on a review of academic literature and 
national policy documentation, as well as information solicited through expert interviews. In doing so, we 
present a historical perspective of scholarly thinking about national security and the interconnectedness 
between the economy and security. The framework and supporting analysis contained within this report 
present a structured method for understanding the strategic-level relationships between the economy and 
national security.   

As part of this study we propose a conceptual framework for examining economy-related factors that 
could have a disruptive effect on society due to their impact on national security. This approach is 
consistent with the increased scholarly focus on human-centric security, as well as the way in which 
national security is operationalised in many modern states. As part of this framework we propose a 
concept of ‘risk vectors’ – avenues through which national security risks to critical infrastructure, sectors 
and processes can be manifested. Finally, we explore the proposed framework from an empirical 
perspective and apply it to the Netherlands, using an illustrative example of three risk vectors. 

This report may be of interest to policymakers and professionals who are responsible for national security, 
and to researchers with an interest in economic security. The report is prepared for the National 
Coordinator of Counterterrorism and Security in the Netherlands. 

RAND Europe is an independent not-for-profit research institute, whose mission is to help improve 
public policy- and decision-making through objective research and analysis. Part of the RAND 
Corporation, RAND Europe has over 25 years of experience in conducting policy research. This report 
has been peer-reviewed in accordance with RAND’s quality assurance standards. 

For more information about RAND Europe or this document, please contact Stijn Hoorens 
(hoorens@rand.org). 
 
RAND Europe RAND Europe 
Rue de la Loi 82, Bte 3 Westbrook Centre, Milton Road 
1040 Brussels, Belgium  Cambridge CB4 1YG, United Kingdom 
Tel: +32 2669 2400   Tel: +44 1223 353329 
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Summary 

In a context of globalisation and further economic integration in recent decades, the relationship between 
the economy and national security has become increasingly interlinked. For the Netherlands, these 
connections represent both opportunities and potential threats for the country’s national security. The 
open and interconnected nature of the Dutch economy creates vulnerabilities from potential internal and 
external threats. In recognition of this, economic security has emerged as an important strategic priority 
for the Dutch government, with the connection between economic security and broader national security 
subject to particular emphasis in the most recent National Security Strategy (2019). ‘Threats to vital 
economic processes’ has been cited in the Integrated International Security Strategy 2018-2022 (IISS) as 
one of the six most urgent national security threats.   

Given these growing international interdependencies within Dutch national security, as well as recent 
concerns raised by planned foreign investments into Dutch strategic sectors, there is a recognised need for 
assessments of the potential risks to national security that may emerge as a result of such economic 
activities. Given the importance of certain sectors to the effective functioning of the Dutch society, there 
is a need for a deeper conceptual understanding of the economy-related threats that may impact Dutch 
society.  

Research questions and objectives 

In this context, RAND Europe was commissioned by the Research and Documentation Centre (WODC) 
to examine the relationship between the economy and national security in the Netherlands, with a focus 
on the characteristics and performance of the Dutch economy and the consequences of this for its 
national security. 

This report addresses five research questions: 

1. How can national security be defined and what does the international literature suggest about its 
main components? 

2. What can be learned from the (academic) literature about the relation between the economy of a 
country and the various aspects of national security? Which factors, mechanisms and underlying 
causal mechanisms can be identified? 

3. What is the impact of contextual, country-specific characteristics and factors on this relationship? 
4. What do the answers to research questions 2) and 3) tell us about the factors and characteristics that 

have an impact on the interconnections between the Dutch economy and its national security? 
5. How does the Netherlands perform with regard to these economic factors, which trends or 

developments can we identify, and what do they mean for the national security of the Netherlands? 
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The analysis of this report is focused on those specific aspects of national security that relate to the 
protection of critical infrastructure, sectors and processes that are important for the sustainable 
functioning of [Dutch] society. Critical infrastructure, sectors and processes are focal areas when it comes 
to national security policy, in the Netherlands and beyond.  

In order to conceptualise the relationship between macroeconomic variables and national security (as 
outlined above), the research team developed an analytical framework through which the relationship 
between various aspects of the economy and national security can be understood. This conceptual 
framework forms a core component of this study and underpins the analysis and structure of this report. 
The framework was then applied using an illustrative example of three risk vectors that have specific 
relevance to the Netherlands. 

1. How can national security be defined and what does the international literature suggest 
about its main components? 

The perspectives on security are numerous and diverse, but there is no consensus on a single definition. 
Understanding of national security has evolved over time, and it has been shaped and influenced by 
theoretical interpretations of international relations as well as historical events and trends. In broad terms, 
stability, safety, protection, and freedom from fear, threat and conflict are considered as some of the core 
themes that the policy and academic literature examines when defining national security. Also, security 
can be defined in terms of the values that people hold, for example physical safety, economic welfare, 
autonomy and psychological well-being.  

Prior to the end of the Cold War, the traditional notion of security revolved around realist explanations of 
state actions and the nature of international conflict. Since the end of the Cold War, scholars have 
expanded the scope of security to better account for globalisation and wider trends following the end of 
the bipolar struggle for power. Many of these aspects focus less on the state and on conflict and more on 
human-centric threats and risks – expanding to include areas such as crime, health and environmental 
concerns and economic security. Hence, national security has become associated with preventing 
disruptive effects on society, economic performance or critical processes, such as democratic decision-
making processes.  

However, despite the broadening (and deepening) academic definition of national security, human-centric 
aspects are still underrepresented in governments’ approaches to protecting national security, both in the 
Netherlands and other comparator countries. The critical processes identified in the national security 
strategies of the selected countries are mostly limited to physical production and distribution of specific 
goods and services.  

2. What can be learned from the (academic) literature about the relation between the economy 
of a country and the various aspects of national security? Which factors, mechanisms and 
underlying causal mechanisms can be identified? 

This study proposes a conceptual framework to represent the economy-related factors that could have a 
disruptive effect on society due to their disruptive impact on critical infrastructure, sectors and processes 
that are vital for the sustainable functioning of [Dutch] society. The framework schematically illustrates 
the manifestation of economic risks to national security as a series of concentric circles (see Figure A.1).  
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This approach is consistent with how thinking about national security is operationalised in many modern 
states. However, recognising the broadening concept of security in academic circles, the conceptual 
framework may also include more human-centric processes, such as human rights or democratic processes.  

Figure A.1. Proposed analytical framework of risk vectors through which the economy can affect 
critical infrastructure, sectors and processes  

 
Source: RAND Europe Analysis. 

Based on the analysis of academic, policy and grey literature, we discuss a number of economically-related 
risks to critical infrastructure, sectors and processes that merit the consideration of policymakers. In order 
not to overcomplicate matters, the conceptual framework does not identify causal connections between 
individual factors, yet it demonstrates a variety of effects that the economy and national security have on 
each other. We have identified seven ‘risk vectors’ that represent the vehicles through which economic 
variables and events can impact critical infrastructure, sectors and processes in ways that could threaten 
national security. These vectors are:  
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• Ownership (through control and influence) by public or private actors of critical infrastructure 
and sectors, or ownership of assets in physical proximity to critical infrastructure and sectors.   

• Espionage and access to sensitive information enabled, for example, by physical proximity or 
ownership.  

• Natural resource dependence on third countries and actors for the supply of critical raw materials 
and energy.  

• Supplier dependence on specific suppliers for the provision and maintenance of critical 
infrastructure and processes, reinforced by the presence of a skills and technology gap and lack of 
competition, which may result in reduced efforts to ensure resilience of critical infrastructure, 
sectors and processes as well as reduced innovation and R&D. 

• Government intervention through expenditure, economic policy and regulation (or lack thereof), 
which can have a strong influence on the quality, availability and resilience of critical 
infrastructure, sectors and processes.  

• Corruption and fraud, which may undermine the resilience of critical infrastructure and 
potentially create opportunities for malicious actors to obtain physical or digital access to sensitive 
assets and information. 

• Socio-economic inequality resulting from factors such as economic policies and neoliberal 
market forces, which may reduce the ability of citizens to provide for themselves, as well as risk 
social unrest and domestic instability that pose a threat to critical infrastructure, sectors and 
processes. 

In addition, the literature shows that a number of global economic and geostrategic trends could also 
present risk factors to critical infrastructure, sectors and processes, and therefore should be considered 
alongside an analysis of risk vectors linked to macroeconomic events and variables. These trends include:  

• Digital transformation and the implementation of industrial IoT bringing challenges in relation to 
security of supply chain, cyber security and risks of data espionage in critical sectors and 
processes.  

• Globalisation and interdependence between critical infrastructure, sectors and processes of one 
country with others, magnifying risks to an individual country’s national critical infrastructures, 
which can be affected through cascading effects from developments elsewhere.  

• International economic trends playing a critical role on countries due to increased 
interconnectedness via economic, business, political and governance structures, as well as the 
expanded influence of private actors over political processes. 

• The political and economic paradigm of foreign states which, similar to protectionism, considers 
the risks related to different national economic models and their impact on the competitiveness 
in the area of critical sectors and processes. 

• Uncertainty in relation to resource security, particularly in relation to reliance on foreign suppliers 
of energy and the uptake of alternative energy generation, distribution and storage technologies. 

• Potential concerns with regard to information integrity and trustworthiness, which may act as an 
avenue for malicious actors including private companies to disrupt critical processes – such as 
elections and democratic decision-making – and gain influence in critical sectors (such as 
telecommunications or political institutions).  
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It is beyond the scope of this study to consider the detailed mechanics between the macroeconomic 
variables and events, the risk vectors and the critical infrastructure, sectors and processes. This study, 
instead, considers the strategic picture of macroeconomic variables and events and the avenues (risk 
vectors) through which they may impact critical infrastructure, sectors and processes as a sub-set of means 
by which a state can guarantee national security to its citizens.  

3. What is the impact of contextual, country-specific characteristics and factors on this 
relationship? 

The degree to which each risk may manifest itself in any given country, as well as the importance of each 
vector for any specific critical sector, will be largely determined by contextual and country-specific factors. 
These include, among other factors, the size of different critical sectors and the level of government 
expenditure in public sectors and their regulations. For example, countries with greater emphasis on 
deregulation and free market economies may be more comfortable with private-sector provision of some 
critical services and processes, whereas economies with a higher level of state intervention will be 
characterised by a higher degree of state influence over critical sectors and processes.  

In addition, the extent to which a state may be exposed to individual risk vectors is shaped by the nature 
of the economy, the type of governance structure, the degree of economic openness (e.g. restrictions 
placed on trade, capital flows, migration), as well as other unique characteristics of the state in question. 
Countries that are closely integrated into transnational economic structures, such as the EU, may be more 
vulnerable to the impact of EU economic trends and developments. Where relevant, we highlight some of 
the country-specific differences and their implications in the ensuing analysis. However, a proper 
comparative analysis of risk exposure of different types of states to the risk vectors is beyond the scope of 
this study.  

4. What does this teach us about the factors and characteristics that have an impact on the 
interconnections between the Dutch economy and its national security? 

Applying this framework to the context of the Netherlands, and assessing the economic risks to its 
national security, would go beyond the scope of this study. However, an illustrative example of three risk 
vectors with specific relevance to the Netherlands was selected: foreign ownership; skills gaps in technical 
and related professions; and international dependence on natural resources and food security. 

Foreign ownership. The Netherlands is a small country, but it is the world’s 18th largest economy, and 
is deeply integrated within the EU. The high reliance on international trade is likely to expose a country 
to global and regional trends more acutely, due to the increased interconnectedness with other countries 
and regions through trade connections. In the Netherlands, such a degree of reliance on international 
trade is visible also within specific critical sectors. The level of restrictions on foreign direct investment 
(FDI) in the Netherlands is uniformly low, including in sectors contributing to vital processes. While this 
openness brings great opportunities for economic growth, technology transfer, information exchange and 
international collaboration, FDI can also present potential risks to national security as it may facilitate 
access and control of critical sectors and processes by foreign actors with malicious intent. Such concerns 
have been subject to considerable attention from the Dutch government and the general public, for 
example, as witnessed in the public discussions on the KPN acquisition case or the current Huawei 5G 
debate.  
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Skills gaps. In the Netherlands, and across Europe more widely, there is an identified need for increased 
digital literacy in order to combat the spread of online disinformation that can distort the outcome of 
critical processes. The Netherlands is also experiencing continued skills gaps in STEM and ICT skills, 
particularly in contrast to the EU averages in supply of these skills, which may present a national security 
risk for critical sectors in terms of their ability to recruit and retain talent to enable their successful 
functioning. While the Netherlands is a welcoming destination to a high proportion of international 
students in technical disciplines, if domestic talent is not grown and developed, the Netherlands may need 
to rely on foreign suppliers of critical processes.  

International dependence on natural resources. Finally, there are some areas where the Netherlands is 
heavily reliant on imports of raw materials – for example crude oil, metals and rare earth minerals – and is 
thus more exposed to risks and uncertainty around resource supply. It is important to note, however, that 
there are also areas where the Netherlands is self-sufficient in resource extraction and can cover most, if 
not all, of domestic consumption from domestically extracted materials (e.g. much of biomass products 
such as potatoes, natural gas). Here, the national security risk linked to resource dependence is limited. 

5. How does the Netherlands perform with regard to these economic factors, which trends or 
developments can we identify, and what do they mean for the national security of the 
Netherlands? 

The Dutch economy is characterised by a number of distinguishing features that have implications for the 
ways in which each risk vector may manifest itself in the Netherlands. The Dutch economy is 
characterised by openness and the free flow of products, services and knowledge. As a result, security risks 
arising from economic activities in Dutch critical sectors primarily relate to areas where control and 
influence could be gained over a nation’s public, strategic or ‘critical’ interests. The analytical framework 
presented in this report provides a means by which these risks may be understood.  

In protecting these critical sectors, infrastructure and processes, a number of trade-offs can be recognized. 
For example, between economic and related benefits on the one hand versus measures designed to 
minimise security risks. Further complicating the challenges around these trade-offs is the fact that the 
complex interdependent nature of the links between economic and security spheres means that it is 
virtually impossible to draw up a workable ex-ante distinction between where an economic interest ends 
and a national security interest begins.  

While the analytical framework presented in this report provides a mechanism for understanding the 
connections between the economy and national security in the Netherlands, it is important to note that 
the macroeconomic variables may be subject to change over time, and new variables may also emerge. 
Therefore, when applying the framework in the Dutch context, potential changes to the risk vectors 
should be taken into consideration, as well as the national circumstances in which they are applied.  

Building upon the analytical framework presented here, further research to explore the risk vectors in 
greater detail would support a more comprehensive and granular understanding of the complex 
interactions between different elements of the economy and national security. Nevertheless, the 
framework and supporting analysis contained within this report present a structured method for 
understanding the strategic-level relationships between the economy and national security.   
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Samenvatting 

In de context van de globalisering en de toegenomen economische integratie van de afgelopen decennia 
zijn de economie en de nationale veiligheid steeds verder met elkaar verweven geraakt. Voor Nederland 
biedt deze verwevenheid kansen maar levert ook potentiële bedreigingen voor de nationale veiligheid op. 
Het open karakter en internationale afhankelijkheid van de Nederlandse economie maakt dat ze 
kwetsbaar is voor potentiële interne en externe bedreigingen. De Nederlandse overheid erkent dit en heeft 
daarom van economische veiligheid een belangrijke strategische prioriteit gemaakt. In haar Nationale 
Veiligheidsstrategie in 2019 heeft ze de relatie tussen economische veiligheid en de veelomvattendere 
nationale veiligheid specifiek benadrukt. Bedreigingen die in staat zijn essentiële economische processen te 
treffen worden in de Geïntegreerde Buitenland- en Veiligheidsstrategie 2018-2022 (GBVS) één van de zes 
urgente bedreigingen voor de nationale veiligheid genoemd. 

Vanwege deze groeiende internationale onderlinge afhankelijkheden binnen de Nederlandse nationale 
veiligheid en gezien de recente zorgen over geplande buitenlandse investeringen in sectoren die voor 
Nederland van strategisch belang zijn, wordt algemeen erkend dat het noodzakelijk is om de potentiële 
risico’s van zulke economische activiteiten in te schatten. Omdat bepaalde sectoren belangrijk zijn voor 
het effectief functioneren van de Nederlands samenleving is er behoefte aan een beter conceptueel begrip 
van de verschillende soorten economisch-gerelateerde bedreigingen die de Nederlandse samenleving 
kunnen treffen.  

Onderzoeksvragen en -doelstellingen 

In dit kader heeft RAND Europe van het Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek- en Documentatiecentrum 
(WODC) de opdracht gekregen om de relatie tussen de economie en de nationale veiligheid te 
onderzoeken, met daarbij de nadruk op de kenmerken en prestaties van de Nederlandse economie en de 
gevolgen voor de Nederlandse nationale veiligheid. 

Dit rapport behandelt de volgende vijf onderzoeksvragen: 

6. Hoe kan nationale veiligheid worden gedefinieerd en welke suggesties voor de belangrijkste 
componenten ervan vindt men in de internationale literatuur? 

7. Wat leert de (wetenschappelijke) literatuur ons over de relatie tussen de economie van een land en de 
verschillende aspecten van de nationale veiligheid? Welke factoren, mechanismen en onderliggende 
causale verbanden kan men identificeren? 

8. Wat is de impact van de contextuele kenmerken en factoren van een bepaald land op deze relatie? 
9. Wat vertellen de antwoorden op de onderzoeksvragen 2) en 3) ons over de factoren en kenmerken die 

van invloed zijn op de verwevenheid tussen de Nederlandse economie en zijn nationale veiligheid? 
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10. Wat zijn de prestaties van Nederland met betrekking tot deze economische factoren, welke trends of 
ontwikkelingen kunnen we identificeren en wat betekenen die voor de nationale veiligheid van 
Nederland? 

De analyse in dit rapport richt zich specifiek op de aspecten van de nationale veiligheid die betrekking 
hebben op de bescherming van de kritieke infrastructuur, kritieke sectoren, en kritieke processen die 
belangrijk zijn voor het duurzaam functioneren van de [Nederlandse] samenleving. De kritieke of (in 
Nederland) vitale infrastructuren, sectoren en processen vormen de concentratiegebieden van het beleid 
omtrent de nationale veiligheid, zowel in Nederland als daarbuiten. 

Om de relatie tussen de macro-economische variabelen en de nationale veiligheid (zoals hierboven 
beschreven) te conceptualiseren, is een analytisch denkkader ontwikkeld. Dit conceptuele raamwerk 
vormt een kerncomponent van dit onderzoek en ondersteunt de analyse en structuur van dit rapport. Het 
raamwerk wordt vervolgens toegepast aan de hand drie voorbeelden van risico’s die specifiek voor 
Nederland van belang zijn. 

1. Hoe kan nationale veiligheid worden gedefinieerd en welke suggesties voor de 
belangrijkste componenten ervan vindt men in de internationale literatuur? 

Er bestaan allerlei verschillende visies op wat veiligheid is; consensus over een eenduidige definitie is er 
echter niet. Dat wat men nationale veiligheid beschouwt, heeft zich in de loop der tijd ontwikkeld en is 
gevormd en beïnvloed door de theoretische interpretaties van de internationale betrekkingen, naast allerlei 
historische gebeurtenissen en trends. In algemene termen worden stabiliteit, veiligheid, bescherming en de 
afwezigheid van angst, bedreigingen en conflicten gezien als kernthema’s die door het beleid en de 
wetenschappelijke literatuur onder de loep worden genomen bij hun omschrijving van nationale 
veiligheid. Veiligheid kan ook worden gedefinieerd in termen van de normen en waarden van mensen, 
met fysieke veiligheid, economische welvaart en autonoom en psychologisch welzijn als voorbeelden. 

Tot het einde van de Koude Oorlog bestond de traditionele opvatting van veiligheid uit realistische 
verklaringen van de acties van een natiestaat en de aard van internationale conflicten. Sinds het einde van 
de Koude Oorlog hebben wetenschappers de definitie verbreed om die beter aan te laten sluiten op de 
globalisering en de omvangrijkere trends die na afloop van de bipolaire machtsstrijd zijn ontstaan. Veel 
aspecten hiervan zijn minder op de natiestaat en op conflicten gericht en meer op bedreigingen en risico’s 
voor mensen. Gebieden als misdaad, gezondheid, milieuproblematiek en economische veiligheid zijn 
eraan toegevoegd. Hierdoor wordt nationale veiligheid geassocieerd met het voorkomen van verstorende 
gevolgen voor de samenleving. Dit kan bijvoorbeeld gaan om de economische prestaties van een land of 
om kritieke processen zoals die voor de democratische besluitvorming. 

Ondanks de omvangrijkere (en gedetailleerdere) wetenschappelijke definitie van nationale veiligheid zijn 
bij de aanpak van de bescherming van de nationale veiligheid in Nederland, en in de andere landen die 
hier worden vergeleken, de mensgerichte aspecten ondervertegenwoordigd. De kritieke processen die in de 
nationale veiligheidsstrategieën van de geselecteerde landen worden omschreven, blijven meestal beperkt 
tot de fysieke productie en distributie van bepaalde goederen en diensten. 

2. Wat leert de (wetenschappelijke) literatuur ons over de relatie tussen de economie van een 
land en de verschillende aspecten van de nationale veiligheid? Welke factoren, mechanismen 
en onderliggende causale verbanden kan men identificeren? 
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Dit onderzoek stelt een conceptueel raamwerk voor dat de economisch-gerelateerde factoren 
vertegenwoordigt die een verstorend effect op de samenleving kunnen hebben, omdat ze de kritieke 
infrastructuren, sectoren en processen verstoren die essentieel voor het duurzaam functioneren van de 
[Nederlandse] samenleving zijn. Dit raamwerk geeft in de vorm van een aantal concentrische cirkels weer 
wat het optreden van bepaalde economische risico’s voor de nationale veiligheid betekent (zie afbeelding 
A1).  

Deze aanpak komt overeen met de manier waarop de opvattingen van de nationale veiligheid in moderne 
naties worden toegepast. In de context van de verbreding van het concept van veiligheid binnen 
wetenschappelijke kringen kunnen ook mensgerichte processen aan dit raamwerk worden toegevoegd, 
zoals mensenrechten of democratische processen.  

Afbeelding A.1. Voorgesteld analytisch raamwerk van de risico’s waarmee de economie de 
kritieke infrastructuren, sectoren en processen kan beïnvloeden.  
 

 
Bron: Analyse van RAND Europe 
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Op basis van de analyse van wetenschappelijke, beleidsmatige en aanverwante literatuur bespreken we een 
aantal economisch-gerelateerde risico’s voor de kritieke infrastructuren, sectoren en processen die voor 
beleidsmakers van belang kunnen zijn. Om de zaken niet nodeloos gecompliceerd te maken, laat het 
conceptuele raamwerk de causale verbanden tussen de afzonderlijke factoren buiten beschouwing. 
Desalniettemin toont het een aantal verbanden tussen de economie en de nationale veiligheid. We hebben 
zeven ‘risico’s’ geïdentificeerd. Die geven de manieren weer waarop de economische variabelen en 
gebeurtenissen de kritieke infrastructuren, sectoren en processen zodanig kunnen treffen dat ze de 
nationale veiligheid mogelijk bedreigen. De drijvende krachten achter deze risico’s zijn: 

• Eigendom (via controle en invloed): door publieke of private actoren van kritieke infrastructuren 
en sectoren, eigendom van bedrijfsmiddelen in de fysieke nabijheid van kritieke infrastructuren 
en sectoren. 

• Spionage en toegang tot vertrouwelijke informatie: mogelijk gemaakt, bijvoorbeeld, door fysieke 
nabijheid of eigendom. 

• Afhankelijkheid van natuurlijke grondstoffen: naar andere landen en actoren toe voor de 
toelevering van kritieke grondstoffen en energie. 

• Leveranciersspecifieke afhankelijkheid: afhankelijkheid van bepaalde leveranciers voor de levering 
en het onderhoud van de kritieke infrastructuren en processen. Dit wordt verder versterkt door 
een tekort aan bepaalde vaardigheden en/of technologieën en gebrekkige concurrentie. Dit kan 
leiden tot een beperkte inspanning om de veerkracht van de kritieke infrastructuren, sectoren en 
processen te garanderen en daarnaast tot een stagnerende innovatie en R&D. 

• Overheidsingrijpen: bestedingen, economisch beleid en regelgeving (of gebrek daaraan) door de 
overheid kunnen een grote invloed kan hebben op de kwaliteit, beschikbaarheid en veerkracht 
van de kritieke infrastructuren, sectoren en processen. 

• Corruptie en fraude: deze kunnen de veerkracht van de kritieke infrastructuren ondermijnen en 
mogelijk gelegenheden scheppen voor kwaadwillende actoren om op fysieke of digitale wijze 
toegang te verkrijgen tot vertrouwelijke bedrijfsmiddelen en informatie. 

• Socio-economische ongelijkheid: deze kan ontstaan als gevolg van factoren als economisch 
beleid of de neoliberale marktwerking. Hierdoor kunnen burgers minder goed in staat zijn om 
voor zichzelf te zorgen en kan ook het risico ontstaan op sociale onrust en binnenlandse 
instabiliteit, wat een bedreiging vormt voor de kritieke infrastructuren, sectoren en processen. 

Daarnaast blijkt uit de literatuur dat verschillende wereldwijde economische en geostrategische trends ook 
aanleiding kunnen zijn tot risicofactoren voor de kritieke infrastructuren, sectoren en processen. Daarom 
moet naast een analyse van de risico’s die betrekking hebben op de macro-economische gebeurtenissen en 
variabelen, ook met deze trends rekening worden gehouden. Tot deze trends behoren: 

• Digitale transformatie en de invoering van het industriële Internet der dingen (IoT) vragen om 
extra inspanningen voor de beveiliging van de leveringsketen, de cyberveiligheid en tegen het 
risico op dataspionage binnen de kritieke sectoren en processen 

• Globalisering en de wederzijdse afhankelijkheid van de kritieke infrastructuren, sectoren en 
processen tussen landen onderling vergroten de risico’s voor de kritieke nationale infrastructuren 
van een land. Deze risico’s kunnen ook ontstaan als gevolg van een kettingreactie na 
ontwikkelingen elders in de wereld 
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• Internationale economische trends spelen voor landen een essentiële rol vanwege de nauwe 
onderlinge verbondenheid binnen economische, zakelijke, politieke en bestuurlijke structuren. 
Daarnaast geven deze trends private actoren de kans om hun invloed op politieke processen en 
procedures te vergroten 

• Het politieke en economische model van andere naties dat, vergelijkbaar met het protectionisme, 
rekening houdt met de risico’s die verband houden met de verschillende nationale economische 
modellen en de impact ervan op het concurrentievermogen in het gebied van de kritieke sectoren 
en processen 

• Onzekerheid omtrent de beschikbaarheid van grondstoffen, in het bijzonder de afhankelijkheid van 
buitenlandse energieleveranciers en bij de introductie van technologieën voor de opwekking, 
distributie en opslag van alternatieve energie 

• Potentiële zorgen met betrekking tot de integriteit en betrouwbaarheid van informatie, wat de deur 
kan openen voor kwaadwillende actoren, zoals private bedrijven, om kritieke processen en 
procedures te verstoren, zoals verkiezingen of democratische besluitvormingsprocessen, en om 
binnen kritieke sectoren (zoals telecommunicatie of politieke organen) aan invloed te winnen. 

Het valt buiten de afbakening van dit onderzoek om gedetailleerd in te gaan op de onderlinge verbanden 
tussen de macro-economische variabelen en gebeurtenissen, de drijvende krachten achter bepaalde risico’s 
en de kritieke infrastructuren, sectoren en processen. In plaats daarvan wordt in dit onderzoek het 
strategische beeld van de macro-economische variabelen en gebeurtenissen en de wijzen (risico’s) waarop 
die de kritieke infrastructuren, sectoren en processen kunnen treffen, aangemerkt als een subgroep van de 
middelen waarmee een staat de nationale veiligheid van zijn burgers kan garanderen. 

3. Wat is de impact van de contextuele kenmerken en factoren van een bepaald land op deze 
relatie? 

De mate waarin deze risico’s in een bepaald land kunnen optreden en het belang van elke drijvende kracht 
voor een bepaalde kritieke sector worden grotendeels bepaald door de contextuele kenmerken en factoren 
van een bepaald land. De factoren die hieronder vallen zijn, onder andere, de omvang van de verschillende 
kritieke sectoren, de hoogte van overheidsbestedingen binnen de publieke sectoren en de mate van 
overheidsregulering. Zo kunnen landen die meer deregulering en een vrije markteconomie voorstaan, 
gemakkelijker omgaan met een private sector die een aantal kritieke diensten en processen voor haar 
rekening neemt. En economieën waar de staat in hoge mate ingrijpt, zullen ook binnen de kritieke 
sectoren en processen een meer overheidsingrijpen kennen. 

Daarnaast wordt de mate van potentiële blootstelling van een staat aan de afzonderlijke risico’s bepaald 
door de aard van de economie, de bestuurlijke structuur van het land, de mate van economische openheid 
(zoals de aanwezigheid van beperkingen voor de handel, kapitaalstromen, migratie, etc.), evenals andere 
unieke eigenschappen van de desbetreffende staat. Landen die nauw geïntegreerd zijn in een 
transnationale economische structuur, zoals de EU, kunnen kwetsbaarder zijn voor de impact van 
economische trends en ontwikkelingen binnen die structuur. In voorkomende gevallen lichten we  enkele 
nationale verschillen uit en laten we zien wat de gevolgen ervan zijn voor de daaruit voortvloeiende 
analyse. Vervolgonderzoek kan worden gedaan naar de blootstelling van verschillende landen aan de 
verscheidene typen risico’s en de gevolgen daarvan voor de nationale veiligheid. 
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4. Wat vertelt dit ons over de factoren en kenmerken die van invloed zijn op de verwevenheid 
tussen de Nederlandse economie en zijn nationale veiligheid? 

De toepassing van conceptuele raamwerk op de Nederlandse context en de beoordeling van de 
economische risico’s voor zijn nationale veiligheid vallen buiten de afbakening van dit onderzoek. Er is 
echter voor een voorbeeld gekozen met drie risico’s die specifiek voor Nederland van belang zijn: 
buitenlands eigendom; gebrek aan specifieke vaardigheden voor technische en techniekgerelateerde 
beroepen; en internationale afhankelijk op het gebied van natuurlijke grondstoffen en voedselzekerheid. 

Buitenlands eigendom. Nederland is een klein land qua oppervlakte, maar op economisch gebied is het 
de 18e economie ter wereld. Het is nauw geïntegreerd in de EU. Door de grote afhankelijk van de 
internationale handel wordt het land op zeer acute wijze blootgesteld aan wereldwijde en regionale trends, 
omdat het door middel van handelsrelaties sterk met andere landen en regio’s is verbonden. Voor 
Nederland geldt dat deze mate van afhankelijkheid van internationale handel met name ook binnen de 
kritieke sectoren zichtbaar is. Er zijn maar weinig beperkingen in Nederland voor buitenlandse directe 
investeringen (FDI) en dat geldt ook voor kritieke of vitale sectoren. Hoewel deze openheid grote kansen 
biedt voor economische groei, technologieoverdracht, informatie-uitwisselingen en internationale 
samenwerking, kan FDI ook potentiële risico’s voor de nationale veiligheid met zich meebrengen, doordat 
die de toegang tot en beïnvloeding van kritieke sectoren en processen voor buitenlandse actoren met 
kwade bedoelingen kan vergemakkelijken. Deze zorgen hebben geleidelijk meer aandacht gekregen binnen 
de Nederlandse overheid en bij het grote publiek, bijvoorbeeld tijdens het openbare debat over de 
overname van KPN of het huidige 5G-debat over Huawei. 

Gebrek aan bepaalde vaardigheden. In Nederland, en ook binnen Europa als geheel, is vastgesteld dat 
betere digitale vaardigheden nodig zijn om de verspreiding van online desinformatie, waarmee de 
resultaten van kritieke processen en procedures kan worden verstoord, tegen te gaan. In vergelijking met 
het EU-gemiddelde kampt Nederland ook doorlopend met een gebrek aan beta-  en ICT-vaardigheden 
(zogenoemde STEM-skills). Dit kan tot risico’s leiden voor de nationale veiligheid wanneer het vermogen 
van kritieke sectoren onder druk komt te staan om talenten te werven en te behouden die ervoor moeten 
zorgen dat ze goed blijven functioneren. Nederland verwelkomt binnen de technische disciplines een hoog 
percentage internationale studenten. Maar als men het eigen talent niet laat groeien en ontwikkelt, kan 
het voor Nederland noodzakelijk worden om voor kritieke processen op buitenlandse leveranciers te 
moeten vertrouwen. 

Internationale afhankelijkheid van natuurlijke grondstoffen. Tot slot is er een aantal gebieden waar 
Nederland zwaar leunt op de import van grondstoffen, zoals ruwe olie, metalen en zeldzame mineralen. 
Hierdoor staat het sterk bloot aan de risico’s en onzekerheid rondom de toevoer van grondstoffen. Het is 
echter belangrijk op te merken dat er ook gebieden binnen de grondstofwinning zijn waar Nederland 
zelfvoorzienend is en kan voorzien in het overgrote deel, of zelfs volledige, binnenlandse consumptie door 
middel van de in eigen land gewonnen grondstoffen (bijvoorbeeld voor een groot aantal 
biomassaproducten zoals aardappelen, aardgas). Op dit punt is het risico voor de nationale veiligheid in 
relatie tot de afhankelijk van grondstoffen beperkt. Toekomstige ontwikkelingen, zoals het uitfaseren van 
de aardgaswinning in Grongingen bijvoorbeeld, kunnen deze buitenlandse afhankelijkheid wederom 
vergroten.  
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5. Wat zijn de prestaties van Nederland met betrekking tot deze economische factoren, welke 
trends of ontwikkelingen kunnen we identificeren en wat betekenen die voor de nationale 
veiligheid van Nederland? 

De Nederlandse economie kenmerkt zich enkele eigenschappen die gevolgen hebben voor de wijze waarop 
risico’s zich in Nederland voor kunnen doen. Zo kent Nederland een open economie met een vrije in- en 
uitstroom van producten, diensten en kennis. Hierdoor hebben de veiligheidsrisico’s die voortkomen uit 
economische activiteiten binnen de Nederlandse kritieke sectoren primair betrekking op de gebieden waar 
men controle zou kunnen verkrijgen over en aan invloed zou kunnen winnen binnen de publieke, 
strategische of kritieke belangen van de staat. Het analytische raamwerk dat in dit rapport wordt 
geïntroduceerd, biedt een handvat om deze risico’s af te leiden. 

Bij de bescherming van deze kritieke sectoren, infrastructuren en processen kan men een aantal 
afwegingen herkennen. Zo kunnen bepaalde maatregelen ter bescherming vna de nationale veiligheid 
gepaard gaan met negatieve economische en/of financiële gevolgen. Wat de uitdagingen rondom deze 
afwegingen verder bemoeilijkt is de complexe aard van de onderlinge afhankelijkheid van de verbindingen 
tussen het economische domein en dat van de veiligheid. Hierdoor is het nagenoeg onmogelijk om vooraf 
(ex ante) vast te stellen waar het nationaal economisch belang eindigt en waar een belang van de nationale 
veiligheid begint. 

Het analytische raamwerk dat in dit rapport wordt gepresenteerd, biedt een mechanisme om de 
verbindingen tussen de economie en de nationale veiligheid in Nederland te begrijpen. Het is echter 
belangrijk om daarbij op te merken dat de macro-economische variabelen in de loop der tijd kunnen 
veranderen en dat ook nieuwe variabelen kunnen opduiken. Daarom moet men bij het toepassen van het 
raamwerk binnen de Nederlandse context rekening houden met potentiële veranderingen van de risico’s 
en met de nationale omstandigheden waarbinnen die worden toegepast. 

Voortbordurend op het analytische raamwerk zou nader onderzoek een uitgebreider en gedetailleerder 
begrip kunnen opleveren van de complexe interacties tussen de verschillende elementen van de economie 
en de nationale veiligheid. Desalniettemin biedt het raamwerk en de ondersteunende analyse in dit 
rapport een gestructureerde methode om de relaties tussen de economie en de nationale veiligheid op een 
strategisch niveau in kaart te brengen. 
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1. Introduction and context 

This introductory chapter provides an overview of the context, purpose and scope of this study on the 
relationships between the economy and national security. It outlines the definitions, research objectives, 
methodological approach, assumptions, caveats and structure of this research report. As per the scope of 
this work, this study is intended to support the Nationaal Coördinator Terrorismebestrijding en Veiligheid’s 
(NCTV) in conceptualising the concept of economic security based on a broad and international range of 
perspectives.  

1.1. Thinking about economic security in the Netherlands 

The interconnections between national security and the economy have grown as globalisation and 
economic integration have increased over the last decades (see Chapter 2 for more detail). For an open 
economy like the Netherlands, these interconnections manifest themselves both as opportunities and 
possible threats to national security (as shown in more detail in Chapter 4). Over the last decade, 
economic security has become a key strategic priority of the Dutch government, with the connection 
between economic security and broader national security made explicit in the 2007 National Security 
Strategy, and highlighted even more strongly in the recent National Security Strategy (2019).1 The 
International Security Strategy of 2013 explicitly emphasised the interconnectedness of the Dutch 
economy with internal and external threats (including EU and global threats) and risks, and the 
potentially large impact of economic events on the country’s stability, welfare and security.2 In the 
Integrated International Security Strategy 2018-2022 (IISS) published in March 2018, the current 
coalition government reiterated the growing international interdependencies within Dutch national 
security.3 ‘Threats to vital economic processes’ are listed as one of the six most urgent security threats 
affecting the country.4  

Recent events of planned foreign investments into strategic sectors within the Netherlands have prompted 
detailed assessments of potential risks to national security that may emerge as a result of economic activity 

                                                      

1 Ministerie van Binnenlandse Zaken (2007); National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019d). For 
details on the Dutch approach to National Security as outlined in Dutch policy documentation, please see Annex C.  
2 Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken (2013). 
3 Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken (2018). 
4 Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken (2018, p.21). 
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such as trade, foreign direct investment (FDI) and others. In 2013, the question of potentially undesirable 
foreign acquisition and investment was raised in relation to the (failed) acquisition of KPN, a 
telecommunications company, by América Móvil, a Mexican company.5 Currently, potential risks to 
national security are being discussed within the EU as a whole and in the Netherlands specifically in 
relation to potential procurement of the 5G network and equipment from Chinese company Huawei (see 
Chapter 3 for details). Given the importance of certain sectors (such as telecommunications) to the 
effective functioning of the Dutch society,6 there is a need for a deeper understanding of the types of 
economy-related threats to Dutch society.  

1.2. An approach to understand the links between macroeconomic 
variables and national security   

Both ‘national security’ and ‘the economy’ are broad concepts that are subject to a variety of 
interpretations across different academic disciplines, and in science, policy, society and culture. It is not 
possible within the limits of this study to cover all of these interpretations comprehensively.7 While a brief 
overview of academic and policy definitions of ‘national security’ is provided in this report (see Chapter 
2), we decided – in consultation with the study’s Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) – to focus the 
analysis of economy-related threats to national security through the lens of the protection of critical 
infrastructure, sectors and processes that are important for the sustainable functioning of society. This 
approach is consistent with the approach taken to operationalise the protection of national security in 
many nation states,8 and indeed, in line with the focal areas of NCTV as outlined later in this section. In 
order to conceptualise the relationship between macroeconomic variables and national security as outlined 
above, the research team developed an analytical framework and applied it to the Netherlands using an 
illustrative example of three risk vectors9: 1) foreign ownership; 2) skills gaps; and 3) natural resources 
dependence. These risk vectors were selected in consultation with SAC on the basis of perceived relevance 
to the Netherlands.  

                                                      
5 De Witt Wijnen (2018). 
6 For example as shown in the Wet beveiliging netwerk- en informatiesystemen (see Overheid.nl, 2019). 
7 For reference, a comprehensive analysis of the concepts of security – including national security – is available in the 
Reconceptualising Security report under the EU FP7 programme on ‘European Security Trends and Threats in 
Society’ (see De Spiegeleire et al., 2012).  
8 Such as Russia, the UK and US. The national security approaches of example nation states are examined in Annex 
B. 
9 For the purpose of this study, risk vectors are understood as sources of risk arising from macroeconomic 
developments of events; in other words, the avenues through which national security risks can be manifested. This 
report identifies seven broad risk vectors that may impact the national security of a country: ownership; espionage 
and access to sensitive information; natural resource dependence; supplier dependence; government intervention; 
corruption and fraud; and socio-economic inequality. These are outlined in Chapter Three. Following consultation 
with the SAC, the risk vectors that are examined specifically in the Dutch context are: foreign ownership; skills gaps 
in technical and related professions; and natural resources and food security.  
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Critical infrastructure, sectors, and process are concepts that are currently widely used in policy and 
legislation, in the Netherlands and beyond.10 In 2002, the protection of critical infrastructure (or in 
Dutch: beveiliging vitale infrastructuur [BVI]) was highlighted as a major policy focus in the Netherlands, 
following the establishment of the Government’s Critical Infrastructure Project (CIP).11 In the first report 
of the CIP published in 2003, critical infrastructure was considered to be the overarching term for 11 
critical sectors (such as energy, telecommunication, water, but also public order, rule of law, governance), 
and 31 critical products and services (including electricity, internet access, armed forces, prosecution and 
detention).12 

Later, critical infrastructure was determined by the Dutch government to consist of all the critical 
processes that, if disturbed or interrupted, would cause severe societal disruption and a threat to national 
security.13 These processes are grouped by the NCTV in two categories, A and B, based on anticipated 
impact. Category A consists of: national transport and distribution of electricity; production, national 
transport and distribution of gas; oil supply; drinking water supply, flood defence and water management; 
and storage, production and processing of nuclear materials.14 Category B includes regional distribution 
of electricity and gas, military and police deployment, high-value transactions between banks, and internet 
connectivity.15  

This understanding of critical infrastructure has placed a strong emphasis on clearly discernible economic 
processes (such as production of goods and services). Much less represented in the ‘critical infrastructure’ 
terminology are concepts such as the democratic process, voting, or equal accessibility. If we would see 
these as part of our set of dependent variables, it would not be hard to argue that these would be affected 
by economic factors (such as concentration of power in certain markets or foreign influence in ownership) 
and as such can be considered as critical processes. This analysis concurs with the overall broadening of 
the term security as outlined in Chapter 2. In this context, definitions of critical sectors, infrastructure and 
process are adopted for the purpose of this study. These definitions are provided in Box 1.16 

  

                                                      
10 Originally, the concept was introduced as part of the efforts to counter the impact related to ICT millennium 
problems. 
11 Luiijf et al. (2003). 
12 A full list of the 11 critical sectors and 31 critical products and services can be found at: Luiijf et al. (2003). 
13 For a full list of all Category A and B processes, see: National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism 
(2019a). 
14 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019a).  
15 For a full list of all Category A and B processes, see: National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism 
(2019a). 
16 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019a).  
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Box 1. Definitions of critical sectors, infrastructure and processes 

Critical sectors are sectors whose assets, systems and networks (whether physical or virtual) are 
considered so vital that their incapacitation or destruction would have a debilitating effect on national 
security, the functioning of the economy and society.17 For the purpose of this report, critical sectors are 
understood to include: the emergency services sector, the energy sector, financial services sector and 
communications sector, as well as the defence industrial base and the political and democratic spheres.18 

Critical infrastructure is an asset or system that is essential for the maintenance of vital societal functions 
or processes. The damage to a critical infrastructure, its destruction or disruption by natural disasters, 
terrorism, criminal activity or malicious behaviour, may have a significant negative impact for the security 
of the nation or the EU and the well-being of its citizens.19 

Critical processes are those processes that could result in severe social disruption in the event of their 
failure or disruption.20 Such processes may include production processes of specific products that are vital 
to society (for example agricultural products or certain chemicals), the distribution of commodities (for 
example electricity or drinking water) or the provision of vital services (for example healthcare or 
emergency services). But they may also include more fundamental processes that are vital for the orderly 
functioning of society, such as public decision-making or democratic processes (for example elections). 

In the globally interconnected and interdependent world, the economy is intimately connected with both 
national and international security: economic security is an important component of national security (see 
Chapter 2). The economy influences national security by shaping the functioning of the society internally, 
as well as by influencing the broader geopolitical place of a country internationally. In this study, the 
focus is on the ways in which economic factors influence national security as defined earlier, that is, the 
protection of critical infrastructure, sectors and processes that are important for the sustainable 
functioning of the society. As such, the factors and concepts underpinning ‘the economy’ for the purposes 
of this study include those that have an impact on the sustainable functioning of society. In line with a 
model-based approach to the scope of this study, ‘national security’ can be considered the dependent 
variable, whereas the economic factors are the independent variables. Whilst we acknowledge that the 
relations between the economy and national security are not linear – there are various feedback loops – for 
the purpose of this study we have chosen to place less emphasis on the subsequent impact of national 
security on the economy.  

To identify the relevant factors, we conducted a review of relevant academic textbooks on the principles 
underpinning macroeconomic theory, economic growth models and international economics,21 and a 
general review of literature relating to risk factors affecting the functioning of critical infrastructure, 
sectors and processes (and hence the overall functioning of the society). As a result, the following 
economic variables and concepts (the ‘economy’) are analysed in more detail in relation to their 
connections with national security, and are detailed in Box 2 below. 

                                                      
17 Adapted from U.S. Department of Homeland Security (2019).  
18 Ronis (2011). 
19 European Commission (2019b).  
20 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019a).  
21 For example: Mankiw (2015), Krugman et al. (2009), Jones et al. (1998). 
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Box 2. Economic variables 

The following variables are those that constitute ‘the economy’ for the purpose of this report. As such, these 
variables underpin the definition of ‘the economy’ within this study, for the purpose of examining its 
relationship with national security: 

• Domestic investment and consumption, and employment; 

• Foreign direct investment; 

• Global economic trends, government spending and regulation;  

• Human capital; 

• International trade; and 

• Technological progress.  

 

The ways in which these economic factors are linked with national security (in the limited sense)22 are 
explained in Chapter 3 and explored with specific reference to the Netherlands in Chapter 4. Within the 
broad definition of security outlined above, a multitude of national security risks can be identified from 
the conceptual framework presented in Chapter 3. A full assessment of these risks is beyond the scope of 
this report and we therefore focus our analysis on three examples to illustrate the use of the conceptual 
framework. The examples have been selected in consultation with the Scientific Advisory Committee 
(SAC) on the basis of the relative importance of the risk vectors in the Netherlands.  

1.3. Research questions and research steps 

The principal goal of this study is to provide the WODC and the NCTV with insights from academic 
and policy literature on the relationship between the economy and national security, and the ways in 
which national or international economic policy can influence national security in general, and in the case 
of the Netherlands in particular. To this end, the study team structured the research according to five 
research questions (RQs) as shown in Table 1.1. 

                                                      
22 Due to the complex, interconnected and non-linear nature of these relationships, as well as the scope of this study, 
it is not possible to provide a comprehensive overview of the multitude of complex ways in which these economic 
factors are linked with international security. Instead, this report provides a streamlined account of the most 
prominent ways in which these variables interact. 
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Table 1.1. Research questions  

Research questions 

1 
How can national security be defined and what does the international literature suggest about its main 
components? 

2 
What can be learned from the (academic) literature about the relationship(s) between the economy of a 
country and the various aspects of national security? Which factors, mechanisms and underlying causal 
mechanisms can be identified? 

3 What is the impact of contextual, country-specific characteristics and factors on this relationship? 

4 
What do the answers to research questions 2) and 3) tell us about the factors and characteristics that have 
an impact on the interconnections between the Dutch economy and its national security? 

5 
How does the Netherlands perform with regard to these economic factors, which trends or developments 
can we identify, and what do they mean for the national security of the Netherlands? 

 

In order to answer these research questions, we deployed a number of research activities:  

• Task 1: Definition and scoping involved an extensive review of academic and policy literature to 
capture the different ways in which ‘national security’ can be conceptualised. The results of this 
review are summarised in Chapter 2. To complement the information gathered through the literature 
review, the study team also conducted nine interviews with relevant academic and policy experts (see 
Annex A) to solicit further information on the definitions of ‘national security’ and the 
interconnections between national security and the economy. The results of Task 1 principally 
informed RQ1.  

• Task 2: Targeted literature review on the links between economic variables and national security as 
defined in Task 1. This review focused on academic and grey literature,23 with an explicit emphasis 
on threats to critical infrastructure, sectors and processes as components of national security. Outputs 
of Task 2 principally informed answers to RQ2 and RQ3.  

• Task 3: Development of analytical framework to capture the relevant interconnections and 
mechanisms between economic variables and national security. Drawing on insights from the 
literature review (Tasks 1 and 2), the study team conducted two internal analytical workshops in 
which the insights from literature were mapped into a logical framework, exploring the links between 
the economy and national security by means of specific risk vectors (see Chapter 3 for the analytical 
framework and the detailed descriptions). Outputs of Task 3 principally informed answers to RQ2 
and RQ3.  

• Task 4: Targeted literature review and analysis of the Netherlands was performed to understand 
how three exemplary risk vectors may manifest themselves in the context of the Netherlands and what 

                                                      
23 ‘Grey literature’ refers to literature that is not published in peer‐reviewed academic journals and includes – for 
example – policy papers, research reports, government white papers and evaluation reports. 
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vulnerabilities may be present in the Dutch context vis-à-vis these vectors. Outputs from Task 4 
informed answers to RQ4 and RQ5 and are presented in Chapter 4.  

1.4. Structure of this report  

This report presents the findings from the research undertaken for this study. In addition to this chapter, 
it is structured as follows:  

• Chapter 2 – Understanding national security: provides an overview of the different understandings of 
national security in the academic and policy context, drawing on the work of scholars in international 
relations and a review of strategic documents of selected countries.24 This chapter also highlights the 
importance of economic security for the functioning of a society, facilitated by critical infrastructure, 
sectors and processes.  

• Chapter 3 – Interconnections between national security and the economy: sets out the analytical 
framework proposed by the study team and developed for the purposes of this study to capture the 
ways in which economic factors affect national security and describe their manifestation. The chapter 
then presents a detailed overview of the sources of risk stemming from macroeconomic developments 
and events that could affect critical infrastructures, sectors and processes. 

• Chapter 4 – The links between economy and national security in the Netherlands: includes an 
analysis of some of the main relevant risks for the Netherlands, highlighting some of the most relevant 
risk vectors for the Dutch context. To illustrate the use of the conceptual framework, we focus our 
analysis on three examples of risk vectors.  

• Chapter 5 – Conclusion: highlights overarching conclusions by means of answering the individual 
research questions.  

Figure 1.1 presents a schematic illustration of the structure of this report.  

                                                      
24 The focus countries of this report represent a non-systematic selection of exemplar countries in Europe and global 
powers, and were also were selected on the basis of the availability of relevant strategic documents. The selected 
countries are: Australia; Canada; China; Denmark; France; Germany; Russia; Singapore; Sweden; United Kingdom; 
and the United States. 
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Figure 1.1. Report structure  
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2. A historical perspective on definitions of national security  

There is no single, unifying definition of ‘national security’ in academic literature. As a concept, it is 
considered from a range of different angles including social sciences, psychology, security studies, crime 
and policing research, and others. To meet the requirements of this study, the research team narrowed the 
focus of the literature review to scholarship within the fields of international relations and political 
science. In these fields, it is clear that the definition of national security has evolved over time – and 
continues to evolve – with contextual factors playing an important part in shaping its definition. As such, 
this chapter first considers the historical evolution of the understanding of national security, by presenting 
an overview of the main schools of thought and examining how contextual factors have shaped these 
understandings over time. The chapter then turns to a brief overview of how national security is currently 
understood by selected countries.25 The findings of this chapter are supplemented by Annex B, which 
includes a more detailed analysis of selected countries’ understandings of national security as captured by 
their policy and strategic documents.  

2.1. Scholarly thinking about national security until the 19th century  

The early thinkers who discussed concepts closely related to the idea of what we would now refer to as 
‘national’ security were not theorists of international relations per se (although they are often associated 
with international relations theory), but politicians and philosophers who sought to understand how the 
world works and explain the interactions they observed between people, cities, states and other actors. 

Writing in the 5th century BC, Thucydides discusses Sparta’s fear of the growing power coming from 
Athens and the appreciation that the more powerful actor prevails.26 Writing in the 16th century AD, 
political theorist Niccolò Machiavelli – in his seminal book The Prince – portrays a leader having to do 
whatever is necessary to protect his position from men who threaten him and the security of his realm.27 
In his most famous work Leviathan a century later, Thomas Hobbes builds on Machiavelli’s writings by 
declaring that the natural state of the world is a state of war where there is a constant fear of conflict and 
death.28 Thomas Hobbes described the world as one with a ‘dissolute condition of masterless men without 

                                                      
25 The selected countries are: Australia; Canada; China; Denmark; France; Germany; Russia; Singapore; Sweden; 
United Kingdom; and the United States. 
26 Walt (2010), Thucydides (originally published 416 BC). 
27 Walt (2010), Machiavelli (originally published 1532).  
28 Lloyd & Sreedhar (2018). 
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subjection to laws and a coercive power to tie their hands from rapine and revenge,’29 which creates a 
‘continual fear, and danger of violent death; and the life of man, solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and 
short.’30 In the Hobbesian world, people live in a primitive ‘state of nature’ – they are driven by selfish 
desire and, in the absence of law and order, would kill and themselves be at constant risk of being killed. 
This creates a world where humans are driven into ‘deadly competition for scarce goods by an infinity of 
desires and an unlimited passion for securing what they want.’31 

Security itself is rarely referred to in these writings, and certainly not given an explicit definition. Given 
that ‘nation states’ as we know them did not yet exist in their current form, we cannot talk of ‘national’ 
security in the same way as today. One might say that, in the world where power and competition prevail, 
security (or rather lack of it) could be viewed as the constant fear of violence and death – with the source 
of this insecurity potentially coming from all fellow humans. The emergence of the state can then be seen 
to create some order, which aims to prevent this animalistic behaviour at the individual level. However, 
states are also comprised of leaders who are merely flawed humans themselves. Thus, states can be seen to 
act on the international scene in a way akin to that of humans in the state of nature or ‘the natural 
condition of mankind’.32 This understanding informs some of the core themes in the realist theory of 
international relations, which sees the actors on the international scene (in most cases states) as motivated 
by conflict and competition and mankind’s desire for power (‘animus dominandi’).33 As a result, on an 
international, inter-state level, states are seen as having to act selfishly in order to provide security for 
themselves – that is, concerned primarily about their own national security.34  

2.2. Understanding of interconnectedness between security and the 
economy in the 20th century 

With the prevalence of war and conflict and proliferation of the nation state throughout the 19th and early 
20th centuries, realist explanations of behaviour among states and other political actors dominated the 
discourse, highlighting the importance of national self-preservation, often in opposition to dependence on 
other states or other actors. 

Realism  
The publication of Carr’s The Twenty Years’ Crisis in 1939 saw classical realism becoming more 
formalised.35 Moving slightly away from the Hobbesian and Machiavellian thinking of humanity’s innate 
desire for power and flawed nature, Carr believes the lack of security in the world is caused by differing 
endowments of resources and governmental structures, conflicting ideologies, and the thirst for power of 
                                                      
29 Hobbes (1996; originally published 1651).  
30 Hobbes (1996, 110).  
31 Hoffmann (1963, 318).  
32 Hobbes (1996) 
33 Korab-Karpowicz (2018), Morgenthau (1946, 192); Jervis (1994). 
34 Walt (2010); Elman (2008). 
35 Elman (2008), Carr (1940). 
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certain individual leaders.36 These ideas echoed those of the philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau, who 
singled out two main factors of insecurity between states: interdependence and inequality.37 As states 
become dependent on one another this creates suspicion and incompatibility, and the unequal allocation 
of resources helps drive conflict.38 Essentially, this thinking builds upon the early theories of individual 
behaviour and applies similar principles to the behaviour of states. 

In the second half of the 20th century, Kenneth Waltz established a new school of thought to build upon 
the ideas of classical realism, known as neorealism, arguing that the lack of an overall authority means in 
order to survive in the anarchic world, states have no choice but to act via self-serving means.39 Waltz 
places less emphasis on the desire for power, instead arguing that states only concern themselves with the 
pursuit of power after national security has been achieved.40 This spurred two conflicting ideologies 
around what this means for how states act. On one hand, defensive realists argue that this self-interested 
pursuit of national security pushes states into acting cooperatively where possible, and maintaining the 
status quo.41 Offensive realists, led by Mearsheimer, disagree with this view, arguing this is more likely to 
encourage states to seek power in order to deter the external threat.42   

In summary, within realist thought, certain common themes appear in relation to national security. Inter-
state aggression, the fear and threat of violence from enemy states, and a focus on the military and 
conflictual aspects of security are all factors that a state needs to respond to in order to preserve itself and 
its security – that is, the security of its borders, resources and people.43 Despite ‘security’ being the more 
frequently used term prior to the Second World War (WW2), ‘national security’ was deemed 
synonymous with ‘security’ as the realist theory focused principally on the nation state.44 Furthermore, 
prior to the growth of international organisations such as the UN, strategists and policymakers were 
employed only at the national level, and were tasked with matters of security concerning a very state-
centric view, reinforcing the idea that security should be considered predominantly from a national 
perspective.45        

Liberalism  
In addition to realism, other schools of thought have also engaged in the discourse on national security. 
With the establishment of the League of Nations,46 liberalism as a school of thought – primarily inspired 
by the philosophical writings of Immanuel Kant – began to gain prominence within international 
                                                      
36 Walt (2010). 
37 Walt (2010, 321).  
38 Walt (2010, 321).  
39 Waltz (2010). 
40 Walt (2010). 
41 Elman (2008). 
42 Mearsheimer (2001). 
43 Walt (2010); Mearsheimer (2002); Sachs (2003); Singh & Nunes (2016). 
44 Singh & Nunes (2016). 
45 Buzan (2008). 
46 Navari (2008, 32).  
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relations and political discourse.47 Like realism, there are many different sub-theories underneath the 
umbrella of liberalism, but broadly speaking, liberalism places emphasis on the relationship between the 
state and international society and the importance of interdependence between states and other actors.48 
On the whole, according to the liberal standpoint, people prioritise well-being and self-preservation 
which, in turn, creates a shared common goal. To realise this, based on the liberal viewpoint, people must 
be able to make their own decisions as long as they do not detract from another’s freedom; hence, liberal 
thinking emphasises the need for cooperation and prevention of conflict.49 The Dutch legal scholar Hugo 
Grotius emphasised the idea that individuals bear rights, particularly when it comes to ownership of 
physical goods such as land and property.50 The interactions of sovereign states are bounded by the rules 
and institutions of their own making; hence there is a natural acceptance of the importance of cooperation 
and coexistence on the international stage.51 As a result of his beliefs, Grotius championed the idea of 
creating international institutions.52 Via these, Grotius was one of the first to argue for free trade, 
stipulating that free trade between nations will foster cooperation and lead to international peace.53 As 
such, his writings indicate that a strong link exists between the economy and security and that it is 
possible that security can be achieved via economic means.54 

Within the context of international relations and politics, liberalism is thus more concerned about the role 
of international organisations and the benefits of international cooperation, which are often motivated by 
or at least accompanied by economic cooperation (e.g. through international trade). A fundamental 
argument put forward by Kant was that the balance of power is a peacekeeper; any ruler’s desire to 
conquer comes with the ultimate goal of achieving peace.55 Liberalism underpins other closely related 
theories. These include the foundations of democratic peace theory – the idea that democracies are less 
likely to go to war with each other since they share the same values – and liberal institutionalism, which 
argues that international institutions play a very important role in mitigating conflict.56  

Constructivism 
Recent major developments to the international relations and security studies literature have included the 
growing importance of the constructivist approach, which applies theories of social constructivism within 
the field of security studies. This approach advocates that national security should be thought of as a 
socially constructed phenomenon, whereby threats are brought into being due to social aspects (such as 

                                                      
47 Baylis et al. (2017). 
48 Moravcsik (2001). 
49 Owen (1994). 
50 Miller (2014). 
51 Haftendorn (1991). 
52 Haftendorn (1991). 
53 Thumfart (2009). 
54 Salter (2001). 
55 Navari (2008, 31). 
56 Owen (1994); Navari (2008); Owen (2017). 
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identity, norms and culture) rather than being defined in terms of some abstract set of security criteria.57 
Constructivism tends to perceive that the identities and actions of the main actors in world politics are 
defined and guided by norms.58  It is a broad field encompassing a variety of perspectives on the scope and 
nature of national security. In one of the foundational texts of constructivist theory, Anarchy is what the 
state makes of it, Alexander Wendt argued that the anarchic state-based international political system is 
socially constructed; by extension, therefore, national security interests are likewise a social construct.59 
This ‘systemic’ approach focuses on state interactions at the international level but does not examine ‘non-
systemic’ factors such as domestic political culture.60 Other constructivist approaches place greater 
emphasis on the domestic factors that shape security outcomes, such as Katzenstein’s notion of the role of 
domestic identity, norms and culture in the construction of national security interests, although, similar 
to Wendt, this approach ultimately retained a focus on the state as the primary actor in national 
security.61 Constructivist thought largely falls within one of two fields: ‘conventional constructivism’ 
(including Wendt), which explores the role of norms and identity in shaping the international system and 
its outcomes, and explores the drivers behind certain decisions and courses of action; and ‘critical 
constructivism’, which examines the ways in which threat perceptions and the object of security are 
socially constructed, emphasising language and discourse.62 The latter category is often considered to fall 
within critical theory. In this regard, there is considerable overlap between constructivist and critical 
theory within the field of security studies. 

Critical Theory 
A closely related concept to constructivism, critical theory emerged as a major theoretical framework 
during the post-Cold War period.63 It addresses the limitations of previous interpretations of security by 
recognising that security has different meanings for different actors,64 and it challenges traditionally state-
centric accounts of security.65 Traditionally, security studies have looked at threats from an objective point 
of view, but critical approaches aim to analyse why certain threats are prioritised differently.66 Essentially, 
critical theorists understand that ‘security’ as a word or idea is empty in itself, since its meaning is defined 
by the context in which it is used.67 Critical theory encompasses a broad range of perspectives such as 
feminist theory, poststructuralism and post-colonialism.68 Two prominent schools of thought within 

                                                      
57 McDonald (2008). 
58 Farrell (2002, 52).  
59 Wendt (1992). 
60 Karacasulu and Uzgören (2007). 
61 Karacasulu and Uzgören (2007). 
62 Adler (2005).  
63 Olivares (2018). 
64 Bilgin (2008). 
65 Olivares (2018) 
66 Fierke (2017). 
67 Consultation with Prof Jaap de Wilde. 
68 C.A.S.E Collective (2006). 
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critical theory are the Welsh (or Aberystwyth) School and Copenhagen School. The Copenhagen School 
draws heavily on constructivist theory, exploring security as a socially constructed phenomenon, and 
introducing the notion of ‘securitisation’; namely, the practice of state actors elevating issues of domestic-
level politics into issues of high politics that impact states on the national level, thereby transforming them 
into issues of national security.69 For example, a critical approach of the Copenhagen School can be 
applied in order to understand how security has been used to push specific security agendas through 
‘securitisation’ (a prime example being using security as a ‘speech act’70 to initiate a war on terror in the 
aftermath of the 9/11 terror attacks).71 With security being used as a political tool in this or similar ways, 
security gains a new dimension, potentially pulling it away from traditionalist state-centric thinking.72 

In Security: A New Framework for Analysis, one of the seminal texts outlining the views of the Copenhagen 
School, Barry Buzan, Ole Waever and Jaap de Wilde propose that the referent object of security should be 
extended beyond the state, and that the definition of security should be broadened to also incorporate 
new dimensions such as societal, environmental and economic security.73 The Welsh School also argues 
for a broader definition of security. However rather than the notion of societal security as advanced by 
Copenhagen School, the Welsh School focuses on human emancipation and views the individual as the 
referent object, and the state as the means for ensuring this security.74 

New times inevitably lead to structural changes in the world order, which requires analysis of 
International Relations (IR) from a new vantage point.75 An increasingly globalised world has created a 
‘plurilateral’ structure where individual states no longer have the influence they previously did, and are 
instead part of a system that is constantly evolving beyond the control of single state actors. ‘Interpolarity’, 
a contemporary opinion offered by Giovanni Grevi, theorises that the combination of multipolarity and 
increasing globalisation is changing IR.  Using key themes from realism, Grevi seeks to combine this with 
modern views of an increasingly globalised and interdependent world. As the power dynamic between 
states shifts, it is uncertain whether this will ultimately lead to more peace or further conflict.76 
Cooperative solutions, collective security,77 international institutions, a clearer focus on economics, and 
international politics are all key to analysing this evolving situation, with the role of any single state in 
addressing complex challenges recognised as limited. As such, the emphasis in this line of thinking is 
shifting again from a state-centric perception of national security to one that is fundamentally oriented 
around the role of the economy and international institutions.   

69 Romaniuk (2018). 
70 Within the Copenhagen School, a ‘speech act’ is defined as a ‘securitising move’; namely, a statement that 
identifies a given phenomena as a matter of ‘security,’ thereby elevating it to a special status and 
legitimising extraordinary measures. See: Waever (1995); Buzan et al. (1998). 
71 Consultation with Prof Jaap de Wilde. 
72 Consultation with Prof Jaap de Wilde. 
73 Buzan et al. (1998).  
74 Hama (2017). 
75 Hama (2017). 
76 Grevi (2009). 
77 Grevi (2009).  
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Critical Political Economy  
Critical Political Economy (CPE) is a theory that has gained prominence in the academic debate 
surrounding the intersection between economic and security studies. CPE may be considered a field of 
critical theory, but falls outside the traditional scope of critical security studies. The fundamental premise 
of CPE is the mutual constitution of the economic and political sphere, and the security threats posed by 
the unequal division of power and welfare.78 Within this conceptual framework, CPE theorists highlight 
the risks (in both academic and policy terms) of treating the economy and national security as separate 
fields.79 Early CPE thinker Susan Strange viewed security as one of the four ‘distinct but related’ power 
structures within the global political economy.80 She defined this security structure as the framework of 
power that is created via the provision of security (from common dangers such as violence) to the 
population.81 From this supply of security, the benefactors derive power over those they protect.82 In this 
regard, structural power is held by the entity that is responsible for the provision of security (traditionally 
understood to be the nation-state). A central proposition of CPE theory is that structural power of nation-
states has been eroded by the integration of national economies into the globalised economy, with power 
thus shifting to non-state actors, such as transnational corporations.83  

CPE theorists such as Cutler have criticised Westphalian assumptions of state-centricity and the ‘liberal 
mythology’ that neglects to include the private sphere as a political domain, suggesting that state-based 
definitions of authority are insufficient for capturing the structural power of private non-state actors in the 
global political economy.84 CPE emphasises the structural power of actors in advanced economies who 
hold dominant positions within the ‘production structure’ (control over the production of goods and 
services required for survival) and ‘financial structure’ (control over the supply and distribution of 
credit).85 CPE theorists have therefore challenged Realist understandings of the state-based international 
system, with Cutler and Pritchard reframing anarchic world politics as a system of complex, multi-layered 
and overlapping structures, processes and agents (such as multinational corporations) that increasingly 
erode the capacity of nation-states to control and manage global affairs – and, by extension, their domestic 
security.86  

                                                      
78 van Apeldoorn and Horn (2018). 
79 Strange (1970). 
80 The four power structures as posited by Strange are: the security structure; the production structure (the structure 
by which wealth is produced and distributed in the global economy); the financial structure (the sum of all 
arrangements governing the availability of credit and the determining factors of the terms of currency exchange 
rates); and the knowledge structure (the relations under which knowledge is produced, stored and communicated). 
For further details, see Strange (1970) and Revell (2006). 
81 May (2008), Revell (2006). 
82 Revell (2006). 
83 Strange (1970). 
84 Cutler (2001). 
85 Gwynn (2017). 
86 Cerny and Pritchard (2017). 
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When viewed through a CPE lens, the security of the state may be threatened by the unequal divisions of 
power and welfare, and the private actors – such as transnational corporations – that are able to influence 
these conditions. In this regard, CPE challenges traditional understandings of national security threats as 
those that primarily emanate from malicious actors – such as other nation-states – and also considers 
private corporations as both providers of, and possible threats to, national security. The blurring of lines 
in matters of national security between the public and private, and the influence of large corporations, is 
termed by Verstein as ‘National Security Corporate Governance’. This refers to the outsourcing of a 
country’s national security functions to private actors, leading to corporate boardrooms quietly becoming 
‘instruments of national defence’.87 When examining national security through a CPE perspective, in 
order to understand the influence of market forces on the security sphere it is important to consider the 
economic and institutional context of the country in question. Through comparative political economy, 
the ‘varieties of capitalism’ (VoC) approach set forth by Hall and Soskice in 2001 presents two types of 
capitalist market economies: liberal market economies (including Anglo Saxon countries, such as the 
United Kingdom (UK) and US), and coordinated market economies (CME), including the Netherlands, 
Germany and Scandinavian countries.88 These two variants have an impact on both economic 
performance and many areas of policymaking that relate to national security, including macroeconomic 
policy, social policy, legal decision-making and international relations.89 

2.3. A shift towards a more ‘human-centric’ focus 

Security more broadly, and national security specifically, are terms that derive their meaning not only 
from theoretical views and explanations, but also from contextual factors such as historical events and 
developments.  

Despite there being a long and developed discussion of the theories that seek to explain international 
relations and politics, there has been little literature on what the definition of national security is.90 In 
addition, though concepts related to security were indeed prominent before WW2, a distinctive security 
literature did not become established until after 1945.91 Even in the period from 1945 to the modern day, 
security has continually evolved in terms of how it is defined.  

Dominance of realist thinking and a narrow view of national security before the 1990s 
From an international relations theory perspective92 and as discussed in section 2.2, understanding of 
national security has been dominated by realist thinking since the 1648 Treaty of Westphalia, which is 
largely accepted as the defining article of the modern nation state.93 Although not resulting in one 

87 Verstein (2017). 
88 Hall & Soskice (2001). 
89 Hall & Soskice (2001). 
90 Baldwin (1997). 
91 Buzan & Hansen (2009). 
92 See sections 2.1. and 2.2. for more explanation of the core elements of realism. 
93 Singh & Nunes (2016). 
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homogenous definition of security, realist thinkers have tended to place a great deal of importance on the 
territorial integrity of the state and the physical safety of its people.94 This is reminiscent of the realist 
thinking of Machiavelli and Hobbes, and is apparent in academic and contemporary thinking in the mid-
20th century.95 The offensive realist Hertz writes in 1950 of security as absence of fear of being ‘attacked, 
subjected, dominated or annihilated by other groups and individuals.’96 Waltz gives a slightly broader 
statement when he refers to insecurity as ‘the uncertainty of each about the other's future intentions and 
actions.’97 Though conflict is not explicitly mentioned, Waltz is referring to one state’s concern of 
another. Lippman argues that national security is achieved if a country does not compromise on its core 
values, either by being victorious in war or by avoiding war altogether.98  

The realist perspective and understanding of security was particularly prevalent throughout the late 1930s 
to the 1970s, when a rather militaristic view of security prevailed, emphasising the role of the state and 
specifically referring to ‘national’ security (as opposed to security more broadly). Historically, this 
understanding coincided with the end of WW2 and the beginning of the Cold War – a period where 
competition between the United States (US) and Soviet Union revolved around the belief that military 
might was the solution to achieving security.99 Relatedly, the concept and pursuit of deterrence as a 
strategy assumed a prominent position in both academic and security policy discourse, with a 
comparatively smaller focus on the (perceived) threats that each great power in the Cold War represented 
to the other.100   

The devastation of WW2 is likely to have influenced the way national security was analysed because 
contemporary thinkers were writing just after unprecedented military conflict between powerful nation 
states.101 International conflict remained on the global agenda after WW2 with the Cold War, as the US 
and Soviet Union competed against one another by building nuclear weapons and strengthening their 
armies. Nuclear weapons were now a point of contention for theorists to argue over, and the period 
represented an analytical shift towards answering the question, ‘how to use a particular set of weapons’.102 
Naturally, this encouraged discussions around security to be military and conflictual in nature. 
Furthermore, the US and Soviet Union were locked in a continual strategic battle of using their physical 
weapons as political weapons against one another, paving the way for seminal literature and policy 
discourse on deterrence, game theory, coercion and containment, amongst others.103 However, the 
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political climate created by the nuclear threat prevented other important issues, such as those of 
development and poverty, from coming onto the security agenda.104 Following the Cold War, policy 
dialogue emphasised that underdevelopment leads to wants and wants lead to fear; development is needed 
for security to be achieved.105 

Ullman argues that the Cold War restricted interpretations of security to a militaristic manner, because 
the Soviet Union was an ever-present powerful state that would willingly use force against its enemies.106 
It was thus at the forefront of people’s minds, making non-traditional aspects of security appear as 
somewhat less pressing.107 Ullman stipulates that this overt focus on the military and the nuclear threat 
could lead to the neglect of ‘other and perhaps even more harmful dangers.’108 As Baldwin notes, despite 
this period being referred to as a ‘golden age in security studies’, several notable scholars of the time admit 
to an overt focus on the ‘military aspects of national security at the expense of historical, psychological, 
cultural, organisational, and political contexts.’109 Retrospectively, Singh and Nunes describe the 
militaristic and power-focused view of national security as very hegemonic and conflictual in its 
outlook.110 They, too, consider this view as resulting in a fairly narrow definition of security.111 

Redefining national security after 1990 in a new global order 
The end of the Cold War marked a turning point in traditional military-dominated conceptions of 
security.112 Global political thinking changed, creating a shift from a realist understanding of national 
security and its focus on expanding security, to encompass other previously neglected aspects.113  

There are a multitude of possible reasons as to why this happened, some of which are discussed in this 
limited overview. Lin suggests the reasons for this movement lie initially with the fall of the Soviet Union 
and with the continuing rise of globalisation.114 With the Cold War drawing to a close, the Soviet Union 
left no comparable successor in terms of military threat, creating a climate for other issues to take a more 
prominent voice in the policy debate.115 There was now more to risk by engaging in conflict, and less 
need to do so, hence a full-scale inter-state conflict was becoming less likely. The decline of traditional 
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inter-state conflict meant that many doubts were raised about the realist assumption of the dominance of 
military security, resulting in greater interest in less militaristic views of national security.116 

Additionally, the phenomenon of globalisation meant that countries were becoming increasingly 
interdependent on one another, making the consequences of state actions increasingly complex, and 
altering the manner in which countries interacted with each other. This interaction and interdependency 
between states highlighted the need to consider national security in relation to wider international 

developments. Indeed, Mathews claims that from the 1970s onwards even the US started to realise it was 
no longer the independent powerhouse it once was, and was now subject to the consequences of economic 
policy in many other countries.117  

Another consequence of globalisation and related phenomena – such as Europeanisation118 and 
transnationalism119 – has been a perceived erosion of the nation-state. The reduced sovereignty and 
authority of the state in matters of national security has been an increasingly prominent feature of 
academic debates,120 with this perceived decline commonly associated with an evolving role of sovereign 
governments as security providers in a context of an increasingly globalised and complex security 
environment.121 Alternative understandings of the nation-state’s power and influence emerged that 
examined the relative positions of states versus market powers in conditions of globalisation.122 CPE 
theorists such as Susan Strange viewed the power of the nation-state as being eroded by transnational 
[economic] actors and phenomena, and were later supported by those such as Cutler who suggested that 
the nation-state no longer holds the exclusive claim to authority, as had previously been assumed.123 In 
this regard, politics is no longer the exclusive remit of state actors; power is exercised by market forces; 
and authority is legitimately exercised by non-state actors.124 In this context, the ability of sovereign 
nation-states to manage and provide security is increasingly challenged.125 The role of private-sector actors 
in national security provision is reflected in contemporary debates on corporate social responsibility 
(CSR). Ridley has proposed that CSR should be expanded to encompass critical infrastructure resilience, 
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suggesting that the social responsibility of private actors (such as telecoms or transport providers) should 
be included within national security frameworks.126  

The 1990s saw the emergence of the concept of ‘nodal governance’, a theoretical framework that 
challenges the historical view of the nation-state as the primary institution responsible for national 
security. It instead understands security governance as ‘beyond the nation-state’, involving a diverse, non-
monopolistic network of public and private entities or ‘nodes’.127 Here, links can be drawn with the 
Critical Theory understanding of the ‘plurilateral’ structure of the globalised world order, as discussed in 
Section 2.2 of this report.128 In the context of a reduced role of the state, the growing plurality of political 
actors no longer view the nation-state as the primary actor through which their interests can be realised; at 
the same time, the nation-state has reduced or outsourced many of its social, economic and political 
responsibilities (for example to private actors).129 Through the nodal governance paradigm, therefore, 
national security is produced in a non-monopolistic manner by a network of actors (nodes) from the state 
and markets that interact in formal and informal organisations, constituting a web.130 When understood 
through the nodal governance paradigm, national security is produced not only – or even primarily – 
through the traditional top-down system of state authority, but also through a network of diverse public 
and private actors that interact within a horizontal governance mechanism.131  

Other thinkers consider the rise of the economic and environmental agendas of the 1970s and 1980s, and 
concerns over identity and transnational crime in the 1990s, as further important reasons underpinning 
the move to redefine security, again highlighting the interconnectedness between national security and 
transnational events and developments.132 Ullman was one of the earlier and more prominent advocates of 
thinking about security more broadly. He argues a threat to national security could be viewed as 
something that threatens to ‘degrade the quality of life for the inhabitants of a state’, or that threatens to 
‘narrow the range of policy choices available to the government of a state or to private, nongovernmental 
entities (persons, groups, corporations) within the state.’133  

A threat-based understanding of security as presented by Ullman is not new. Indeed, prior to Ullman, 
another critic of the traditionalist definition of security, Arnold Wolfers, labelled national security as an 

ambiguous symbol in the 1950s134 and saw a more fitting description of security as the absence of threats. 
This broad definition may have different interpretations, but has since been used as a tool for broadening 
the concept of national security, since threats could capture traditional military threats as well as non-
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military threats, such as environmental disasters or the structural power held by large transnational 
corporations (as highlighted by CPE theorists).135 

Introducing ‘human security’ to further broaden the understanding of national security  
Many of the non-traditional security themes can be grouped into the term ‘human security’ – the idea 
that conceptions of national security should revolve around security of the individual – which deviates 
from the state-centric view.136 These topics started to enter into the security agenda, marking a transition 
away from the traditionalist conception of national security as a military, conflictual and state-centric 
topic. Booth notes that people started to accept that the biggest threat to the well-being of individuals was 
not from a foreign army, but from ‘economic collapse, political oppression, scarcity, overpopulation, 
ethnic rivalry, the destruction of nature, terrorism, crime and disease.’137 Booth further referred to security 
as ‘survival plus’, implying that narrow definitions of security purely focused on survival in a conflict-and-
competition ridden environment are too overtly concerned with basic survival from threats, when security 
should encompass aspects above and beyond purely existing. Beyond mere survival, the ‘plus’ element 
considers also well-being, more formally defined in the 1994 Human Development Report, which lists 
seven dimensions of human security: economic, health, personal, political, food, environmental and 

community.138 In 2001, the Commission on Human Security was established, which maintains a view 
that human and national elements of security are separate but mutually dependent, with the 
Commission’s definition of human security being the protection of ‘human lives in ways that enhance 
human freedoms and human fulfilment.’139 

Various arguments are offered in academic and policy literature to justify the adoption of a broader view 
of national security. Poor economic conditions, such as mass unemployment and stunted growth, could 
mean military capabilities are under-resourced.140 Thus, states have weaker defences and could be more 
vulnerable to foreign aggression.141 Also, a more human-security-focused interpretation of national 
security would see poor economic conditions leading to a lower standard of living, associated with job 
losses and decreased ability of people to provide for themselves.142 In environmental terms, national 
security could be threatened if wars are waged in competition for scarce resources, as also recognised by 
the realist thinkers. Finally, physical safety of the state could be under threat due to environmental 
conditions as seen, for example, by the risk of flooding in the Netherlands. As lives of inhabitants could 
be placed in danger, one could argue that this risk constitutes a threat to human security, even if this 
threat is not initiated by a foreign state or actor, as held by the traditional understanding of ‘security’.143 
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Similar arguments can be made for the other factors as listed in the Human Development Report, such as 
extreme weather events and natural disasters.144 For practical policy implementation, a wealth of literature 
is available on human security and safety, with risk management literature offering particularly valuable 
insights on risks that are understood to be the product of the probability and consequences of a hazardous 
event or phenomenon. Any detailed exploration of this body of literature is beyond the scope of this 
study. 

Advocates of a broader approach to defining security see human security and national security as separate, 
but closely related, concepts. Anand and Sen note that even traditional concepts of security are ultimately 
concerned with human life, arguing that since the protection of human life also concerns security from 
external threats, national security should be thought of as a sub-set of human security.145 In essence, a 
more traditional understanding of national security (as territorial and military security) is here still 
recognised as important, with other aspects highlighted by the ‘human security’ concept included 
alongside it. Weiss argues that human security is completely linked to the nation since ‘democratic states 
with the authority and the monopoly of force to sustain such norms’ are best placed to defend human 
rights and provide security for its people, in both a defence sense and a broader sense.146 

2.4. Different perceptions of national security result in differences in 
national risk assessment processes 

In an effort to find an ‘objective’ definition of national security, one may forget that security can mean 
different things to different people and that it is not an absolute concept. Wolfers, for example, talks 
about security as a value that nations could gain more of and could lose, stipulating that perceptions of 
the chance of a future attack are always going to be subjective and speculative, and dependent on feeling 
and judgement.147 Recent thinking has also probed deeper into this idea of security as a feeling.148 Bruce 
Schneier argues that security is both a feeling and a reality and though these two facets can be related, they 
only rarely are.149 He defines these two different interpretations by saying we feel secure ‘when we feel 
protected from harm, free from dangers, and safe from attack’ and we are secure in reality when we 
‘actually are protected.’150 Waever highlights this ambiguity, saying that it often depends on who is talking 
about security. In academia, the study of security tends to focus more on the survival of the state, whereas 
in daily conversations, the use of the term is more general, referring to the freedom from threat.151 In 
agreement, Muresan notes there is what can be considered a citizens’ perception of security and an 
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authorities’ perspective.152 Furthermore, this feeling of insecurity can manifest itself as a tangible threat; 
for example, if people feel insecure, they may distrust the government or even spark wider societal 
disorder, which could have ramifications for the security and stability of a region or a country as a 
whole.153 The perceptions of security and the study of internal security are extensively explored in a wealth 
of academic literature within the field of psychology, as well as literature on policing, internal security and 
crime. We consider such an exploration beyond the scope of this study.    

Finally, in the English language, further distinctions are drawn between the concepts of ‘safety’ and 
‘security’, with the former referring to being protected against unintended threats, while the latter implies 
protection against deliberate threats. In Dutch, security and safety are both translated as ‘veiligheid’. As a 
result, ‘nationale veiligheid’ in the Dutch context refers to both security and safety, and the ‘nationale 
veiligheidsmonitor’ explicitly includes not just threats emanating from deliberate actions (which would fall 
directly under the English word ‘security’), but also safety hazards such as pandemics and flooding. 
Generally, the distinction in the English language draws out the meaning of ‘security’ as being protected 
against deliberate threats, with ‘safety’ implying unintended threats such as natural disasters. 
Etymologically speaking, ‘security’ comes from se (without) cura (care), while ‘safety’ has its roots in 
salvus, meaning ‘healthy’. 

While in some cases distinctions can be made between security-related risks and safety-related risks – as 
determined by the actor(s) responsible for addressing the threat – such distinctions are increasingly more 
difficult to make in a globalised and digitalised environment, in which threats are interconnected and 
interdependent.154 To illustrate, the potential impact of a nuclear powerplant being attacked by a terrorist 
group could be identical to the impact of a safety incident or a natural disaster affecting such a 
powerplant. To draw out these differences more clearly, a 2010 study by Institut Télécom, Télécom 
ParisTech established the SEMA framework,155 which can be used to distinguish between safety and 
security.156 The categorisation is based on where the threat originated (System or Environment), what it is 
targeting (again, System or Environment), and what the intent is (Malicious or Accidental).  

2.5. A ‘broader’ definition of national security to include the economic 
dimension 

As shown in previous sections, the concept of ‘national security’ has evolved over time, influenced by both 
theoretical viewpoints – such as realism and liberalism – and historical events and developments. Today, 
policy documents and academic writing either define national security in relatively ‘narrow’ terms, 
focusing primarily on the security of the state and its ability to protect its territory and sovereignty; or 
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adopt a ‘wider’ definition extending beyond the state to take into account developments in the 
international system, as well as other factors such as economic, environmental and social well-being. 

Rothschild provides a useful summary of the expanded concept of ‘national security’.157 She categorises 
the recent extension of security in four ways:158 

1. Firstly, security has been extended from nations to the security of individuals.
2. Secondly, it also accounts for the international system.
3. Thirdly, it has been extended to look beyond military aspects of security to previously neglected

dimensions of security, including political, economic, social, environmental or ‘human’ security
aspects.

4. Finally, political responsibility for dealing with security matters now includes actors beyond
national governments, such as international organisations, local government, the public, the
media and the private sector.159

In her article What is Security, Rothschild cites the following factors as some of the core themes that the 
policy and academic literature considers important when defining national security: stability; safety; 
protection; and freedom from fear, threat and conflict.160 

Buzan, Waever and de Wilde are prominent advocates for widening the definition of security, arguing 
that security should be analysed according to five key themes: military (as in the traditional concept of 
national security), political, economic, environmental and societal.161 This widening school of thought has 
since been termed the ‘Copenhagen School’ which, as discussed in section 2.2, centres on the analysis of 
security in both the traditional (military) sense, as well as taking into account non-military threats and 
vulnerabilities.162 Representatives of this school of thought argue that this was necessary due to a 
‘dissatisfaction with the intense narrowing of the field of security studies imposed by the military and 
nuclear obsessions of the Cold War.’163 The ‘Copenhagen school’ defines security to be the absence of 
existential threat, and since a threat can be anything, the word security, in part, loses its significance.164 It 
entirely depends on the context in which it is being used; hence ‘security’ may be viewed as a speech act 
that is pointing towards some indicated threat, as opposed to a single, restrictive definition.165  

As with any academic debate, there has been a counter-argument to the call to ‘widen’ the scope of 
national security. One of the main lines of criticism is that if the concept is broadened too much, then it 
is at risk of losing its value as a tool of policy and political analysis.166 Waltz views this as national security 
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losing its ‘intellectual coherence’, which could make solving policy problems much more difficult as a 
result.167 Furthermore, if security encompasses too many things, then it cannot be looked at in terms of a 
trade-off with other, separate concepts.168 Schneier argues that, when considering real-life situations, it is 
possible to see governments making national security decisions in terms of trade-offs. He uses the example 
of a possible terrorist attack on a bridge; the government could close the bridge to prevent fatalities, or 
keep it open. Responsible authorities will weigh the costs of closing the bridge – for instance, the costs of 
increased travel time or the potential anxiety it may cause amongst the public.169 In other words, 
responsible actors would consider the risks and compare them to other costs and benefits. This becomes 
more difficult if more and more issues are securitised.  

Ullman, on the other hand, stipulates that the most profound trade-off of all is how much liberty one 
would be willing to sacrifice in exchange for greater security.170 Booth goes as far as to say that ‘security 
and emancipation are two sides of the same coin.’171 And as Baldwin states: ‘since security competes with 
other goals for scarce resources, it must be distinguishable from, yet comparable with, such goals.’172 It 
seems, therefore, that there is some agreement on how ‘security’ is perceived and compared to other 
‘goods’ in practical policymaking, even though the definition of ‘security’ (or even the definition of the 
other ‘goods’) remains ambiguous or contentious. While, on a theoretical level, the argument continues, 
both government and academia alike have increasingly begun to incorporate more non-traditional aspects 
of security into their conceptions of national security.173 

2.6. A trend towards considering economic and welfare aspects in 
national strategic documents 

To complement the review of academic literature, the study team also conducted a brief review of the 
recent national strategic documents of selected countries, including: Australia, Canada, China, Denmark, 
France, Germany, Russia, Singapore, Sweden, the UK and the US. These countries represent a non-
systematic selection of example countries in Europe and global powers.174 In Annex B, we include a full 
summary of this review, with countries presented in alphabetical order. Similar to the academic landscape, 
it appears there is no unifying definition of ‘national security’ that would be recognised by a significant 
number of states. Indeed, very few countries have an explicit definition of ‘national security’ in the first 
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place: a 2013 study found that over 50 per cent of 20 European countries surveyed do not explicitly 
define national security within national law.175  

The concept of national security broadly involves resilience against any threat to the sovereignty, 
autonomy, internal stability or territory of the nation-state, encompassing both domestic and external 
threats. While there are some core elements of national security that nearly all countries include in their 
definitions (where these exist) – for example military security, sovereignty and security of citizens – there 
is a great variation in the ways in which national security is defined, conceptualised and operationalised in 
different jurisdictions. For the purposes of this overview, Table 2.1 summarises the core components of 
‘national security’ definitions included in official government documents and national security strategies, 
where available. 

Based on the stated security interests and priorities of each country, it appears that some countries hold an 
understanding of national security that is broader than the traditional, military or defence-centric 
approach (e.g. Sweden, Germany and the UK), while others retain a strong state-centric focus and an 
emphasis on protection against external and internal threats, using military and security-sector capabilities 
(e.g. Russia, China, France and the US). In this sense, Sweden, Germany and the UK are similar to the 
Netherlands, where risks are assessed against a broad set of five national security dimensions. Like the 
Netherlands, following 9/11 and in light of greater globalisation, digitalisation and a more multi-faceted 
nature of threats, several countries have adopted a risk-based assessment of national security threats, for 
example Australia, Canada, Sweden, Denmark and the UK. In their respective strategic documents, most 
countries examined here also show increasing awareness of the interconnectedness between internal and 
external dimensions of security.  
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Table 2.1. Brief summary of countries’ understanding of national security 

Country  Key tenets of national security  

The Netherlands 
National security is strongly connected with the wider international system and the EU in 
particular. Five national security interests are highlighted: territorial security, economic 
security, physical safety, ecological security and social and political stability.  

Australia 
National security involves protection and strengthening of sovereignty as well as ensuring 
wider security, safety and resilience of its population, infrastructure and institutions. 

Canada 
National security is tied to Canada’s place in the world and its role within the 
international community, as well as its territorial integrity and the safety of its citizens and 
national infrastructure. 

China 
National security is inherently linked with internal political stability and, more specifically, 
the stability of the ruling party, while also considering the country’s position within the 
international system and its resilience against external threats. 

Denmark 
National security can be defined as the resilience of the state and its citizens against 
external challenges to the country’s safety and sovereignty. 

France 
National security entails the protection of the state and its citizens from all direct and 
indirect threats to their security, prosperity and influence, as well as the sustainment of the 
sovereignty and autonomy of the state in the context of the European system. 

Germany 
Germany’s understanding of national security entails the protection of the country’s 
citizens, sovereignty and territorial integrity and prosperity, as well as those of its allies 
and the security of the regional and international systems in Germany and its allies exist. 

Russia 
While global power projection and influence are defined as one of the country’s long-term 
security interests, the main focus is on Russia’s domestic security, with strong emphasis on 
national unity.  

Singapore 

National security is generally used with reference to the threat posed by transnational 
terrorism. Transnational terrorism was identified in 2004 as the single greatest risk to 
Singapore’s security, and Singapore’s National Security Strategy is designed almost 
exclusively to address this threat. 

Sweden 
National security encompasses resilience of the state, its citizens and infrastructure against 
both internal and external threats, and the upholding of the nation’s position and influence 
as a sovereign actor within the international system. 

United Kingdom 
The UK understands its own national security to encompass its citizens (including its 
domestic and overseas territories, infrastructure and values and way of life), its 
international influence and its economic strength. 

United States 

National security is often considered to correspond to homeland security. It can be seen as 
the set of circumstances in which the safety, autonomy and prosperity of the US state, its 
citizens and institutions are upheld and protected from both internal and external threats, 
and in which the US is able to continue to wield its military power and influence in the 
international system. 

Source: Based on national security strategies and policy documentation, see Annex B. 

While all countries examined recognise both internal and external threats as relevant to national security, 
the focus placed on these in the national security context appears to vary; some countries, like the 
Netherlands, place emphasis on the international dimension of national security with regards to both 
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external threats and the country’s international influence (e.g. Canada, Australia, Germany, Sweden and 
the UK), while others are decidedly more inward-facing, with a primary focus on domestic stability (e.g. 
China, Russia). Moreover, some countries (including the Netherlands) explicitly include other-than-
military aspects of security, for example economic security, environmental security and social stability; 
while others (e.g. the UK) also explicitly include a focus on values and influence as part of their 
contribution to national and international security. Figure 2.1 illustrates the variations in understandings 
of national security between the 11 comparator countries, in terms of both their breadth and national or 
international focus.176 As illustrated below, the majority of countries examined in this study exhibited 
relatively broad, internationally focused understandings of national security, with a smaller number of 
countries focusing on narrower definitions and/or a more national-focused approach. 

Figure 2.1. Mapping different countries’ present-day understanding of national security on a two-
dimensional scale 
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2.7. Critical infrastructures, sectors and processes that enable the 
functioning of society 

Whether national security is conceptualised in the traditional sense177 or in a broader sense178, the internal 
stability and functioning of the society is also important as part of a discussion of what national security 
actually means.179 Indeed, an uninterrupted functioning of a state’s key political, economic, social, 
technological, legal and environmental (PESTLE) processes – such as financial transactions, secure data 
transfer between government departments, effective operation of emergency services, and many others – is 
critical to a state’s ability to protect itself against internal and external threats. The state’s ability to 
function is, in turn, influenced by several key factors such as the availability of energy sources – without 
which an economy cannot grow – or the resilience of its critical infrastructure, which includes, for 
example, the emergency services sector, the energy sector, financial services sector and communications 
sector, as well as the defence industrial base and the political and democratic spheres.180 Furthermore, a 
strong economic foundation delivered through strategically important sectors and processes, underpinned 
by resilient critical infrastructure, facilitates a country’s ability to cope with challenges, whether they are 
‘foreign or domestic in origin, intentional or accidental, and the consequences of human or natural 
forces.’181 Critical sectors and processes that enable economic activity and an overall functioning of society 
– such as, for example, securities trading, internet access, air traffic control, human rights and contact
with emergency services – could all be seen as fundamentally acting as a sub-system of national security, as
could more abstract processes, such as democratic processes and decision-making mechanisms.182 These
factors are interdependent and interconnected, and could be understood as one complex system.183

As shown in the findings of the EU FP7 Reconceptualising Security report, the economic and societal 
dimensions of security are consistently emphasised across policy documents of EU countries and their 
allies, with most recent documents emphasising the international nature of security, influenced by global 
developments and trends.184 In some countries, greater emphasis is also being placed on the role of 
technology and protection of sensitive technologies and information as part of national security (e.g. US, 
France). This trend very much resonates with the current developments in the Netherlands, which is 
beginning to extend the focus on ‘critical national infrastructures and processes’ to industries whose 
capabilities and technological know-how may present critical information for Dutch national security (see 
Annex C). Indeed, in the Dutch context, NCTV’s understanding of national security is near synonymous 
with economic security underpinned by a reliable functioning of critical processes.185 Similarly, other 

177 For example Walt (2010), Waltz (2010). 
178 For example Ullman (1983), Buzan et al. (1998). 
179 De Spiegeleire et al. (2012). 
180 Ronis (2011). 
181 Neu & Wolf (1994, xii).  
182 Interview with Sheila Ronis. 
183 Interview with Sheila Ronis. 
184 De Spiegeleire et al. (2012).  
185 Interview with a Representative of NCTV. 
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countries highlight the importance of protecting critical infrastructure and sectors with an explicit aim to 
ensure national security and an uninterrupted functioning of economic and other societal activities. 

2.8. Summary  

As discussed in this chapter, the perspectives on security are numerous and diverse, but there is no 
consensus on a single definition. Understanding of national security has evolved over time, and it has been 
shaped and influenced by theoretical interpretations of international relations as well as historical events 
and trends. In broad terms, stability, safety, protection and freedom from fear, threat and conflict are 
considered as some of the core themes that the policy and academic literature examines when defining 
national security. Also, security can be defined in terms of the values that people hold, such as physical 
safety, economic welfare, autonomy and psychological well-being.  

Prior to the Cold War, the traditional notion of security revolved around realist explanations of state 
actions and the nature of international conflict.186 Since the end of the Cold War, there has been a 
growing literature looking to expand the scope of security to better account for globalisation and wider 
trends following the end of the bipolar struggle for power – as perceived by the realists. Many of these 
aspects focus less on the state and on conflict and more on the threats and risks that are faced by 
individual people – expanding to include areas such as crime, health and environmental concerns and 
economic security. As such, national security becomes tightly knit with preventing disruptive effects on 
society (e.g. economic performance or critical processes, such as democratic elections and others). These 
ideas are gradually making their way onto the security agenda in the policy domain, with international 
organisations and national governments alike incorporating them into their own concepts and strategies. 
In the context of the work of NCTV and for the purposes of this study, we will focus on those aspects of 
national security that relate to the protection of critical infrastructure, sectors and processes that are vital 
for the sustainable functioning of Dutch society (see section 1.2). The next chapter turns to an analysis of 
economically oriented factors that could have a disruptive effect on society due to the harm they could 
pose to critical processes that underpin the functioning of society.  

 

                                                      
186 Burgess (2007). 
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3. Interconnections between national security and the economy  

The previous chapter has shown that national security can be understood in a range of broad and narrow 
ways, with the economic and societal dimensions of national security gaining in prominence over time. In 
this chapter we examine the specific economy-related factors that influence national security, and propose 
the conceptual framework that underpins this analysis. This chapter first presents the conceptual 
framework through which the influence of these specific economic factors can be understood, before 
examining each of these economic factors in closer detail. Finally, it examines the broader global, regional 
and technological trends that, through the economic system, may have implications for national security. 
This chapter draws on a review of relevant academic and policy literature, and also highlights specific 
examples to illustrate how some of the risk vectors have manifested themselves in recent years. 

3.1. Conceptualising national security through the lens of critical 
infrastructure, sectors and processes 

The previous chapter illustrates that the scholarly debate about national security increasingly reflects a 
broader understanding of security; shifting from a definition exclusively based on the nation state to one 
that also includes a more human-centric definition. It is not possible, however, to comprehensively cover 
all of the different conceptualisations of national security highlighted in Chapter 2, and their 
interconnections with the wider economy, in this report. Therefore, this study adopts a focused approach 
on those economy-related factors that could have a disruptive effect on society due to their disruptive 
impact on critical infrastructure, sectors and processes. This focused approach is consistent with the way 
in which the thinking about national security in many modern states is operationalised (see Section 2.6). 
As noted in Chapter 1, the following definitions are used in this report: 

• Critical sectors are sectors whose assets, systems and networks (whether physical or virtual) are 
considered so vital that their incapacitation or destruction would have a debilitating effect on 
national security, the functioning of the economy and society.187 

• Critical infrastructure is an asset or system that is essential for the maintenance of vital societal 
functions. The destruction of or damage or disruption to a critical infrastructure may have a 
significant negative impact for national or EU security and the well-being of its citizens. 

                                                      
187 Adapted from U.S. Department of Homeland Security (2019). 
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• Critical processes are processes that could result in severe social disruption in the event of their 
failure or disruption.188  

Critical infrastructure, sectors and process are widely used terms in policy and legislation, both in the 
Netherlands and elsewhere.189 As noted in Chapter 1, critical infrastructure has been a central policy focus 
in the Netherlands since 2003 and the definition has since been updated to encompass all critical 
processes that would cause severe societal disruption and a threat to national security if disturbed or 
interrupted. These processes are grouped in two categories – A and B. Category A consists of: national  
and distribution and transportation of electricity; production, national  distribution and transportation of 
gas; oil supply; drinking water supply, flood defence and water management; and storage, production and 
processing of nuclear materials. Category B includes regional distribution of electricity and gas, military 
and police deployment, high-value transactions between banks, and internet connectivity, amongst 
others.190  

For illustration, Table 3.1 presents an overview of the definitions of critical sectors of five selected 
countries: Denmark, France, Sweden, UK, and US. These countries were selected non-systematically 
based on the public availability of information on national risk-assessment processes pertaining to critical 
infrastructure.  

                                                      
188 European Commission (2019); National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019a). 
189 Originally, the concept was introduced as part of the efforts to counter the impact related to the ICT millennium 
problems. 
190 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019a). 
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Table 3.1. Overview of critical sectors and processes as defined in selected countries 

Denmark France Sweden UK US 

Critical societal functions 

Sectors that contribute to the 
production and distribution of 
goods and services that are 

essential for the French State to 
exercise its authority, for the 
economy to function, for the 

continued defence of the nation or 
for the sake of national security 

Sectors that facilitate vital 
societal functions 

Assets, facilities, systems, 
networks or processes and the 
essential workers that operate 

them, the loss or compromise of 
which could result in major 
detrimental impact on the 

availability, integrity or delivery 
of essential services and/or 

significant impact on national 
security, national defence, or the 

functioning of the state 

Sectors whose assets, systems, 
and networks, whether physical 
or virtual, are considered so vital 
to the US that their incapacitation 

or destruction would have a 
debilitating effect on security, 
national economic security, 

national public health or safety, or 
any combination thereof 

• Defence, 
intelligence and 
security services 

• Energy 
• Exercise of 

authority 
• Finance 
• Fire and rescue 

services, police 
tasks, military 
assistance to civil 
authorities, etc. 

• Food 
• Health and social 

services 
• Information and 

communications 
technology  

• Transport 
• Water 

• Communication, 
technologies and 
broadcasting  

• Civilian activities  
• Energy  
• Finance  
• Food  
• Health  
• Industry  
• Legal activities  
• Military activities  
• Transport  
• Space & research 
• Water management  

 

• Energy supply 
• Financial services  
• Foodstuffs 
• Health, medical 

and care services 
• Information and 

communication 
• Municipal technical 

services (water 
supply, road 
maintenance etc.) 

• Public 
Administration 

• Protection, safety 
and security (e.g. 
military) 

• Social security 
• Trade & industry 
• Transport 

• Chemicals 
• Civil Nuclear [power]  
• Communications 
• Defence 
• Emergency Services 
• Energy 
• Finance 
• Food 
• Government 
• Health 
• Space 
• Transport 
• Water 

• Chemicals  
• Commercial Facilities  
• Communications  
• Critical Manufacturing  
• Dams  
• Defense Industrial Base  
• Emergency Services  
• Energy  
• Financial Services  
• Food and Agriculture  
• Government Facilities  
• Healthcare and Public 

Health  
• Information Technology  
• Nuclear Reactors, 

Materials, and Waste  
• Transportation Systems  
• Water and Wastewater 

Systems 

Source: RAND Europe analysis of national strategic documents of Denmark, France, Sweden, the UK and US.   
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The lists of critical sectors and processes presented in Table 3.1 are drawn from the national security 
strategic documents of the five countries.191 As shown in the table, there is a high level of similarity in the 
listed sectors and processes, indicating that certain sectors (such as energy, finance, food and transport, 
amongst others) play a critical role regardless of the size of the country or its economy. Of increasing 
importance is also the need to ensure protection and resilience against threats that apply to all sectors, as 
they are interdependent and failure in one could have cascading effects on another.192 For example, the 
failure of satellite navigation systems could have detrimental effects on the functioning of emergency 
services. Also, cyber resilience is recognised as an underpinning resilience-enabler for all sectors and 
functions, meriting specific attention in national risk management.193 

In contrast with the five countries summarised above, the NCTV has recently moved away from ‘critical 
sectors’ to a more narrow focus on ‘critical processes’ in the Netherlands, enabling a more targeted and 
resource-efficient approach since many processes that lie within ‘critical sectors’ should not necessarily be 
considered critical.194 The NCTV has identified 26 critical processes, which are listed in Table 3.2. They 
are categorised on the basis of potential impact of a failure or disruption: disruption or failure of Category 
A-critical processes would have a more severe potential impact on national security than Category B-
critical processes. This categorisation also supports decisions in the Netherlands as to where to develop 
capacities to increase resilience of critical infrastructure. By emphasising the functioning of critical 
processes, the analysis presented here also touches on a range of other elements of national security, 
including defence (via the functioning of the military and defence industrial sector); safety and security of 
citizens (via the functioning of the law enforcement processes, effective data protection systems, etc.) and 
economic security (via the functioning of banking systems, financial transactions, transport links, etc.). 

The overviews of critical sectors and critical processes in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate that despite the 
broadening academic definition of national security (see Chapter 2), human-centric aspects are still 
underrepresented in governments’ approaches to protecting national security in the Netherlands and other 
comparator countries. Critical processes in the selected countries are mostly limited to the physical 
production and distribution of specific goods and services. However, recognising the broadening concept 
of security in academic circles, the conceptual framework outlined in section 3.2 may also include human 
rights aspects or democratic processes. If we see these as part of our set of dependent variables, it would 
not be hard to argue that economic factors (such as concentration of power in certain markets, foreign 
influence in ownership) would affect them, and as such be considered as critical processes. 

                                                      
191 U.S. Department of Homeland Security (2019); French General Secretariat for Defence and National Security 
(2017); Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (2019); Danish Emergency Management Agency 
(2013); Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (2014). 
192 U.S. White House (2017). 
193 U.S. Department of Homeland Security (2019). 
194 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019b). 
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Table 3.2. Critical processes in the Netherlands  

Category Critical processes  Critical sector 
A National transport and distribution of electricity Energy 
B Regional distribution of electricity Energy 
A Gas production, national transport and distribution of gas Energy 
B Regional distribution of gas Energy 
A Oil supply Energy 
B Internet and data services ICT/ Telecom 
B Internet access and data traffic ICT/ Telecom 
B Voice services and text messaging ICT/ Telecom 
B Geolocation and time information by GPS ICT/ Telecom 
A Drinking water supply Drinking water 
A Flood defences and water management Water 
B Air traffic control Transport 
B Vessel traffic service Transport 

B 
Large-scale production/processing and/or storage of chemicals and 
petrochemicals 

Chemistry 

A Storage, production and processing of nuclear materials Nuclear 
B Retail transactions Financial 
B Consumer financial transactions Financial 
B High-value transactions between banks Financial 
B Securities trading Financial 

B 
Communication with and between emergency services through the 112 
emergency number and C2000 

Public Order and Safety 

B Police deployment Public Order and Safety 
B Personal and organisational record databases Digital Government 
B Interconnectivity between record databases Digital Government 
B Electronic messaging and information disclosure to citizens Digital Government 
B Identification of citizens and organisations Digital Government 
B Military deployment Defence 

Source: National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019a). 

3.2. A conceptual framework linking economic factors with potential 
threats to national security 

To conceptualise the relationships between economic factors and the functioning of society, we propose a 
concept of ‘risk vectors’ that can be understood as avenues through which national security risks in 
relation to critical infrastructure, sectors and processes can be manifested. Underpinned by 
macroeconomic variables and economic developments, the risk vectors stem from the economic activity, 
but involve the potential presence of malicious intent behind such activity. If the malicious intent is or 
becomes present, the risk becomes a threat to national security. Such malicious intent can be interpreted 
in a traditional sense as actors willingly and knowingly afflicting harm on society for a particular purpose. 
This malicious intent may also be interpreted in line with contemporary (critical) thinking towards actors 
pursuing private interests at the expense of the public interest. Based on this conceptualisation, we 
propose an overarching analytical framework capturing economic factors, risk vectors and critical 
infrastructure, sectors and processes (see Figure 3.1), before examining each individual risk vector in 
greater detail in the following section.  
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Figure 3.1. Proposed analytical framework of risk vectors through which the economy can affect 
critical infrastructure, sectors and processes  

 
Source: RAND Europe Analysis. 

This framework is conceptual in focus and aims to remain context-agnostic. The degree to which each 
risk may manifest itself in any given country will naturally depend on the type of governance structure 
(e.g. democracy or authoritarian regime), the level of government expenditure in public sectors and their 
regulations, the degree of economic openness (e.g. restrictions placed on trade, capital flows, migration) 
and other unique characteristics of the state in question. Where relevant, we highlight some of these 
differences in the ensuing analysis. However, a proper comparative analysis of risk exposure of different 
types of states to the risk vectors is beyond the scope of this study. 

The macroeconomic variables examined in terms of their relationships with ‘national security’ were 
selected from the results of two literature reviews. In the first instance, the study team reviewed relevant 
academic textbooks on the principles underpinning macroeconomic theory, economic growth models and 
international economics to draw up a long-list of potentially relevant macroeconomic variables for further 
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exploration.195 In the next step, the study team conducted a focused literature review of academic and grey 
literature documenting economy-related risks to national security (in the broad sense), and drew up a 
separate list of macroeconomic variables that are mentioned in this context. The final list of 
macroeconomic variables and concepts was then consolidated by the study team, drawing on these two 
separate lists. The final list of variables is provided in Box 3 

Box 3. Macroeconomic variables 

 

Domestic investment and consumption: investment refers to the acquisition of assets 
(financial or real productive assets) by domestic actors (e.g. individuals, 
companies); consumption refers to the final use of goods and services by economic 
agents to satisfy their needs (as opposed to providing for future production). 

Employment refers to the number of people in an economy who provide services for 
pay under a contract, as well as the self-employed. 

Foreign direct investment refers to the acquisition by residents (individuals or companies) of a country 
of real assets abroad.  

Global economic trends refer to the long-term movements of macroeconomic variables worldwide.  

Government spending and regulation: government spending refers to spending by government at any 
level, including, for example, spending on real goods and services, employment in administration, 
education, transfer payments (e.g. to pensioners, unemployed), spending on subsidies and grants to 
industry, and debt interest payments. Regulation refers to government-imposed rules that individuals 
and firms are obliged to follow, and the procedures for deciding and enforcing such rules.   

Human capital refers to the present discounted value of the additional productivity of people with skills 
and qualifications (over and above the product of unskilled labour). Human capital is acquired 
through education, training and on-the-job experience.  

International trade refers to the exchange of goods or services between nations undertaken for mutual 
advantage.  

Technological progress refers to the improvement in knowledge about techniques for production, 
resulting in more output to be obtained from unchanged inputs, the same output to be obtained from 
fewer inputs or new forms of output to be produced. 

 
 

Once the list of macroeconomic variables was identified – based on the literature review that had focused 
on relationships between macroeconomic variables and national security – the study team met to map out 
the interconnections between the two in a two-day internal workshop. Given the complexity of the 
interrelationships and a large number of feedback loops, we found it impossible to create a clear causal 
map of the interconnections. Instead, on the basis of the evidence contained in the literature and gathered 
through expert interviews, we developed an intermediary set of risk vectors to enable us to communicate 
how/in what ways the links between ‘the economy’ and ‘national security’ manifest themselves. In other 
words, the risk vectors highlight the avenues through which the interaction between the components of 
‘the economy’ and ‘national security’ takes place.  

As shown in Figure 3.1, the risk vectors include: ownership, espionage and access to sensitive 
information, natural resource dependence, supplier dependence, government intervention, 

                                                      
195 For example: Mankiw (2015), Krugman et al. (2009), and Jones et al. (1998) 
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corruption and fraud, and socio-economic inequality. These risk vectors are depicted in green, while 
the macroeconomic variables outlined above are depicted in orange. Each vector is explained in greater 
detail in the following sections.  

In addition to the macroeconomic variables, we have identified several global and regional trends that also 
shape the risk vectors, and thus help to explain the interconnections between ‘national security’ and the 
‘economy’. These trends are depicted in blue in Figure 3.1, and include: 

• Global and regional geostrategic and macroeconomic trends, including globalisation and 
interdependence; EU economic trends; changes in the political and economic paradigm of 
foreign states and increasing uncertainty related to resource security. 

• Technological and information trends, including digital transformation and the growth of the 
industrial Internet of Things (IoT), and an emerging distrust in facts and evidence, undermining 
critical processes such as democratic elections and media communication.  

In simple terms, the analytical framework as presented in Figure 3.1 represents a system in which risk 
vectors interact with the national and global economy, and with wider global trends, with a resulting 
impact on national security (understood as critical infrastructure, sectors and processes). The risk vectors 
depicted in green thus represent endogenous factors (i.e. are part of the system under analysis), while the 
global trends are exogenous (i.e. not influenced by any of the other variables within the system). From a 
practical perspective, this means that a national government’s ability to influence, shape and respond to 
endogenous risk vectors (in green) will be far greater than its ability to influence global and regional 
trends and developments (i.e. exogenous factors).  

Given the strategic-level nature of this study, a few caveats should be noted in relation to the analytical 
framework depicted in Figure 3.1: 

• Firstly, the framework does not indicate the intensity or potential magnitude of impact (e.g. in 
terms of economic cost or disruption of societal functioning) if each risk was to materialise. 
Neither does it present any assessment of the likelihood of these risk vectors turning into threats 
to national security.  

• The risk vectors are not exhaustive and their identification will inevitably depend on the 
definition of national security (and may vary by jurisdiction).  

• The majority of the risk vectors have interconnections between numerous economic variables and 
there are likely to be multiple feedback loops between the economic variables and individual risk 
vectors. These are not depicted in the current analytical framework and would require a much 
more detailed exploration of each individual vector.  

• Naturally, the impact of some risks materialising will be much greater than the impact of other 
risks – dependent on how they materialise and which critical infrastructure, sectors and processes 
are impacted, and how this impact cascades through other sectors.  

• The individual risk vectors are also interconnected with each other. For example, dependence on 
a foreign supplier may be a result of, and be reinforced by, a skills and technology gap that exists 
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in the host country (see for example Box 5 highlighting the considerations in relation to Huawei’s 
provision of 5G in the EU). 

3.3. A closer look at risk vectors 

Having outlined the core elements of the analytical framework for capturing the 
links between ‘national security’ and ‘the economy’, this section proceeds to 
illustrate how risk vectors may manifest themselves and potentially translate the 
macroeconomic activity into a security threat. While we have sought to separate the 
different risk vectors to enable a more thorough examination of each in turn, we 

recognise there is also a certain level of overlap in how the risks may manifest themselves and how the risk 
vectors interrelate. Where relevant, we highlight these interconnections. 

Ownership 
Foreign direct investment (FDI), which involves an investment into a domestic 
business or company to acquire full or partial ownership, can provide valuable 
resources, particularly if these are not obtainable domestically. The greater the level 
of FDI in an economy, the more interconnected the country can become with the 
investing countries and, in turn, the greater the risk of the FDI activity being used as 

a conduit for malicious action.196 Thus, such investments can also entail risks in that foreign entities could 
gain influence and control over the operations of critical sectors (e.g. telecommunications companies, 
energy supply and management companies, etc.), which they could potentially use strategically or even 
misuse (e.g. to spread false information or disrupt energy supply).197 Risks are particularly high if the 
involved critical sectors are closely related to national security, or the investments originate from actors 
with strong connections to other commercial actors or national governments that may have an interest in 
obtaining access to sensitive data or products.  

In the case of state-led or state-owned companies acquiring ownership or influence in critical sectors of 
another nation (for example companies linked to the government in the People’s Republic of China), the 
motivations could be geopolitical (e.g. seeking to gain leverage over strategic sectors to influence the 
broader strategic relationships with that nation, by creating economic and supplier dependence) rather 
than commercial.198 In France, for example, FDI pertaining specifically to defence-related activities is 
monitored through a tailored review process to minimise these risks for a sector that is deemed critical for 
national security.199 

Similarly, as argued by the CPE authors cited in Chapter 2, disproportional ownership or influence by 
large (multinational) corporations in critical sectors may pose similar threats to national security. A 

                                                      
196 Blanchard et al. (1999). 
197 Van Bergeijk et al. (2015). 
198 Bulten et al. (2017). 
199 French General Secretariat for Defence and National Security (2017); Bulten et al. (2017). 
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considerable share of critical infrastructure is owned by the private sector.200 Whilst economists identify 
various reasons to explain why actors in the private sector invest in the protection of critical infrastructure, 
– such as self-interest, altruism and societal norms201 – there is an emerging consensus that protection of 
critical infrastructure is subject to market failure. Business interests may at times lead to sub-optimal 
outcomes for national security, for instance due to positive (e.g. ‘free rider’ behaviour202) or negative 
externalities (i.e. costs on society),203 lock-in or asymmetric information.204  

Physical proximity as an enabler of potential malicious activity through ownership 
While direct ownership of firms in a critical sector can present the most direct national security risk (if 
conducted by an actor who may have or develop malicious intent), ownership of companies and assets in 
physical proximity can also present risk to critical sectors and critical infrastructure.205 This is because 
physical proximity to critical infrastructure may facilitate an ‘easier access’ to malicious actors or 
opportunities for physical or virtual attack on the critical infrastructure itself. FDI into companies located 
in close proximity to nuclear power plants, military bases or defence industry production sites can present 
risks, if this investment is conducted by actors that could have intentions to obtain sensitive information 
about these sites or disrupt their functioning. Many national governments appear to recognise these risks; 
for example, in its FDI evaluation criteria the US government has included the need to consider whether 
the purchase or lease of real estate on US soil is in close proximity to government facilities or installations, 
due to the risk of impairing national security.206 As reported in the media, the UK has also identified the 
issue of proximity as a potential economic ‘trigger event’ that may give way to national security concerns; 
specifically, this involves ‘the [foreign] acquisition of more than 50 per cent of an asset that may give rise 
to national security risks due to their proximity to sensitive locations’.207 As shown in Box 4, the US has 
recently expanded its formal review process of foreign acquisitions of US businesses and assets – known as 
the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) review process – highlighting a 
growing need to specifically consider the risks of physical proximity.208 

                                                      
200 In the UK, estimates suggest 80 per cent of critical infrastructure is owned by the private sector (Warwick 2011). 
201 Nyborg and Rege (2003). 
202 ‘Free riding’ refers to when an actor that benefits from communal good, resources of services does not pay for 
them. See: Chung (2017)  
203 Chung (2017). 
204 ‘Lock-in’ refers to the physical constraints that mean that some services can only be provided by a certain 
company. For example, a utility company that builds a power station is typically locked into the vendor of the 
industrial control system for several decades. See: Anderson and Fuloria (2010). 
205 UK Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (2017). 
206 Jackson (2019).  
207 Cleary Gottlieb (2018). 
208 Interviews with RAND Europe.  

https://www.everycrsreport.com/reports/RL33388.html
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Box 4. Example of foreign-transactions review process expanded to cover physical proximity risk 

In 2018, the US expanded the scope of activities that are covered by the CFIUS review process, including 
an expanded review of real-estate acquisition by foreign actors. As a result, transactions under CFIUS’s 
purview now include those that involve the purchase or lease by a foreign person of real estate that is in 
‘close proximity’ to important transport hubs (e.g. airports or maritime ports), other sites of national security 
importance (such as military installations) or the property of the US Government that is sensitive for reasons 
related to national security. Physical proximity has long been part of CFIUS’s risk analysis, but this provision 
formalises and expands the definition of ‘covered transaction’ to include acquisitions of property.209  

Espionage and access to sensitive information  
Related to the risks of gaining ownership and the risks related to supplier 
dependence (discussed below) is also the threat of espionage, where sensitive 
information and data can be obtained by unauthorised persons or organisations and 
used for malicious purposes. Through FDI, procurement of hardware and software 
or through employment in critical sectors foreign actors (companies or individuals) 

could obtain access to sensitive information on the design, operations and management of critical 
infrastructure, sectors and processes and feed this information back to actors who may have malicious 
intent or no right to access this information.210 Specific concerns are raised particularly in relation to 
information and data-heavy critical sectors, such as the telecommunications sector, internet provision and 
government data-storage and transfer, where personal data, geographic information data and other 
sensitive information require heightened protection to avoid misuse. (See Box 5 for an example of current 
debates in relation to the 5G network provision by Huawei, a Chinese company.) The potential threat of 
espionage is also exacerbated due to dependence on certain suppliers (see section on Supplier dependence 
below) and ownership of assets by foreign actors, which may directly enable espionage to take place (see 
section on Ownership above). The threats of espionage do not necessarily exclusively emerge from 
traditional rival states. In the early 2000s the German government considered changing the operating 
system of its IT infrastructure from Windows to Linux because ‘some versions of Windows contain 
backdoors designed to grant the U.S. National Security Agency access to users’ data.’211 

                                                      
209 Christensen et al. (2018). 
210 Travalini (2009). 
211 Perera (2001). 
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Box 5. Example of risks of accessing sensitive information and data and their potential misuse by 
foreign investors  

A topical example in the EU and the Netherlands is the potential procurement of 5G equipment and 
networks from Chinese company Huawei, which is perceived to be at the forefront of 5G technologies.212 
Although the allegation that Huawei is under the control of the Chinese government has not been confirmed 
– and has been fiercely disputed by the company213 – Huawei is reported to have significant backing from 
the Chinese government.214 Concerns are raised particularly in relation to the potential risk that sensitive 
information (such as information on citizens, organisations or national government systems) is provided to 
the Chinese state authorities if Huawei is contracted to provide the national 5G infrastructure.215 More 
generally, state-backed or state supported companies may be given advantage due to state subsidies, tax 
breaks or other measures that may make them more competitive on the global market than companies that 
operate in a free market.216 This may not only distort market competition but may undermine the ability of 
other (e.g. domestic) companies to compete against advantaged companies in the contest to provide 
critical functions – such as telecommunications, energy or others – and thus open the door to supplier 
dependence, which may create national security risks.217 The close links between Huawei and the Chinese 
government were raised as early as 2005 by Medeiros et al. (2005: 218-21): ‘Huawei maintains deep 
ties with the Chinese military, which serves a multi-faceted role as an important customer, as well as 
Huawei’s political patron and research and development partner. Both the government and the military tout 
Huawei as a national champion, and the company is currently China’s largest, fastest-growing, and most 
impressive telecommunications equipment manufacturer’.218 

Further examples pertain to critical industrial and manufacturing sectors such as the defence industrial 
sector, whose ability to field defence equipment and support to the national armed forces when required is 
a critical process that underpins the functioning of society as a whole (see Box 1). The defence 
technological and industrial base (DTIB) has historically been a particular target of industrial 
espionage.219 Foreign companies and governments may target defence and defence-related industries in 
order to acquire intellectual property that can be used to both undermine the international 
competitiveness of the targeted nation’s defence industry, and to inform the development of the targeting 
nation’s own capabilities for use against the target nation.220 Such industrial espionage may be conducted 
through the use of human intelligence, the interception of secure communications, the use of ‘smart’ 
drones to conduct intelligence and reconnaissance activities, or through targeted cyber attacks.221  
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Box 6. Example of risk mitigation to prevent leaking of sensitive information and knowledge on 
the national defence industrial base  

The Dutch Defence Industry Strategy of November 2018 presented a procurement strategy that entails 
procuring ‘the best product for the best price, with the greatest level of involvement of the Dutch business 
community’.222 On the one hand the Strategy aims to strengthen the Netherlands’ defence industry, ensure 
that the Dutch armed forces are capable of defending national and allied forces, maintain its capability of 
taking direct independent action and make the country a credible partner to its international allies. On the 
other hand it acknowledges that Dutch suppliers may not always have the knowledge or capabilities to 
manufacture the necessary equipment, or deliver it within a given time frame and, hence, provides for 
potential procurement of certain products outside of the Netherlands. In these cases Dutch companies and 
knowledge institutes should be involved in the production to allow access to knowledge and capabilities. 
These measures are designed to ensure that management and knowledge of sensitive information is kept 
within the Dutch armed forces and defence companies, to as significant a degree as possible.  

A first pertinent risk to critical infrastructure is transfer of intellectual property (IP) to malicious actors, 
which can facilitate the transfer of technologies to actors that may represent a national security risk.223 
Critical sectors may be particularly vulnerable to IP theft where supply chains are heavily reliant on 
overseas suppliers, particularly those from potentially hostile states.224 IP can provide such actors with 
knowledge of critical technologies and thus enable them to develop their own equal or superior 
capabilities, gain a competitive advantage in the global market, or identify and target vulnerabilities in the 
state’s critical infrastructure and its protective systems. Traditionally, the field of nuclear science has been 
considered as particularly important to protect in this respect. Currently, an emerging area of concern is 
quantum science – a field that poses opportunities for applications in areas such as data processing and 
storage – and information and communications security, which can in turn enhance the security of 
national critical infrastructure.225 Nations such as Australia, Canada and the US are investing considerable 
resources in this field. However, IP theft may enable hostile actors to achieve ‘quantum advantage’, 
resulting in national security vulnerabilities,226 for example by making secure communications more 
vulnerable to interception, or on the other hand providing adversaries with superior encryption 
capabilities that protect their own communications from interception.227 

Conversely, IP rights may also inhibit national security protection, when the owner of the intellectual 
property does not act in the national interest. Several authors argue that the risks of lack of access to 
intellectual property are actually greater for national security than the risks of IP theft.228 An example of 
such practice would be the patent protection of pharmaceutical drugs blocking generic competition. Some 
argue that pharmaceutical companies have developed defensive strategies to extend their monopolies by 
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filing overly broad patent claims and large numbers of follow-on or secondary patents.229 Hence, from this 
perspective open IP models (such as open access or open source) may be promoted to mitigate the risks of 
misusing IP rights. 

Physical proximity as an enabler of potential malicious activity through espionage and access to 
sensitive information  
An important enabler for successful espionage reported in the literature is physical proximity to a county’s 
critical national infrastructure. Where critical infrastructure facilities are concentrated within a particular 
geographic area, the potential scale of impact if such critical facilities are compromised, is heightened yet 
further.230 For example, reportedly about 39 percent of the US banking and finance sector (by value) is 
concentrated in lower Manhattan, while over 31 percent of US naval shipbuilding and repair capacity is 
located in the Norfolk region in Virginia.231 Hostile actors may choose to invest in companies in these 
regions in order to gain access to or compromise these sectors; the geographic concentration of the various 
companies or facilities means that the impact on the entire critical sector would be considerable. National 
power grids are often highly interdependent;232 hostile actors may seek to locate themselves close to one 
facility and disrupt its functioning, which could have a cascading impact on national electricity 
supplies.233 

Finally, concerns for critical sectors and processes and potential disclosure of sensitive information have 
also emerged in relation to foreign students who carry out research in strategically sensitive fields – such as 
nuclear science or artificial intelligence – and, once they have returned to their country of origin, could 
potentially allow strategic and economic knowledge to fall into the hands of foreign competitors.234 
Specific concerns in the Dutch context have been raised in the past, for example in relation to Iranian 
students engaged in studies involving access to nuclear technology who have potentially applied this 
knowledge in nuclear research and development in Iran. In this context, the Dutch Ministry of Education 
asked Dutch universities to guarantee not to allow Iranian students access to such technology.235 

Natural resource dependence 
International trade can help ensure that a state obtains all the resources it needs. 
However, if critical infrastructure, sectors and processes depend on a foreign actor, 
dependencies emerge which may present national security risks. Overreliance on 
imports in critical sectors (e.g. energy imports or imports of resources necessary for 
production of defence materiel) may result in undue influence of a foreign nation on 

the critical sectors within the national economy. 
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Many industrialised countries are not naturally rich in some raw materials (a prime example is European 
reliance on trade with the Middle East to ensure adequate oil supplies), meaning trade is vital to ensure an 
adequate supply of the raw materials required for society and the economy to continue functioning.236 
Reliable trade partners are particularly important in the critical processes – such as water supply, food 
production or energy supply – upon which the functioning of the national economy depends on a daily 
basis. Dependency on natural resource supply from a single source or nation may create vulnerabilities in 
cases of instability, politically motivated field expropriations or supply cut-offs in individual producer 
states.237 In academic and policy literature, diversification and a sustainment of good diplomatic 
relationships between the suppliers and recipients is considered critical to mitigate risks related to a single 
supplier.238 Both measures are seen as important to ensure security of the supply of critical natural 
resources in case of diplomatic relationships with one supplier nation being jeopardised or the supply 
being hampered for another reason (such as a safety incident or a natural disaster).239 Maintaining a 
heterogeneous supplier base of natural resources can be vital to sustain the functioning of the economy.240 
If there is reliance on a sole supplier nation, there emerges a risk that this state could use their position as a 
monopoly provider of a good as leverage to achieve political and security goals, by restricting supply, 
controlling prices or even tampering with goods.241 

As outlined in Chapter Two, many countries have broadened the scope of national security to encompass 
food and energy security. Energy distribution and transportation and food supply are considered by many 
nations to represent a vital process in terms of national security, including in the Netherlands (see Table 
3.2).242 Within a national security framework, energy security can be incorporated into the wider 
protection of critical national infrastructure, particularly with regards to physical infrastructure such as oil 
pipelines, nuclear facilities or power grids.243 The same would apply to the physical infrastructure for food 
supply and distribution. A high dependence on imports and other countries’ infrastructure in this sector 
can create economic vulnerability.244  
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Supplier dependence  
Through FDI into critical infrastructure and sectors, and through international trade 
(i.e. imports of products and services into the country), critical infrastructure, sectors 
and processes may become vulnerable to dependence on suppliers further down the 
supply chain (below the prime contractor who carries out the FDI transaction), who 
may be located outside of the country and may or may not be sufficiently reliable to 
ensure an uninterrupted functioning of the critical processes. The security of supply 

for critical products and services is particularly important in situations such as military deployment, 
emergency response or disaster relief, where unreliability of suppliers can jeopardize the effectiveness of 
the country’s critical processes and thus threaten the functioning of the society as a whole.  

Additional risks have arisen due to the increasing fragmentation and internationalisation of supply chains. 
As has been the trend in many industries, products and services underpinning critical infrastructure, 
sectors and processes have also seen an increasing internationalisation and fragmentation of supply chains, 
resulting in a system where multiple manufacturers with various specialities develop multiple technologies, 
and a system integrator integrates all the components and sub-systems into the overarching system. In 
doing so, manufacturers often draw on a complex, multi-tiered global supply chain over which they (or 
governments) ultimately only have limited visibility and control. The multiple vendors involved provide 
various access points for a potential hacker to gain control of a critical asset (e.g. control of the switches in 
the energy power plant), with each incremental supplier providing an additional opportunity to 
compromise the whole system (e.g. through malware, bugs or hacking).245 Parts and electronic 
components that have been counterfeited or otherwise compromised are a similar threat to both security 
and the safe operation of hardware in critical infrastructure and sectors.246 Additional risks may also 
emerge due to the so called ‘vendor lock-in’, when a purchasing entity (e.g. a company engaged in one of 
the critical processes) is ‘locked’ into a supplier contract due to the need to provide tailored software 
updates and maintenance; with alternative options not being available or representing a significant 
additional investment (e.g. selecting a different provider of the software may require a complete overhaul 
of the operating system).247  

Supplier dependence may be reinforced by the presence of the following enablers, explained below:  

• Presence of a skills gap in critical infrastructure, sectors and processes;  

• Presence of a technology gap in critical infrastructure, sectors and processes; or 

• Lack of competition among providers of critical processes.  

Skills gap as an enabler for foreign entry and supplier dependence   
Risks to critical national infrastructure, sectors and processes also arise if a country does not have 
sufficiently advanced human capital in employment to design, operate and maintain them. Research and 
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development (R&D) intensive sectors – such as defence, nuclear propulsion, communications sectors, 
financial and banking services – require highly skilled workers, as do other critical sectors such as 
healthcare, transportation, air traffic control and others. Without the necessary human capital in place, a 
country could stop being able to sustain the critical sectors, might need to recruit talent from elsewhere or 
even rely on an external provider of these services (resulting in foreign supplier dependence), which could 
present further risks to national security.248 As shown in Box 7, skills gaps may emerge in general 
engineering and digital skills as well as in highly specialised skills, with recruitment difficulties foreseen 
across critical sectors (such as energy) as well as more general technical occupations. The level of 
employment within these sectors as well as the skills and qualifications of these employees are important 
for a sustainable functioning of critical sectors and processes, such that reliance on external providers with 
potentially malicious intentions can be minimised.  

Within the EU, there is a general consensus that there is a relative shortage of people with cyber security 
skills, as well as science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) skills more generally, and that 
this skills gap is widening.249 Cyber skills are needed to secure all types of critical infrastructure from cyber 
attacks originating from malicious actors. Some critical sectors such as the Dutch defence sector 
specifically advertise for skilled professionals in cyber and other STEM fields.250  

Box 7. Example of risks related to skills gaps in relation to energy generation and supply  

A recent report by private companies Airswith and Energy Jobline, drawing on a large survey of energy 
professionals, highlights a global shortage of engineering and digital skills in a range of energy sectors, 
including oil and gas, nuclear and, to some degree, also renewables.251 The greatest skills gaps (i.e. 
situations where the demand for skills is not met by available supply) are anticipated by survey respondents 
to exist in electrical and instrumentation engineering (40% of respondents identifying a current and future 
skills gap), followed by mechanical (26%) and R&D engineers (14%). Across different age groups, the 
overall global energy sector was identified as also facing difficulties in recruiting and retaining 
professionals with adequate problem-solving, leadership and process-management skills.  

Given the foundational nature of both technical and managerial skills highlighted, without appropriate 
measures (e.g. new recruitment, training, retention initiative and collaboration with the education sector), 
energy companies’ ability to meet the increasing demand for energy supply and, in particular, for ‘green’ 
energy may be negatively affected in the near future.252 

Technology gap as an enabler of foreign entry and supplier dependence  
The presence of a technology gap is another risk vector connected to supplier dependence as well as to 
ownership and influence within critical infrastructure, sectors and processes, which reflects insufficient 
technological progress (e.g. due to insufficient domestic investment in technology). A technology gap 
refers to the inability of a nation’s critical infrastructure, sectors and processes to pursue innovation and 
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implement state of the art technologies and processes, with the potential negative impact on their ability 
to deliver services. This may result in a risk that reliance for these services will be established with a 
foreign supplier. The protection of IP in science and technology is understood to be increasingly central 
to the security of critical infrastructure, sectors and processes.253 Just as skilled human capital is required 
to ensure sufficient protection of critical infrastructure, sectors and processes from threats, access to 
advanced technology is also important. Insufficient domestic investment in R&D and innovative 
technologies may result in the need to acquire foreign products and services (e.g. defence equipment, 
management systems for water and energy distribution – see Box 8). 

Hand in hand with adoption of innovative technologies is the requirement to ensure that sufficiently 
skilled human capital is grown to exploit these. Therefore, as new technologies proliferate through all 
sectors – including critical sectors and infrastructure – talented people are vital to sustaining these sectors 
and enabling them to deliver the products and services to the expected quality levels. In the defence 
sector, for example, innovation and developing defence applications using autonomy, AI, data analytics 
and other technologies are critical to maintain military advantage.254 As highlighted above, cybersecurity is 
another example where sufficiently educated cyber professionals assume crucial roles in protecting critical 
infrastructure systems and networks from cyber attacks.255  

Box 8. Example of risks related to technology gap  

Technology gaps between the Netherlands and other actors are emerging in the domains of digital 
integration, news consumption, artificial intelligence (AI), big data and digitalisation, all of which can 
impact on the wider economy more generally and on the critical sectors specifically (e.g. 
telecommunications, financial and banking sector, etc.).256  

Global digital integration has led to large amounts of data that are increasingly being protected by private 
parties, which complicates investigations and diminishes governmental control over the security of vital 
systems, and may complicate police investigation processes, border security screening, etc.257 As such, to 
secure cyberspace, governments may need to enlist or compel private companies to police the data and 
networks within their control as they are the ones who own and operate much of the internet and 
cyberspace.258 

Lack of competition as an enabler for supplier dependence  
A lack of competition in critical sectors may lead to over-reliance on a particular supplier or service 
provider, resulting in national security vulnerabilities. While industry consolidation is argued by some to 
be a useful means for achieving economies of scale,259 and in some cases (e.g. energy and water supply) 
there may be natural (state or regional) monopolies, monopolisation of the market by a limited number of 
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actors can remove the incentives associated with competitive industry, potentially resulting in higher 
prices and limited innovation.260 This, in turn, could have implications for the accessibility and quality of 
critical infrastructure. 

In many sectors, competition is understood to be necessary for quality, innovation and competitive 
pricing. In regulated sectors, instruments for encouraging innovation may range from facilitating 
competition to imposing price controls (see section on government regulation and Box 10 in particular). 
The potential consequences of this are illustrated by the recent experience of UK airports, where changes 
in ownership structure (including de-regulation of all but two airports) were accompanied with greater 
competition, innovation and ultimately greater customer choice.261 Factors such as innovation are 
generally seen to be essential for nations in maintaining a competitive global market presence which, in 
certain technology areas such as quantum technology, 5G and defence-related technologies (e.g. stealth or 
nuclear weapons), can be central to national security.262 

Government intervention 
By setting the regulatory framework for critical infrastructure, sectors and processes, 
national governments can directly influence economic activities and determine their 
own levels of expenditure. 

Government expenditure  
The amount of government investment in its critical sectors will have important 

repercussions for national security. Spending on the design, operation and management of critical 
national infrastructure, sectors and processes in areas where government (not the private sector) is 
responsible for their functioning, will help protect against vulnerabilities. Expenditure on education, for 
instance, directly influences the human-capital stock of the nation and governments also have a significant 
role to play in R&D investment in technologies and innovation. Conversely, insufficient investment in 
critical sectors may directly impact on the society’s ability to function effectively. Expenditure cuts in the 
health care budget, for instance, will undeniably affect a country’s ability to protect and promote public 
health. A study on the impact on patient care of inadequate investment in the UK National Health 
Service (NHS) illustrated this.263 Cutbacks in government spending on critical infrastructure, sectors and 
processes can also have a direct impact in terms of reduced ability to respond to disasters and crises, as 
shown, for example in the reduced capacity of local and national governments to respond effectively to 
the Hurricane Mitch disaster in 1998, the second deadliest Atlantic hurricane in American history.264  

Finally, specific concerns are raised in some literature in relation to insufficient government investment in 
cybersecurity measures to protect physical infrastructure at the local, regional and national levels, given 
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the threat posed by cybercrime and potential cyber attacks and the related scale of disruption that could 
result.265 In some situations, it will be critical to ensure a domestic industry survives – also for national 
security reasons – and national governments may decide to adopt support measures (e.g. rescue of the 
failing banking sector by providing a bailout package, as occurred after the global financial crisis of 2007–
2008).266 Other times, it could be argued that natural market forces should allow an industry to go 
bankrupt because it is weak compared to stronger competition – so using taxpayer money to artificially 
prop up an industry could cause long-term slowdown in a state’s economic growth.267 Within the EU 
competition law, such state support is banned as it is considered to create unfair competition.268 The way 
in which national governments decide to deal with such situations when they occur in relation to critical 
sectors will inevitably shape the risks that will emerge: for example, the government may decide to 
contract the provision of critical services out to a foreign company (through FDI) and may thus increase 
the risks related to influence, control and misuse of sensitive information.269 

Investment is also important for critical infrastructure to be maintained appropriately. As technology 
progresses, increasing investment is required to make the high-tech changes that are needed to 
progressively lower risk. If an airport is taken as an example, in order to maintain a level of resilience, 
investment is needed in new technologies such as scanners, electro-optic sensors and radio frequency 
identification.270 This enables the airport, as part of critical infrastructure, to help the functioning of 
society. 

Economic policy 
The economic policies pursued by governments – and the ability of governments to shape these policies – 
are likely to impact national security. Economic policies, such as setting trade tariffs or interest rates, can 
be used as instruments to control the amount of capital inflows into the economy, which has direct 
repercussions for FDI, the success and growth of domestic firms and the financial stability of 
households.271 Import tariffs may be used as a tool to increase the competitiveness of domestic firms and 
support local growth.272 At the same time, the decision to impose new import tariffs may undermine a 
nation’s national security by causing other countries to impose their own tariffs in retaliation, restricting 
the access of domestic companies to key export markets and reducing its capital inflows.273 High import 
tariffs may also increase the price of goods for the consumer, with consequences for the ability of 
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households to provide for themselves. 274 Box 9 provides one recent example of the use of tariffs by a 
national government citing security concerns.  

The extent to which governments are able to determine their national economic policies can vary between 
nation-states. In the European context, European economic integration has had a significant impact on 
the national economic policies of Member States.275 European economic integration has transferred 
neoliberal market-making policymaking to the European level, reducing the ability of nation-states to 
determine their own economic policies.276 For example, economic decision-making in the Netherlands 
primarily occurs at the EU level, and is also strongly influenced by Germany as Europe’s largest economic 
power.277 From a critical perspective, this economic integration has eroded the structural power of nation-
states, making their national security interests vulnerable to the influence of regional and global market 
forces.278 The economic self-determination of nation-states may also be impacted by the governance 
frameworks of global multinational organisations such as the World Trade Organisation (WTO), which 
may act as both constraints or enablers of national economic policies, such as the use of tariffs.   

Box 9. Example of government economic policy – steel tariffs 

In 2018, the US Department of Commerce (DoC) released the findings of its investigation into the impact of 
imports of steel mill products on US national security. The report concluded that US steel imports represent a 
national security threat, with one cited reason being that imported goods reduce revenue to US firms and 
thus limit investments in research and development.279 In response to the investigation findings, President 
Trump adopted 25 per cent tariffs on imported steel from other nations, invoking national security 
concerns.280 This measure was one of a wider series of new import tariffs on steel and aluminium – with 
rates ranging between 10–50 per cent – on approximately $283 billion of US imports.281 Key US trading 
partners (notably China) responded with tariffs averaging 16 per cent on an estimated $121 billion of US 
exports.282   

Regulation  
Effective regulation of critical infrastructure, sectors and processes is also important for national security. 
If the government does not appropriately regulate the economic activity, including in critical sectors and 
processes, market forces could produce outcomes with severe negative externalities that are detrimental to 
social optima and national security.283 Without government regulation, for example, energy providers or 
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transport companies providing public transport would be incentivised to maximise profits, which could 
be at the expense of affordability and universal access. 

In cases where private firms are left to maximise profits unchecked, and the market is not a perfectly 
competitive one, social inefficiencies may arise. Firms with market power may charge a profit-maximising 
price, which could result in the exclusion of certain consumers, or in the case of goods and services with 
high inelasticity (such as transport and energy), leaving consumers with no choice but to pay high prices, 
reducing consumer welfare.284 Given the unique characteristics of some critical sectors, a range of market 
failures may occur, requiring government regulation to ensure an effective provision of critical services to 
the public. The following market failures are most commonly identified in relation to critical sectors and 
processes: 

• Some critical infrastructures and sectors constitute a type of public good, i.e. a good that is non-
rivalrous and non-excludable, so anyone can and in many cases should have access to it. As such, costs 
to a single private provider would far outweigh the benefits to this provider.285 If these services are to 
be provided to the public (e.g. emergency services, policing or defence), the national or regional 
government will be required to provide them. 

• Related to the presence of a public good, some critical infrastructures, sectors and processes may also 
be subject to the ‘tragedy of the commons’, which describes the tendency of people to overexploit 
resources if they are commonly available at no or limited charge.286  

• Another form of market failure can originate from the presence of a (natural) monopoly in some 
critical infrastructures. In the case of a monopoly supplier (national or regional), the public is 
dependent on one supplier of a vital good or service. Without government regulation, the supplier 
could restrict supply, or put prices up artificially, meaning the public and other critical sectors would 
not have access to certain goods/services that are vital for the functioning of society.287 Evidence also 
shows that monopoly markets can be associated with the stifling of innovation.288 

• Further specific concerns relate to potential negative externalities, such as insufficient security 

provisions resulting from high competition, or the presence of a ‘moral hazard’. For instance, in 
general software vendors operate in a competitive market where multiple players compete to release a 
high-quality, low-price service/product in a tight timeframe. With these drivers in place, some 
vendors may choose to cut costs by not addressing the security vulnerabilities of their product.289 
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Moral hazard emerges as security vendors decide what risk to take by not putting all security features 
in place, knowing that the ultimate risk bearer will be the end user (whose system may be hacked).290 

With these market failures present in many critical sectors, national governments have a range of options 
for regulating and encouraging innovation in critical sectors, depending on the presence/level of market 
failure in each individual sector. These options may range from promoting competition to price controls 
or stimulus packages. Box 10 highlights a specific example of regulating the energy sector.  

It should also be noted that excessive regulation may impede necessary investment and competition in 
critical sectors. The 2017 US National Security Strategy explicitly identifies excessive infrastructure and 
environmental regulation for impeding energy trade and development of new infrastructure projects, and 
highlights the need to reduce regulation where possible, including in critical sectors such as finance.291 At 
the same time, however, specific focus is placed on the CFIUS process of reviewing foreign transactions 
that could pose a national security threat to critical infrastructure, sectors and processes; this CFIUS 
process is intended to be strengthened and made mandatory for certain types of transactions.292  

Box 10. Example of government regulation of critical sector – energy  

Similar to many European countries, the UK government has introduced a number of regulatory measures to 
keep prices of energy supply low. These include, for example293: a) increasing competition to provide 
consumers with a greater choice of providers; b) enforcing measures to enable consumers to smoothly 
switch between energy providers to find lower prices; c) subsidising the energy companies directly; and d) 
regularly monitoring energy suppliers via the energy regulator Ofgem.  

Corruption and fraud 
Corruption and fraud as potential manifestations of regulatory failure and lack of 
enforcement can have a number of harmful effects on critical sectors and processes. 
The presence of corruption within critical processes and sectors can pose a 
substantial threat to national security by reducing transparency, distorting 
democratic processes and political outcomes, or by reducing the quality and 
accessibility of vital goods, services and physical infrastructure. The diversion of 

public funds, tax evasion and loss of revenue due to corruption can serve to reduce the government’s 
overall ability to provide essential services and invest in critical infrastructure.294 In addition, any form of 
corruption in vital public sectors or processes is likely to erode public trust, to the detriment of the long-
term functioning of society.  
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A 2014 report by the OECD found that corruption can substantially reduce the quality of critical services 
and processes.295 Corruption in public procurement processes, meanwhile, can often result in 
infrastructure projects that are unsuitable, defective or dangerous.296 Corruption in procurement processes 
within vital sectors may lead to the misallocation of resources or increased costs which, in turn, can pose a 
threat to the quality and reliability of critical infrastructure.297 Misallocation of resources has been found 
to lead to insufficient maintenance of physical infrastructure (such as transport networks), which could 
result in catastrophic failure and thus pose a risk to public safety.298 

The supply chains of many critical sectors (such as oil, gas and telecommunications) often transcend 
national borders, creating additional vulnerabilities (see section on supplier dependence) and 
opportunities for corruption.299 Such cases might involve bribery or collusion with potentially hostile 
states or state-sponsored actors. For example, in 2016 an investigation was launched into Monaco-based 
major oil company Unaoil, which was accused of paying millions of dollars’ worth of bribes to secure 
government contracts in countries across Eurasia, Africa and the Middle East.300 Corrupt practices to 
secure overseas contracts in critical sectors may pose a serious threat to the security of the contracting 
nations by creating opportunities for hostile actors with malicious intent. 

Corruption in critical sectors may also pose an opportunity for terrorist organisations, which could use 
activities such as bribery, money laundering and fraud in order to finance their activities and perpetrate 
attacks.301 Corrupt practices such as bribery may, for example, be used by terrorist groups to gain access to 
insider information on vulnerabilities of critical assets or systems against which they can launch attacks.302 
Terrorist activities may also be enabled by corruption in the security sectors (such as border control or 
policing). One manifestation of this threat occurred in the event of the 2004 Moscow airport bombing, in 
which terrorists used bribery in order to smuggle explosives past the airport’s security personnel.303   

Corruption within democratic processes such as elections also poses a risk to the sustainable functioning 
of society. Corrupt economic activities (such as patronage or vote-buying)304 may ultimately change the 
course of democratic elections, potentially enabling foreign interference and creating national security 
vulnerabilities.305 Furthermore, electoral corruption risks undermining not only public trust (potentially 
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changing voting behaviour and reducing voter turnout),306 but also the wider democratic processes that 
underpin a functioning democratic society.  

Socio-economic inequality    
Socio-economic inequality can represent a threat to the security of a nation-state and 
may manifest through a number of different macroeconomic activities. Economic 
drivers of socio-economic inequality may include employment, international trade, 
and broader regional and global trends (such as EU economic trends and those of 
other economic areas). Within a national security framework, equality may be 
included as important for upholding critical national infrastructure, sectors and 

processes such as democratic institutions and decision-making processes.  

When taking a broader view of national security that encompasses human security, socio-economic 
inequality poses a threat to national security by reducing living standards and the general well-being of 
lower income groups. For example, labour policies may be associated with job losses or reduced wages, 
whereas economic trends influenced by international trade or privatisation may inflate the cost of basic 
goods and services.307 Such economic conditions are likely to disproportionately affect less affluent groups 
and exacerbate inequality, reducing the ability of these groups to support themselves.308  

When a narrower, state-centric definition of national security is employed, risks to national infrastructure, 
sectors and processes may arise if socio-economic inequality generates domestic instability or social unrest. 
Imbalanced development and associated social inequalities are likely to undermine public trust and social 
cohesion, and are therefore viewed by Stewart as an important cause of conflict or instability.309 For 
example, social economic disparities may undermine public trust in democratic institutions and impact 
participation in decision-making processes, and are commonly associated with domestic instability.310 
Stewart highlights that ‘horizontal inequalities’, such as economic disparities between different groups in 
society, are likely to undermine public trust in political institutions and foster resentments that can be 
used to mobilise support for movements that, if political address is not achieved, may result in social 
unrest and political instability.311 Inequality also makes resolving disputes more challenging, as well as 
potentially reducing the opportunity costs for certain groups in initiating or participating in a conflict.312 
Political instability and conflict in turn discourages investment, with subsequent impact on a nation’s 
economic security.313 
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Some scholars hold that socio-economic inequality can be produced through broader economic trends 
associated, for example, with European economic integration. This is a position held by some CPE 
theorists who view neoliberalism as an important driver of inequality and power asymmetries; the 
neoliberal leanings of European economic integration and its governance mechanisms are understood to 
produce unequal outcomes for different social groups across the region (for example in terms of labour 
rights, capital and wages).314 Jessop argues that the ‘strategic selectivity’ of capitalist states, which seeks to 
advance the interests of certain fractional or class interests, is also present in the economic institutions at 
the EU level, which reproduces and reinforces structural inequality between socio-economic groups.315 
The neoliberal trajectory of European economic integration has also resulted in tensions between policies 
promoting market efficiencies and competition, and those that focus on social protection and equality.316 
While European economic integration has elevated neoliberal economic policymaking to the European 
level, authority over social and employment policies remains at the national level. 317 This resulting 
asymmetry of regulation between economic competitiveness and social cohesion has, in the view of some 
scholars, resulted in the latter being subordinated to the former, with social cohesion and equality 
becoming, in practice, a matter of individual responsibility.318 Therefore, the subjugation of human-
security-related policies to neoliberal economic policies can be viewed as undermining the national 
(human) security interests of nation-states. Box 11 highlights one example of the inclusion of socio-
economic equality within a country’s national security framework. 

Box 11. Example of socio-economic equality within a national security framework: Russia  

The importance of socio-economic equality to national security is consistent with state understandings of 
their security, as set out in some states’ national security documentation. For example Russia’s 2015 
National Security Strategy (NSS) emphasises addressing internal economic inequality as critical to ensuring 
its domestic stability.319 Within Russia’s NSS, internal economic disparities between regions are associated 
with social tensions that threaten the country’s political stability and are therefore viewed as a considerable 
source of insecurity.320  

3.4. A closer look at global and regional trends   

A number of global and regional trends (as introduced in section 3.2) can be 
identified over the short- to medium-term that are likely to have implications for 
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national security through the lens of the economic system. Not all of these are strictly economic trends, 
but most have an economic component. In the proposed conceptual framework we distinguish:  

• Global and regional geostrategic and macroeconomic trends, including globalisation and 
interdependence; EU economic trends and integration; changes in the political and economic 
paradigm of foreign states and increasing uncertainty related to resource security.  

• Technological and information trends, including digital transformation and the growth of the 
industrial Internet of Things (IoT), and potential concerns about information integrity and the 
undermining of critical processes, such as democratic elections and media communication.  

Whether large or small, in today’s interlinked world economy, most countries will be affected by global 
economic developments. For an open economy like the Netherlands, however, the impact of these 
developments could be considerable.321 In terms of the country’s geopolitical position, some authors argue 
that, due to for example dependency on Russian gas deals, Chinese investments and American geopolitical 
interests, Europe and the Netherlands are vulnerable to divide-and-rule politics, hybrid wars, sanctions 
and fines.322 As a result of the globally interwoven production chains and the increasing economic and 
political power of emerging economies (e.g. Russia, China, Indonesia, India, Brazil and Mexico), 
politically motivated trade tensions and issues regarding access to natural resources and strategic transport 
routes are expected to increase.323 Chapter 4 highlights some of the specific risks pertaining to the 
Netherlands in greater detail. 

In some cases, protectionist measures – such as industry regulations, tariffs on imports or restrictions on 
FDI – can be adopted to mitigate against wider security risks related to foreign actors’ acquisition of 
critical infrastructure and sectors. However, protectionism can also have negative consequences. Although 
most of these instruments are internationally coordinated and regulated (e.g. through the EU or the 
WTO), placing tariffs on imports may lead to retaliation from trading partners, and restrictions on FDI 
may result in reduced investment overall, as well as potential damage to the image of an open economy 
that welcomes foreign investors. Such measures can make imports that are vital for the functioning of the 
economy far more expensive and harder to obtain, as well as lead to deteriorating diplomatic and 
commercial relationships, both of which can compromise national security.324  

3.4.1. Global and regional geostrategic and macroeconomic trends 

Globalisation and interdependence  
As a result of increased trade and economic interdependencies, national infrastructure itself has become 
increasingly globalised.325 While the management of facilities and services of infrastructure remains 
essentially local, as do the end users, the underlying demands for infrastructure and the financial and 
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development investment are increasingly global in scope, and supply chains, business relationships and 
production increasingly transcend national boundaries.326 Globalised infrastructure can bring benefits 
associated with increased competition, such as improved standards and performance, reduced costs, 
knowledge-sharing, and transfer of expertise, best practice and innovation.327 However, the sustained 
interconnectedness of nations in terms of trade and natural resources means that the security of critical 
infrastructure is contingent on public- and private-sector actors across the world, creating uncertainties 
and vulnerabilities for individual nations.328 Critical infrastructure in particular becomes vulnerable to the 
impact of events and activities that occur beyond national borders and over which national governments 
have minimal control; the resilience of critical infrastructure in this context is therefore highly dependent 
on effective information-sharing and good practice amongst key partners.329 Specific concerns for the 
Netherlands arise particularly in relation to the following trends: the shifts in the global financial-
economic order, including the increase in China’s influence – for example through the Asian 
Infrastructure Investment Bank and the Belt and Road Initiative – and the rise of US protectionism, as 
well as the emergence of new transnational networks, such as the 16+1 dialogue between China and 
certain central and eastern European nations.330  

International economic trends 
Macroeconomic trends at international level shape both the growth opportunities and the complex risks 
that face critical sectors of the economy. Stability of the international economy affects developments on 
both demand (e.g. market growth, export opportunities and the availability of private- or public-sector 
funding) and supply (e.g. regulation, labour market and skills initiatives). This stability is affected by EU 
and national-level decisions on monetary, fiscal, trade and labour policy; by internal developments within 
individual Member States or the Eurozone (e.g. employment, productivity, interest rates, inflation rates 
and others); and by external factors in the interconnected global economy (e.g. trade deals or disputes, 
levels of economic growth in emerging economies etc.). Broadly speaking, higher levels of political and 
economic stability provide critical industries with increased certainty, and this incentivises organisations 
to invest in new infrastructure, technologies, human capital and intellectual property with a view to 
addressing the opportunities and risks they expect to face in future. Lower levels of stability increase the 
unpredictability of future macroeconomic trends, suppressing investment and reducing levels of 
confidence, as reflected in financial markets, investment levels or business surveys such as the Economic 
Sentiment Indicator (ESI).331   

The European Commission’s Economic Forecast Winter 2019 recognises that ‘the EU economy is facing an 
exceptional amount of uncertainty related to trade policy and more generally the future of multilateralism, 
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but also on the domestic side, including the future of the EU’s economic relationship with the UK’.332 
Key areas of known risk include: a growing trade dispute between the US and China; uncertain prospects 
for EU–US trade talks and wider relations; enduring political disagreement over the future direction of 
Eurozone integration and fiscal and monetary policy at the EU level; variable levels of financial risk in 
different European banking sectors; and the impact of demographics, both in terms of rising pension, 
social and health-care costs, as well as youth unemployment.333 European integration means that the 
Netherlands may be particularly vulnerable to the impact of economic developments elsewhere in Europe; 
economic integration also reduces the control that Member State such as the Netherlands are able to have 
over their own economic policies, which are largely determined at the European level. This may reduce 
the ability of individual countries to uphold their own sovereign interests.334 The UK’s decision to leave 
the EU also raises questions about the terms of any future relationship, which are especially important for 
highly connected nations such as the Netherlands, given the dominant role the City of London plays in 
global and European finance, as well as the potential for disruption of trade between the UK and EU due 
to tariff or non-tariff barriers.335 

Just as critical infrastructure, sectors and processes are becoming increasingly globalised, interconnected 
and interdependent,336 another, opposite, shift is occurring – an increasing adoption of protectionist 
policies by national governments.337 During the financial crises numerous governments intervened to 
support the domestic economy by introducing stimulus programmes, some of which were shaped in line 
with domestic procurement policies and practices.338 These measures, however, were not crisis-exclusive 
phenomena, and the trend towards protectionism appears to have continued.339 The total number of 
newly introduced discriminatory interventions in Europe (in other words, protectionist measures in 
public procurement processes) steadily increased between 2009 and 2017. The average annual number of 
implemented measures totalled 56. The majority of these instruments was introduced in 2014 and 2012, 
totalling 69 and 64 respectively.340 Such interventions include import tariffs, anti-dumping, trade finances 
and grants, export taxes and subsidies, as well as specific public procurement localisation policies.341  

Protectionist infrastructure policies can be understood as a countermeasure against the perceived threats 
associated with globalisation and interdependence. However, overly protectionist policies may increase 
costs and reduce the quality of critical infrastructure, due to a lack of market competition (see section on 
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the ‘lack of competition’).342 Nonetheless, in response to the vulnerabilities associated with 
interdependence, some countries are beginning to adopt protectionist measures, and may continue to do 
so. Outside of the EU, the US has demonstrated an increasing appetite for protectionism, such as 
President Trump’s introduction of a 25 per cent tariff on all Chinese steel imports in 2019.343 Recent 
examples highlighting protectionist measures include Australia’s 2016 decision to block Chinese 
companies from purchasing one of the country’s main electricity distributors, AusGrid, based on national 
security concerns.344 

The political and economic paradigm of foreign states  
The economic behaviour and relative power of potentially hostile nations may have implications for 
national security. For example, the economic rise of emerging powers such as China, and an increasingly 
outward facing Russia – both of which are dominated by state-owned companies – has particular 
implications for privatised industry in Europe and elsewhere. At the beginning of the 21st century, a 
global trend towards privatisation took place, involving a deliberate shift away from government 
ownership of businesses and reduction of the influence of governments over business activities.345 Since 
2004, a range of different asset types have been subject to privatisation, including infrastructure assets and 
smaller enterprises.346 More recently, the privatisation trend appears to have slowed and may begin to 
reverse over the coming years, in favour of government ownership.347 In its place, a shift towards what can 
be described as ‘state capitalism’ appears to be emerging. This trend is characterised by a system in which 
national governments promote the interests of leading (sometimes state-owned) companies in key national 
industries, constrain inward FDI, and restrict competition.348  

State-owned enterprises are among the largest and fastest expanding multinational companies.349 
Differences in definitions of state ownership and state control, however, make it difficult to measure this 
trend.350 The internationalisation of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) raises important new issues in 
relation to cross-border investments and disclosure practices.351 Chinese state-owned corporations have for 
example become dominant players in acquiring ownership of European energy companies, buying stakes 
in Portuguese, Greek and Italian public utilities.352 In developing countries, aligned with the expansion of 
the Belt and Road Initiative and to broaden its geopolitical and economic interests, China has recently 
pursued a targeted strategy to provide credit or debt relief in exchange for collateral consisting of natural 
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resources (such as minerals) or access to key infrastructure (such as ports), resulting in the target countries’ 

dependency and challenges to self-reliance.353  

Uncertainty related to resource security 
The growing integration of European and global supply chains, the reliance on volatile external sources 
for many key components, materials and energy supplies,354 and the increasing adoption of Just-in-Time 
(JIT) production and logistic models all bring challenges to managing the resilience of critical sectors.355 
Factors such as these both increase the likelihood of strategic shocks – by driving increased complexity 
and interconnectivity – and threaten the contingencies or resources in place to respond when such 
destabilising incidents do occur.  

In the context of increasing uncertainty around supply of critical materials and natural resources, the 
global energy system in particular appears to be undergoing significant transformation.356 These changes 
include growing electrification, the expansion of renewables, upheavals in the oil industry and 
globalisation of the natural gas markets.357 These trends are anticipated to impact global supply and 
demand, as well as access to critical resources.358 Fluctuating prices in the energy sectors are likely to 
remain a feature of the global economy for the foreseeable future, creating a level of uncertainty, 
particularly for countries reliant on external suppliers of energy and natural resources. Europe has recently 
experienced higher oil prices, which has benefitted oil-producing nations such as Norway and Russia, 
while negatively impacting importing countries.359 Global energy demand is predicted to grow by more 
than 25 per cent by 2040, requiring more than $2 trillion a year of new investment in energy supply, as 
estimated by the International Energy Agency (IEA).360 The global share of energy demand and 
consumption has shifted towards Asia in recent years, and this trend is expected to continue.361 While the 
global energy system is likely to continue being dominated by fossil fuels, the use of alternative energy 
generation and storage in OECD countries and China could begin to alter the balance and reduce global 
competition for ‘traditional’ resources such as oil and gas, thereby also reducing the dependency on 
external providers of these resources.362 This development occurs just as natural gas production is 
declining (an estimated 100 billion cubic metres of long-term contracts will expire by 2025), and it is 
expected that the EU will need to seek additional imports by 2025 in order to meet its anticipated 
consumption.363 It is expected that Russia will remain the primary supplier of natural gas to Europe, 
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which poses potential risks in terms of overreliance on a single supplier.364 Limitations in Europe’s import 
infrastructure (over 50 per cent of pipelines operate at monthly peaks above 80 per cent) may further 
exacerbate problems of supply. 365 

3.4.2. Technological and information trends 

Digital transformation and the growth of the industrial Internet of Things (IoT)  
The continued shift towards digitalisation and the industrial IoT, characterised by digitally 
interconnected systems and supply chains, have increased potential vulnerabilities for critical 
infrastructures, sectors and processes. Some commentators anticipate that Economic Information Warfare 
(EIW), involving sophisticated attacks against entire economies, commerce and enterprises will accelerate 
as a global threat.366 The energy and utilities sectors are expected to become increasingly digitalised over 
the coming years,367 yet the interdependence of other digitally connected critical infrastructures on this 
sector would be likely to amplify any negative consequences that occur in the event that facilities are 
compromised. This is exemplified by the experience of Ukraine in 2014, in which cyber attacks against 
the country’s power grid resulted in a widespread blackout that impacted the provision of basic services, 
such as 911 call centres, emergency services, hospitals and drinking water systems.368  

The digitalised and globally distributed supply chains in critical sectors also create opportunities for 
industrial espionage or sabotage.369 The sourcing of digital hardware, software and services from globalised 
supply chains creates opportunities for hostile actors to introduce compromised components or spyware 
into a system or network.370 The 2017 Triton attacks against a Saudi petrochemical plant provide one 
example of these risks. Triton malware designed to disable the plant’s industrial control systems was 
introduced through a specific brand of controller.371 Such threats could also materialise for other critical 
infrastructures and sectors that rely on industrial control systems, such as water treatment facilities and 
chemical plants.372  

Growing security threats are also associated with the digitalisation of the financial sector. For example, the 
increasing uptake of financial technologies such as digital currencies and cryptocurrencies (such as bitcoin) 
is largely unregulated, with no central supervisory body to regulate virtual exchange rates or oversee 
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transactions.373 Virtual transactions are much harder to trace, meaning that they may complicate the 
oversight and control of efforts to police arms trafficking, money laundering or terrorist financing.374   

The growing technological dependency of critical sectors may also create new vulnerabilities. Critical 
reliance on technologies such as consistent internet access may reduce the government’s ability to provide 
essential services in the event that such services are compromised. In this regard, the Amsterdam Internet 
Exchange (as the world’s largest internet exchange point) is an important national asset, but also a critical 
vulnerability for the Netherlands. 375 Finally, growing technological reliance also poses digital risks to the 
transport sector. The automation and digitalisation (of vehicles and systems) is expected to increase 
efficiency, but risks making national transport infrastructure increasingly vulnerable to cyber attack or 
systems failure.376  

Potential concerns about information integrity and trustworthiness   
With the increase in data flows and information transfer, potential concerns are emerging about the 
integrity of the information transmitted, its source, its nature and purpose.377 Media reports of alleged 
campaigns aimed at distorting evidence or undermining facts have become more widespread, and there is 
growing evidence of purposeful disinformation carried out for economic gain or in order to intentionally 
deceive the public and cause public harm.378 Purposeful disinformation and manipulation with 
information (e.g. by hacking) can have direct influence on critical sectors and processes, particularly by 
undermining democratic elections and social cohesion, or misrepresenting government policy decisions 
(e.g. in relation to large scale public investments, such as those related to critical infrastructure and 
sectors).    

The purpose of disinformation and distortion of evidence is to deliberately influence the policies or 
opinions of those who are exposed to it.379 Motivations behind the use of disinformation may be strategic 
(as with Russian disinformatzya tactics)380 or economic (e.g. those who conduct such activities in order to 
receive advertising revenue or other financial gains).381 Ultimately, actors involved in undermining 
information integrity seek to manipulate the information environment that underpins national decision-
making processes.382 Lower-level, more insidious disinformation tactics can be used to distort public 
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perceptions of events or issues, erode public trust in state institutions, and amplify social divisions and 
fear.383 This can ultimately undermine social cohesion and resilience, threating domestic stability and the 
effective functioning of society.384 

The increasingly vast amounts of personal and sensitive user data held by private companies has emerged 
as a considerable security concern in recent years, in a modern manifestation of the concerns raised by 
early CPE theorists regarding the structural power of large transnational companies. Many concerns also 
focus on the ability of large companies to apply advanced data analytics to the personally identifiable 
information (PII) of citizens in order to design targeted misinformation campaigns and thereby influence 
critical processes, such as elections or other decision-making processes, or undermine the legitimacy of 
critical political institutions.385 This concern is particularly pertinent given the growing role of social 
media in influencing voter behaviour and therefore the outcome of elections.386 This highlights the 
security threats posed by the increasing influence of private sector actors in the political sphere. The 
Cambridge Analytica scandal provides one example of the use of data by private companies to influence 
critical processes, such as democratic elections (see Box 12).  

Enabled by the sheer volume of data and information and the possible speed of the information flow, 
disinformation can spread through online media platforms fast, without the ability (or sometimes 
willingness) of media platform owners to verify the content.387 In addition to the potential spread of false 
news, new privately-owned media platforms also incentivise the spread of sensationalist or extreme 
content, a possibility that is exacerbated by the reach and speed of online media.388 At the same time, 
given the scale and reach of media platforms, the personal nature of how content is generated and the 
extent of sharing of external links mean that any initiatives to fact-check or otherwise engage with false, 
misleading or illegal content are very complicated, if not impossible. Further enablers of disinformation 
include the use of ‘bots’ (i.e. computer algorithms that automatically produce content and interact with 
humans on social media),389 which are able to emulate human behaviour and can for example, mimic a 
political movement.390 Users interacting with social media platforms may often be unaware that they are 
interacting with the content generated by automated bots, rather than curated by other human beings. 
This can affect or influence their behaviour, potentially inciting violence or other anti-social behaviours, 
and potentially undermining critical processes.391 Some concerns focus on the fundamental issue of 
citizens’ statutory rights (such as freedom of expression, due process and non-discrimination) which, if 
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violated, may represent a human security threat. 392 As a result, the European Commission has identified 
disinformation as a potential threat to democratic processes and the fabric of society and, ultimately, 
national security.393  

In terms of its national security implications, the European Commission’s high-level group of experts 
considers democratic processes such as elections, and the underlying democratic values that shape public 
policies in critical sectors, to be most vulnerable to the impact of disinformation.394 The integrity of 
critical democratic processes such as elections requires citizens to have access to accurate, reliable 
information upon which to base their decisions. However, elections are particularly exposed to the risks of 
disinformation. Such vulnerabilities might include false information regarding voting time and location, 
unfounded rumours about rigging and hacking of voting machines designed to erode trust, and the 
purchasing and non-transparent dissemination of political advertising. 395   
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Box 12. Use of data by private companies to influence elections – Cambridge Analytica 

In 2018, it emerged that political consulting firm Cambridge Analytica (CA) had used the personal data of 
millions of citizens across the globe to influence their voting behaviour.396 Cambridge Analytica gained 
access to much of this data by purchasing it from social-media firm Facebook. 

Using advanced algorithms to monitor and analyse the behaviour of social media users, Cambridge 
Analytica developed a methodology for the psychographic profiling of individuals based on their 
behaviour on social media platforms. The company was able to integrate this information with a large 
volume of public and private data gathered from social media platforms, browser usage, online purchases, 
voting results and more, to establish over 5,000 data points on individual citizens.397 By combining these 
data with the psychographic analysis, Cambridge Analytica developed a method for ‘micro-targeting’ 
individuals with messages and information more likely to influence their behaviour.398 Cambridge Analytica 
is now believed to have used this technique to influence the outcome of democratic processes including the 
2016 US presidential election, the UK Brexit referendum, and the 2013 and 2017 presidential elections in 
Kenya, amongst others.399 In total, the firm is thought to have been involved to some degree in over 100 
campaigns across five continents.400  

As a result of these revelations, Cambridge Analytica has been subject to three investigations: one in the 
US as part of the investigation into Trump-Russia collusion in the 2016 Presidential election; and two in the 
UK – one by the Electoral Commission into CA’s possible role in the EU referendum, and one by the 
Information Commissioner’s Office regarding the use of data analytics for political purposes.401  

3.5. Summary  

As shown in this chapter, academic, policy and grey literature sources discuss a number of economically 
related risks to critical infrastructure, sectors and processes that merit the consideration of policymakers. 
We have identified seven ‘risk vectors’ representing the vehicles through which economic variables and 
events can impact critical infrastructure, sectors and processes in ways that could threaten national 
security. These vectors are:  

• Ownership (through control and influence) by public or private actors of critical infrastructure 
and sectors, or ownership of assets in physical proximity to critical infrastructure and sectors.   

• Espionage and access to sensitive information enabled, for example, by physical proximity or 
ownership.  

• Natural resource dependence on third countries and actors for the supply of critical raw 
materials and energy.  
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• Supplier dependence on specific suppliers for the provision and maintenance of critical 
infrastructure and processes, reinforced by the presence of a skills and technology gap and lack of 
competition that may result in reduced efforts to ensure resilience of critical infrastructure, sectors 
and processes as well as reduced innovation and R&D. 

• Government intervention through expenditure, economic policy and regulation, which can have a 
strong influence on the quality, availability and resilience of critical infrastructure, sectors and 
processes.  

• Corruption and fraud, which may undermine the resilience of critical infrastructure and 
potentially create opportunities for malicious actors to obtain physical or digital access to sensitive 
assets and information. 

• Socio-economic inequality resulting from factors such as economic policies and neoliberal market 
forces, which may reduce the ability of citizens to provide for themselves, as well as risk social 
unrest and domestic instability that pose a threat to critical infrastructure, sectors and processes. 

In addition, literature shows that a number of global economic and geostrategic trends could also present 
risk factors to critical infrastructure, sectors and processes, and therefore should be considered alongside 
an analysis of risk vectors linked to macroeconomic events and variables. These trends include:  

• Digital transformation and the implementation of industrial IoT, bringing challenges in relation to 
security of supply chain, cyber security and risks of data espionage in critical sectors and 
processes. 

• Globalisation and interdependence between critical infrastructure, sectors and processes of one 
country with others, magnifying risks to an individual country’s national critical infrastructures, 
which can be affected through cascading effects from developments elsewhere. 

• EU economic trends playing a critical role for the Netherlands, and other EU Member States, due 
to the tight interconnectedness via economic, business, political and governance structures, as 
well as an expanded influence of private actors over political processes. 

• The political and economic paradigm of foreign states which, similar to protectionism, considers 
the risks related to different national economic models and their impact on the competitiveness 
in the area of critical sectors and processes.  

• Uncertainty in relation to resource security, particularly in relation to reliance on foreign 
suppliers of energy and the uptake of alternative energy generation, distribution and storage 
technologies.  

• Potential concerns with regard to information integrity and trustworthiness, which may act as an 
avenue for malicious actors – including private companies – to disrupt critical processes such as 
elections and democratic decision-making, and gain influence in critical sectors (such as 
telecommunications or political institutions).  

A range of complex interactions exist between different risk vectors, their underpinning drivers and the 
global economic and geostrategic environment, some of which have been highlighted in this chapter. 
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However, it is beyond the scope of this study to consider the detailed mechanics or even to quantify the 
relationships between the macroeconomic variables and events, the risk vectors and the critical 
infrastructure, sectors and processes. Such a study would require a series of ‘deep-dives’ into each of these 
relationships and would probably benefit from a series of specific case studies of critical infrastructure, 
sectors and processes to depict, in detail, the underlying dynamics.  

This study, instead, considers the strategic picture of macroeconomic variables and events and the avenues 
(risk vectors) through which they may impact critical infrastructure, sectors and processes as a sub-set of 
means by which a state can guarantee national security to its citizens. While this chapter includes a range 
of specific examples to illustrate the broader analytical conclusions, in the next chapter we explore the 
example of the Netherlands in relation to how some of the risk vectors may manifest themselves in 
practice, and what trade-offs may emerge for policymakers as a result.  
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4. The connections between economy and national security in 
the Netherlands  

Based on the analytical framework proposed in Chapter 3, in this chapter we explore the potential the 
potential vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure, sectors and processes in the Netherlands due to the 
identified risk vectors. First, this chapter highlights some of the macroeconomic characteristics of the 
Netherlands to set the context for the ensuing analysis of vulnerabilities and challenges from selected risk 
factors. The risk vectors examined in greater detail are those selected on the basis of specific vulnerabilities 
that the Dutch economy is currently facing or that may become more apparent in the near future. A full 
assessment of all possible risks is not within the scope of this study and we therefore use three examples to 
illustrate the use of the conceptual framework. More specifically, this chapter focuses on the following 
vulnerabilities and risks:  

• The relationship between foreign ownership and investments in critical infrastructure, products, 
and services, and the changing economic and political paradigms that ensue as a consequence of 
economic and political power shifts in the international system. 

• Skills and technology gaps that appear in the Dutch economy as a consequence of an aging 
population and the increased demand for specialist skills required by the digital transformation 
that is occurring in societies and economies across the world.  

• Future energy, food and resource needs of the Dutch society and economy, and the location of 
the extraction of the raw materials for these resources in the context of climate change and energy 
transition trends. 

4.1. Unique characteristics of the Dutch economy and related economic 
risks  

The Netherlands is a relatively small nation in land surface (number 134 in the world), but with a gross 
domestic product (GDP) of 830 billion US Dollar (€738 billion), it is the world’s 18th largest economy. 
Hence, the Netherlands is the second most densely populated country in the EU, and has a concentrated 
network of physical infrastructure. Although the Dutch economy is relatively diverse and not focused in a 
handful of sectors (see Figure 4.1),402 it is highly dependent on international trade. With the international 
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hub functions of the Port of Rotterdam, Schiphol airport and the Amsterdam Internet Exchange (AMS-
IX), the country facilitates a gateway to Europe for large volumes of people, goods and services. At 86.5 
per cent and 74.8 per cent respectively in 2017, the exports and imports of goods and services as a 
percentage of GDP rank among the highest in the world,403 leading to a positive trade balance of 55.8 
billion US Dollars. Few countries have benefited more from the growth in international trade as the 
Netherlands. In 2018, the annual percentage growth rate of the country’s trade value was about 2.5 times 
that of the global average.404 In the DHL Global Connectedness Index,405 the Netherlands emerges as the 
most interconnected country in the world.  

Figure 4.1. GDP contribution by different sectors in the Netherlands, 2017 

 
Source: World Bank (2019).  

The Dutch economy is also deeply integrated within the EU, both politically and economically. The 
Netherlands is one of the six founding members of the EU and was one of the original members of the 
Eurozone and the Schengen area. Over time the Dutch population and its politicians have had a relatively 
consistent pro-EU political stance.406 As a member of the EU internal market, many trade barriers have 
been removed between the Netherlands and other Member States allowing for a free trade of goods and 
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services with these countries. As a result, much of the macroeconomic decision-making is determined at 
EU level.407 

A total of 71 per cent of Dutch export goods are traded with other EU countries and 53 per cent of its 
imports come from within the EU.408 In 13 of the other 27 EU countries, the Netherlands is one of the 
top three EU trade partners. Therefore, the developments in these trade partner countries, and in the EU 
more broadly, are of great potential impact.  

High reliance on international trade is likely to expose a country to global and regional trends more 
acutely due to the increased interconnectedness with other countries and regions through trade 
connections. In the Netherlands, such a degree of reliance on international trade is visible also within 
specific critical sectors. Table 4.1 shows the high intensity of trade in natural gas and transport services, as 
well as in the defence sector, with some of the indicators recently reaching near maximum levels. 

Table 4.1. Trade indicators in critical sectors: Netherlands  

Critical sector Exports (mln euro) Imports Trade balance 

 2016 2017 2016 2017 2016 2017 

Energy       

Crude oil - - 20,238 25,082 -20,238 -25,082 

Petroleum-based products 39,715 45,907 26,122 29,837 13,593 19,070 

Coal 607 837 1,854 2,260 -1247 -1423 

Electricity 707 905 873 742 -166 163 

Natural Gas 8,700 9,100 6,100 8,400 2,600 700 

Transport services       

Marine transport 9,553 10,191 4,189 4,727 5,363 5,464 

Aviation 8,235 8,772 4,519 5,143 3,716 3,629 

Other transport (incl. electricity 
distribution) 

12,684 13,535 10,111 12,679 2,573 856 

Financial services 5,986 6,463 8,625 9,066 -2,639 -2,603 

Telecommunication services 3,838 3,989 2,504 2,445 1,335 1,544 

Public sector services (incl. 
consulates, military services, etc.) 

1,845 1,649 254 179 1,590 1470 

 

Sources: CBS (2019b) and CBS (2018). 
 

The Netherlands is an open economy with a very advanced digital and physical infrastructure.409 As such, 
it has been an attractive market for foreign investors and, according to the OECD foreign investments 
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restrictiveness index,410 it is one of the least restrictive countries in the world (see Figure 4.2). As shown in 
the figure, the level of restrictions on FDI (such as, for example equity restrictions, requirements for 
screening and approval, and key foreign personnel requirements) in the Netherlands is uniformly low, 
including in sectors contributing to vital processes. Except for 2018, the FDI share of GDP in the 
Netherlands has been also significantly higher than the EU average (see Figure 4.2). 411 While this 
openness brings great opportunities for economic growth, technology transfer, information exchange and 
international collaboration, FDI can also present potential risks to national security as it may facilitate 
access and control of critical sectors and processes by foreign actors with malicious intent.  

Finally, drawing on the varieties of capitalism introduced by Hall and Soskice, the Netherlands can also 
be considered a coordinated market economy,412 within which there is considerable interaction between 
private companies and the public sector at the strategic level. Reaching tripartite consensus (involving 
employers, employees, government) on economic and social issues forms an essential part of decision-
making.413 

Figure 4.2. FDI net inflows as % of GDP in the Netherlands  

 
Source: World Bank data (2019). 

  

                                                      
410 The FDI Regulatory Restrictiveness Index (FDI Index) measures statutory restrictions on foreign direct 
investment in 22 economic sectors across 69 countries, including all OECD and G20 countries. 
411 In 2018, the FDI share of GSP in the Netherlands decreased significantly to a negative net share of -26.2%. See 
Figure 4.2 and World Bank (2019). 
412 See also Hall & Soskice (2001). 
413 Also known as Poldermodel. While the dynamics of time might fluctuate the power balance, the system is still 
largely in place, although other scholars suggest differently. See also Paul de Beer Erosion of the Polder Model.  
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Table 4.2. FDI Restrictiveness index: Netherlands compared with OECD average 

FDI restrictiveness index (any restrictions;  
0.000 = no restrictions) 

Netherlands OECD Average 

Selected sectors contributing to vital processes    
Oil ref. & Chemicals 0.000 0.018 
Electricity 0.000 0.116 
Electricity generation 0.000 0.121 
Electricity distribution 0.000 0.111 
Maritime 0.023 0.248 
Air 0.225 0.344 
Media 0.000 0.154 
Radio & TV broadcasting 0.000 0.221 
Communications 0.000 0.083 
Fixed telecoms 0.000 0.089 
Mobile telecoms 0.000 0.076 
Financial services 0.002 0.032 
Banking 0.000 0.037 
Total FDI Index (all sectors) 0.015 0.065 
 

Source: OECD (2018).  

In broad terms, the negative effects of economic activities from abroad on national security can be divided 
into three groups: 

• Investment or cooperation makes the country dependent on a supplier of goods or services, 
which are crucial for the functioning of the economy. Or, the supplier is influenced or 
controlled by a foreign party that can refuse delivery, delay it or attach conditions to it. 

• Investment or collaboration allows technology or expertise to be transferred to a foreign 
institution that can be deployed in a manner that is harmful to the national interests of the 
country by that foreign institution itself, or by its government. 

• Investment or economic partnership (e.g. trade) opens up the possibility for tampering in the 
delivery of goods or services that are crucial for the functioning of the economy, where such 
tampering options could not arise in any other way. 

4.2. Risks associated with foreign ownership in the Netherlands 

Chapter 3 highlighted the three illustrative risk vectors related to FDI and foreign ownership. The 
primary focus of this discussion revolves around the possibility that investment and ownership provide 
access to gain influence and control over the operations of companies in critical sectors or who facilitate 
critical processes. This control could be used strategically or even misused, particularly if such investments 
are guided or supported by states that maintain competing economic and political systems. The way in 
which such political pressure could manifest itself in relation to the Dutch government could be by 
delaying services or interrupting critical processes, such as power distribution or telecommunications. This 
section provides a closer look at foreign transactions involving mergers and acquisitions (M&A), direct 
investment, joint ventures, outsourcing, offshoring and strategic collaborations in relation to Dutch 
companies, and where possible, disaggregates information pertaining specifically to critical sectors and 
processes.  
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Policymakers face trade-offs between policies that maximise economic benefits versus measures that 
minimise security risks, as this chapter will discuss. To inform the analysis of trade-offs in relation to 
specific economic activities – such as FDI, or trade or skills imports – a range of questions can be 
considered to better understand the nature of the security risk presented by economic activity in critical 
sectors/processes (Table 4.3). However, it should be emphasised that the relationships between these 
variables are far more complex and convoluted than the linear manner in which they are presented below. 
Table 4.3 does not fully capture the complexity of this matter and should therefore be understood as a 
simplified, high-level summary intended for illustrative purposes.  

Table 4.3. Questions for consideration when assessing potential security risks  

RISK 

VULNERABILITIES THREAT CONSEQUENCES 

What are the vulnerabilities of the 
Dutch company/sector in question 
that could be exploited by a mal-
intentioned foreign actor through an 
economic transaction and/or 
creation of economic dependence?  

 

What is the nature of the ‘threat’ 
posed by economic activity to the 
company/actor in the critical 
process in question? 

What are the likely consequences of 
the economic activity if the threat 
materialises?  

What are the costs for the 
Netherlands (economic, social, 
political, environmental) if the supply 
of the goods or services constituting 
a critical process are subject to 
pressure as a result of the economic 
activity? 

What are the benefits (economic, 
strategic, political, security) to the 
foreign supplier (and their state, if 
relevant) from acquiring control or 
influence over a company or 
resource-supply that plays a role in 
providing critical processes in the 
Netherlands?  

What would be the damage caused 
by an information leak from, or 
surveillance or disruption of the 
critical process in question if the 
threat materialises?  

 

4.2.1. Major sources of FDI into the Netherlands 

In 2017, 35 per cent of all 714 M&A deals involving Dutch companies included a foreign investor into 
the Dutch company.414 This number has been steadily growing over the last decade although the total 
value of deals has fluctuated over the years. Of foreign takeovers, the buying company was located within 
the European Union in 60 per cent of acquisitions, 20 per cent were located in the US, and only in 2 per 
cent of cases were Chinese enterprises involved.415 
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While relatively small in proportion, Chinese investments into Dutch companies have been the subject of 
various analyses over the last ten years.416 These suggest that a shift of focus has occurred from companies 
in the food and agriculture sectors to both high-tech sectors and more strategic investments across all 
sectors. The latter are defined as not necessarily based on market access, but for instance to acquire access 
to resources, technology or knowledge.417 Examples of larger scale Chinese takeovers of Dutch companies 
over the past 20 years are limited, for instance:  

• The acquisition of Spyker in the automotive sector;  

• Vivat, an insurance company (which recently returned to Dutch ownership); and  

• Standard Products/Nexperia and RF-Power (two branches of Dutch chipmaker NXP) in the 
semiconductor sector. 

4.2.2. FDI in Dutch critical sectors  

In 2016 and more recently, media attention has highlighted the integration of the Port of Rotterdam into 
China’s Belt and Road Initiative and the growing Chinese influence in the port, especially given 
uncertainty over the type of influence Chinese state-sponsored enterprises may have in critical 
infrastructure hubs. In 2016, COSCO Pacific (a subsidiary of China COSCO Shipping Corporation) 
acquired 35 per cent of the automatic container terminal Euromax in the Port of Rotterdam,418 
consolidating the companies’ footprint in one of the major port hubs in Europe. In 2019, a 
Memorandum of Understanding was signed between the Port of Rotterdam and Chinese and Dutch 
railway link operators, expressing the ambition to integrate the port into the Belt and Road Initiative by 
extending the rail transport link to Chengdu (province of Sichuan).419 

Yet, it has not only been take-overs of Dutch companies by non-western countries that have attracted 
attention in recent years. Considerable discussion has accompanied the takeover of Dutch cybersecurity 
firm Fox-IT by British company NCC Group,420 not least because the Dutch government relies on Fox-
IT for encryption of parts of its classified communication. More than a year after the acquisition had 
taken place, the Dutch government entered into negotiations with Fox-IT to put in place better 
safeguards for secured access and storage of its data, and to fence off any future assignments the 
government might give to Fox-IT.421 

Recently, smaller Dutch high-tech companies have been sold to foreign firms, raising particular concerns 
about potential knowledge and data export from the Netherlands to third parties who may not put in 
place sufficient data protection measures. These transactions included the acquisition of Redsocks Security 
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by Romanian firm Bitdefender; the acquisition of Security Matters by American company Forescout 
Technologies; the acquisition of telecommunications and IoT specialist Teleena by Indian company Tata 
Communications, and the acquisition of data-center provision company Evoswitch by American firm 
Iron Mountain.422 

4.2.3. Proactive regulation of foreign ownership in the Netherlands  
Similar to other EU Member States, the political and policy debate about expanding monitoring 
mechanisms on foreign investments has become more prominent since 2007. Following the emergence of 
sovereign wealth funds and hedge funds and the controversial sale (or ‘sell-out’ according to critics) of 
some Dutch companies, a political debate took place from 2007 on whether it is necessary and desirable 
to secure certain sectors in the Netherlands against foreign economic transactions. Any proposed 
additional regulatory or review regime had to consider the costs it would induce and whether the problem 
was sufficiently grave to legitimise a new instrument. Also, it would have to fit within the EU regulatory 
frameworks. Initial discussions within the Cabinet with regard to screening and review of foreign 
transactions focused primarily on how harmful behaviour could be combated without jeopardising the 
identity of the investor, attracting investments and Dutch investments in other markets. Based on this, 
the first set of options revolved around adapting the Dutch regulatory system following an example of the 
British model.423 In the end, however, the then Minister of Finance Wouter Bos decided that the 
introduction of the British model in the Netherlands was not possible. The model was deemed not to 
represent a good fit for the Dutch context due to the risk of politicising controls of M&A activity, while 
providing only limited added value (only increased security of supply in the defence sector was 
mentioned).424 The coalition government (Balkenende IV) therefore concluded that Dutch strategic 
sectors could be protected through existing Dutch competition, corporate and financial supervision 
legislation, supplemented with sector-specific legislation.  

Recent years have seen frequent calls for more comprehensive assessment mechanisms, including those 
focused explicitly on national security interests. The case of the takeover of the formerly state-owned 
telecom company KPN (see Box 13) by Mexican company América Móvil represents a marked watershed 
moment in the debate. Since the attempted acquisition of KPN, the Netherlands has been developing 
legislation to screen foreign investments, initially focusing on the telecommunications sector. The Wet 
ongewenste zeggenschap telecommunicatie (‘Undesirable Control of Telecommunications Act’) was 
introduced into Parliament in March 2019,425 but is still under considerable debate, both for technical 
(the type of intervention proposed) and more fundamental (the intention of the draft law) reasons. The 
basic premise of the Bill is that organisations investing in the Netherlands’ telecommunications sector for 
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geopolitical reasons could potentially cause societal disruption and gain the opportunity to tap into 
confidential communication flows. 

Box 13. The attempted Mexican takeover of Dutch Telecom Company KPN  

The attempted acquisition of the Netherlands’ main landline and mobile telecommunications company, and 
formerly state-owned company, KPN, gave rise to heightened political debate.426 In September 2013, 
Mexican company America Móvil, owned by business magnate and billionaire Carlos Slim, made a bid to 
acquire all shares in the Dutch telecom company. Due to stalled negotiations the takeover did not 
materialise. New policy initiatives with regards to the country’s economic security, such as the 
establishment of an interdepartmental Working Group on Economic Security, chaired by the NCTV, were a 
direct result of this incident. 427  

In response to the debate, then-Minister of Economic Affairs Henk Kamp stated the government takes into 
account two risks when assessing foreign acquisitions: geopolitical risks and security risks.428 The former, 
he argued, relate to the acquisition of companies considered part of the critical Dutch infrastructure to serve 
as an instrument of power to put pressure on the government of the Netherlands. In the case of KPN there 
were indeed geopolitical risks associated to a foreign acquisition of the company. The owner could for 
example threaten to shut down telecom services across the country. Since KPN has ownership of a large 
part of the Dutch telecom network on which many vital government services rely, as well as other telecom 
providers, this could be particularly damaging to the country.  

With regard to security risks, the Minister referred to restrictions on access to information. In the case of 
KPN, a foreign takeover could potentially compromise the confidentiality of communication, including 
highly sensitive communication, such as classified information. Secondly, the confidential nature of requests 
for telecom data by security and investigative services and their lawful interception of telecommunications 
could potentially be breached.  

 

At the EU level, a new EU framework for the screening of FDI officially entered into force in the spring 
of 2019.429 The framework is intended to defend European strategic interests by being able to examine 
foreign companies that target these interests. The European Commission and EU Member States aim to 
take steps to ensure that the EU can fully apply the Investment Screening Regulation as of 11 October 
2020. These steps concern, in particular, the setting up of the new EU-wide mechanism for cooperation, 
enabling Member States and the Commission to exchange information and raise concerns related to 
specific foreign investments.430 The framework is restricted to screening investments for security and 
public order concerns, and does not include additional economic criteria.431 The regulation also requires 

                                                      
426 De Witt Wijnen (2018). 
427 Wetenschappelijke Raad voor het Regeringsbeleid (WRR) (2017). 
428 Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal (2014). 
429 European Parliament (2019a).  
430 Regulation (EU) 2019/452 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 19 March 2019 establishing a 
framework for the screening of foreign direct investments into the Union. 
431 European Commission (2019). 
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Member States with a screening system already in place to screen intra-EU investments that involve EU 
companies controlled by non-EU owners.432  

Parallel to the EU process, individual EU Member States, including the Netherlands, have updated or are 
considering implementation of screening regimes focused on security and public order criteria. High-tech, 
artificial intelligence, dual-use technology, quantum, robotics and semi-conductors are some of the 
processes, products and services specifically mentioned.433  

4.2.4. Trade-offs between commercial benefits versus security risks in the 
Netherlands 

As noted in Chapter 3 (see Box 5), vigorous discussions are held in the EU as well as across the Atlantic 
with regard to the potential security risks that could emerge if Huawei were to be granted the licenses and 
spectrum allocation for provision of extensive parts of the 5G network. At the same time as concerns are 
raised over potential risks of subversive access to information flows, Huawei is also seen to offer the most 
advanced 5G technology on the market for highly competitive prices, beating other technology providers 
such as Nokia, Samsung, Ericsson and others.434 Indeed, in comparison with other European and US 
rivals, Huawei holds 1,529 5G standard essential patents – 132 more patents than the closest rival, Nokia 
(with 1397 patents), and 742 more than the next US rival, Qualcomm (with 787 patents).435 As a result, 
national and EU authorities responsible for regulating the roll-out of 5G technology are faced with the 
need to make balanced decisions that take into account commercial factors at the same time as 
meaningfully assessing the magnitude of security risks potentially presented by Huawei.  

In the Dutch context, a special economic security task force was set up by the Dutch government to 
examine in detail whether additional security measures needed to be put in place to secure the 
development of the 5G network in the Netherlands (see Box 14). The task force identified a range of 
measures to be implemented but did not single out any country, company or supplier as representing 
potentially greater security risks than others. 

 

                                                      
432 Also known as Ultimate Beneficial Ownership (UBO). Examples are Logicor (CIC), Volvo Cars (Geely), and 

Pirelli (ChemChina). 
433 Hanemann et al. (2019). 
434 Johnson & Groll (2019). 
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Box 14. Considerations regarding Huawei investment in 5G infrastructure in the Netherlands  

In response to the announcement of Dutch telecom provider KPN that it planned to hire Huawei for the 
development of the mobile radio and antenna parts of the 5G network,436 and to parliamentary questions 
that followed that announcement,437 the Dutch government installed an Economic Security Task Force. The 
task force was asked to examine whether additional measures were necessary to guarantee the secure 
development of the 5G network in the Netherlands. To determine this, it conducted a risk analysis in 
conjunction with the intelligence services and three major telecom operators in the Netherlands. 

In a letter to Parliament the Dutch government announced three types of measures to protect telecom 
networks, specifically 5G.438 The first group is focused on updating existing security measures that are 
currently in place at existing telecom providers. The second deals with setting high security requirements for 
suppliers of services and products in critical parts of the telecommunication network. Third, the government 
announced a structured process to monitor organisational and technological developments within the Dutch 
critical infrastructure.439 Each of these measures will be further elaborated on in the Autumn of 2019, and 
the Dutch government explicitly recognises the need for European collaboration to improve 5G security 
within the EU. 

Any specific reference to geographic origins of product or service providers is excluded in the measures of 
the Dutch government.440   

4.3. Skills gaps in technical professions and the increased risks for 
critical processes  

Another risk vector of high relevance for the Netherlands is the presence of potential skills gaps to enable 
the design, operation and maintenance of critical infrastructure, sectors and processes. Without the 
necessary human capital in place, a country risks being unable to sustain its critical sectors, instead relying 
on recruiting talent from other countries or sourcing services from an external provider. All of these 
options could present risks to national security as the provision of vital processes for the functioning of the 
national economy could fall into the hands of foreign professionals, whose activities may not be easy to 
supervise by Dutch authorities, if they are lacking the necessary know-how and understanding of these 
critical tasks.  

4.3.1. The importance of technical skills for the effective functioning of critical 
processes 

Several trends affect EU Member States’ ability to secure sufficient supply of technical, IT and related 
skills in critical sectors.  The digital transformation of the economy has contributed to an increasing need 

                                                      
436 Pelgrim (2019). 
437 Motie van het lid Weverling c.s. (Kamerstuk 21501-33, nr.734) en motie van het lid Van den Berg c.s. 
(Kamerstuk 21501-33, nr.747). 
438 Tweede Kamer (2019b). 
439 Nationale Veiligheidsstrategie 2019, presented to Tweede Kamer on 7 June 2019. 
440 Tweede Kamer (2019c).  
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for professionals with these skills, while their supply is under pressure due to demographic 
developments. 441  More specifically, the influx of young workers into the workforce is declining, while a 
relatively large share of the workforce is projected to retire over the next few years, with limited 
opportunities to transfer their skills to younger employees. In addition, as disinformation poses a growing 
risk to critical processes, such as democratic elections or political decision-making, digital and media 
literacy is an increasingly important skill required across the national workforce in order to combat such 
risks.442 There is also a general trend of dispersion of Core STEM (science, technology, engineering and 
mathematical) workers from traditional Core STEM occupations and sectors (for example from electrical 
and mechanical engineering occupations into finance or high-tech companies), spreading out throughout 
the overall workforce. Finally, shifting back into STEM jobs can be unattractive (e.g. if alternative sectors 
offer better pay and working conditions), or even impossible, and this potential source of supply can thus 
become limited as well. 

A number of occupations with high relevance for EU critical sectors have been identified as those where 
there is already a shortage of skilled workers to fill existing vacancies, including science and engineering 
professionals, ICT professionals, installers and repairers – occupations that are in heavy demand in many 
of the critical sectors as well.443  

Many critical processes are dependent on a combination of information and communication technologies 
and operational technologies. Information and communication technologies allow for storage, retrieval, 
transmission and manipulation of data inputs to external computers (e.g. through internet transfer or 
using dedicated networks). Operational technologies are deployed to monitor the physical state of a 
system and alter its function, if deemed necessary. The physical systems underpinning many critical 
processes (i.e. the hardware and software) tend to be of older signature and are often operated by an 
increasingly ageing workforce.444 Unless sufficient documentation and mentoring is provided to pass on 
the operational knowledge from experienced operators to less experienced workers, there is a risk that the 
skills related to operation of systems underpinning critical processes will not be retained for the future. 
The risk is exacerbated by the fact that equipment and systems underpinning critical processes are 
custom-built for the recipient organisation and/or operator, and their functioning and maintenance 
requirements are considered proprietary intellectual property (making it difficult to transfer knowledge 
beyond the specific company that builds/operates them).445  

                                                      
441 Bosworth et al. (2013). 
442 Department of Digital Culture, Media and Sport (2019). 
443 Skills Panorama (2019). 
444 Harp & Gregory-Brown (2014). 
445 Aging equipment and systems used in critical infrastructure and sectors, including, for example, energy 
distribution (power grids, pipes, electrical wires) and defence (e.g. defence platforms acquired 20–30 years ago and 
still part of national defence inventories) provide just a few examples of systems that are becoming difficult to 
support and maintain with retiring generations of skilled professionals familiar with how they operate.  
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4.3.2. Skills gaps in technical professions and the associated recruitment 
challenges for providers of critical processes   

Similar to the broader trends in the EU, the Netherlands also faces challenges relating to the supply of 
STEM, ICT and related digital skills. As a matter of fact, compared with the EU average, the Netherlands 
has a relatively large unmet demand for STEM professionals. The most important cause for this is the low 
expected inflow of graduates in these disciplines. In the period 2007–2012, the Netherlands ranked lowest 
in the proportion of STEM graduates at tertiary level education (measured as a percentage of all fields) 
within the EU as a whole, with only 14.5 per cent of all graduates having enrolled in STEM disciplines, 
against an EU28 average of 22.8 per cent.446 While the situation has been improving, the Netherlands is 
still behind when compared to the EU 28 averages (see Figure 4.3). 

Figure 4.3. STEM graduates, comparison between Netherlands and EU, 2013–2017 

 
Source: Eurostat (2019). 

With respect to ICT professionals, the situation in the EU overall is improving and the Netherlands 
retains a relatively high share of ICT specialists in the workforce when compared with other OECD 
countries. Yet the labour market is still dealing with significant shortages. In the most recent estimates 
(January 2017) of demand and supply at the EU level, this gap was projected to be 500,000 in 2020, 
down from an estimate of 756,000 released in December 2015.447 Also, in its bi-annual projections for 
the Dutch labour market, the Research Centre for Education and the Labour Market (ROA) at 
Maastricht University estimated that by 2022 in the Netherlands, 87 per cent of ICT professions will face 
supply shortages. Dutch employers will struggle to fill all the vacancies available in this sector. 448  

In addition to ICT, water, waste treatment, finance and insurance are also likely to experience future 
shortages in talent supply – representing sectors where numerous critical processes take place. The five 
sectors with highest expected employment growth between 2016 and 2030 in the Netherlands are 
displayed in Table 4.4 (highlighted occupations are highly relevant for critical sectors and processes).  
                                                      
446 Skills Panorama (2014).   
447 European Commission (2017). 
448 Fouarge (2018, 52).  
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Table 4.4. Expected change in employment in the Netherlands (2016–2030). Critical sectors 
highlighted in blue  

Sector  Projected change in employment (%) 

Professional services  +22.6 % 

Water and waste treatment +15.0% 

Finance & insurance +12.8%  

Arts & recreation +11. 6%  

ICT services  +10.6% 
 

Source: Skills Panorama (2019). 

4.3.3. Skills supply and possible reliance on foreign human capital in Dutch critical 
sectors  

While it is positive that the overall numbers of STEM graduates are increasing, it is also worth noting that 
some of the increase is coming from international students. This observation is relevant to this study for 
two reasons. First, the attraction of foreign students could conceal the potential supply of people to the 
Dutch labour market, as the majority of this group will not remain in the Netherlands. Second, attracting 
talent from abroad may introduce an additional vulnerability to the functioning of critical infrastructures, 
sectors and processes. While universities may accrue many benefits from foreign students, including 
increased collaborative opportunities, mutual access to advanced technology, financial benefits in terms of 
joint grant funding (or higher tuition fees levied on international students), they can also increase the 
chances of unwanted knowledge and technology transfer. 

Currently, the largest number of international students comes from Germany, although the overall 
proportion of German students in the international cohort has declined from 40 per cent to 25 per cent 
between 2011 and 2018.449 Chinese students represent about 5 per cent of the international students’ 
cohort, thus comprising the second-largest group of international students in the Netherlands. They are 
enrolled in both research universities and universities of applied sciences (which include Higher 
Vocational Education), although the numbers in the latter group are starting to decline slightly.450  

As reported in the Nuffic report on Incoming student mobility in Dutch higher education 2017–2018, the 
volume of international students at Dutch universities continues to grow. This brings clear benefits in 
terms of international knowledge creation, researcher mobility and interaction, but can also increase the 
risk of a skills gap emerging in the Netherlands, if many of the graduates do not stay in the Netherlands 
but return to their home countries after graduation. Skills gaps resulting from student migration may 
create vulnerabilities that could be exacerbated by greater foreign investment or the recruitment of foreign 
workforce in critical sectors and processes to fill the skills gaps, increasing potential risks to the Dutch 
national security. 

                                                      
449 Nuffic (2018).  
450 Nuffic (2018).  
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4.3.4. Upholding international collaboration while ensuring a pipeline of domestic 
talent  

Dutch academic institutions have been open to student and staff exchanges, recruitment of international 
students, joint education or research projects and programmes, and the establishment of joint institutions. 
As a destination for researcher mobility, Dutch research institutions accrue many benefits from these 
collaborations, such as a supply of much-needed PhD students, a large influx of students able to pay 
much higher tuition fees, as well as access to cutting-edge international facilities and data, as identified by 
RAND’s literature review on researcher mobility.451 However, this collaboration has its risks and 
challenges as well, and European governments are increasingly evaluating the merits of specific types of 
collaboration on the grounds of having a clear strategy that balances the risks with potential benefits. It 
appears to be the case that European academic institutions and governments are also increasingly 
considering the downside of transnational exchanges. For instance, the exclusion of certain foreign 
nationals from specific study programmes or research projects (including the protection of critical 
infrastructure) are seen as a legitimate approach to take in order protect knowledge, technologies and 
critical information on national security grounds.452 

Recently, the Dutch government issued a new policy paper on China entitled The Netherlands and China: 
A New Balance, also known as the government’s China Strategy.453 This paper addresses concerns about 
the Chinese national influence on Chinese individuals and corporations, and warns about the risk of 
unwanted technology transfer and other consequences of collaboration in the academic sector.454 Yet, the 
discussion is not limited to Chinese students alone. Iranian students and researchers and those with ties to 
North Korea have also been increasingly screened by government agencies when applying for or entering 
sensitive technology studies.455 

At the same time as the Dutch government seeks to mitigate the risks of knowledge or technology leaks in 
relation to critical sectors and processes by means of regulating some international research exchanges, it 
also recognises the need for proactive measures to build up a technical workforce domestically. In 2013 
educational institutions, employers, employees, and regional and central government agreed on a national 
Technology Pact to find ways to satisfy the need for highly skilled technologists in the Dutch labour 
market.456 This foresees three lines of action to be undertaken in the years to 2020. The first aims to 
increase the number of pupils choosing to study in the field of technology. The second aims to increase 
the number of pupils and students with a technical qualification who progress to a job in technology. The 
third aims to improve the retention of technology workers within the technology sector, and find 
alternative jobs in technology for workers already in the sector who are at risk of losing their jobs. 
Particular attention is also being paid to the increase of female professionals in technical fields. In 
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addition, the Dutch government has taken proactive measures to mitigate the risks associated with 
disinformation by providing school leaders with support and online materials for integrating media 
literacy into school curriculums, to develop these critical skills within the future workforce.457 

4.4. National security risks associated with natural resources and food 
security  

Uncertainty around resource security has been identified as one of the global and regional trends with the 
potential to have a highly disruptive effect on critical processes. In fact, the provision and distribution of 
some resources – specifically water, energy and food – are counted among the critical processes 
themselves, on which the functioning of a national economy relies in the first place (see Table 3.2).458 
Within a national security framework, energy security in particular is often incorporated into the wider 
protection of critical national infrastructure, particularly with regards to physical infrastructure such as oil 
pipelines, nuclear facilities or power grids.459 A high dependence on imports of natural resources and other 
countries’ infrastructure can create economic vulnerabilities, with cascading effects for the functioning of 
other critical sectors and processes.460 

In 2014, the Netherlands imported around 180 billion kilos of raw materials for domestic 
consumption.461 In terms of quantity, the lion’s share of imports was taken up by fossil fuels, such as 
crude oil and natural gas,462 non-metallic minerals (sand, gravel), biomass (wheat, soy, beans) and metal 
ores.463 However, for some raw materials, the Netherlands has a high degree of self-sufficiency, while for 
others, it relies fully on imports. For example, 80 per cent of biomass raw materials required for domestic 
consumption comes from domestically extracted resources; while 0 per cent of domestic metal 
consumption is covered by domestic extraction (in other words, all raw metals are imported).464 Just over 
50 per cent of fossil fuels were derived from domestic extraction and just over 60 per cent of non-metallic 
minerals (see Figure 4.4).  

                                                      
457 EACEA National Policies Platform (2018). 
458 Van Esch et al. (2014).  
459 Flaherty & Filho (2013). 
460 Van Bergeijk et al. (2015).  
461 Pol-de Jongh et al. (2016). 
462 While natural gas constitutes a large share of Dutch imports, the value of Dutch natural gas exports remains 
higher than its imports, with a trade balance of €700 million in 2017. See: CBS (2018). 
463 Pol-de Jongh et al. (2016). 
464 Pol-de Jongh et al. (2016). 
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Figure 4.4. Percentage of resource consumption from domestic extraction, 2014 

 
Source: Pol-de Jongh et al. (2016). 

The origin of raw material imports into the Netherlands has stayed constant since the 2008 statistics were 
captured, with the majority of imports originating from Europe, consisting of: agricultural products, such 
as cereals, fossil fuels, and other mining products such as gravel. Crude oil has been imported from Africa 
and the Middle East and other raw materials, such as hard coal, have often come from Central and South 
America (see Figure 4.5).  

Figure 4.5. Origin of imports of raw materials, 2014  

 
Source: Pol-de Jongh et al. (2016). 

While the Dutch economy is largely a services economy, and industry is not very dependent on the 
import of raw materials, there are several sectors where such dependence could pose potential risks for 
national security. This is because within the broader categories of raw materials, the resource dependency 
differs from resource to resource. While the overall resource dependency on biomass may be low (see 
Figure 4.4), domestic consumption of soybeans for animal feed relies primarily on imports (with Dutch 
extraction consisting mainly of potatoes). Also, in the fossil fuels category, much of natural gas 
consumption is covered by domestic extraction, while domestic consumption of crude oil and crude oil 
products relies heavily on imports.465 For metals, the Netherlands is fully reliant on imported materials. 
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4.4.1. Geopolitical tensions and malicious acts in supplier countries  

Of all available energy sources (e.g. oil, natural gas, coal, nuclear, hydropower, photovoltaic, biofuels and 
so on), oil and natural gas stand out when it comes to the potential for regional geopolitical tensions that 
are associated with their supply. Unlike renewable energy sources such as hydropower, wind and solar – 
which can often be locally produced – fossil fuel types such as oil and natural gas need to be imported by 
a large number of EU countries. Access to oil and natural gas supplies can be hampered due to internal 
instability in the country of production (e.g. Venezuela and Libya) or regional instability (common in 
Middle Eastern oil and gas supplier countries). Further risks may arise due to malicious activities such as 
cyber attacks or physical infrastructure disruptions (e.g. pipelines, oil tankers, etc.) that may disrupt 
energy transportation and supply – as demonstrated, for example, by the Russian-Ukrainian gas conflict 
in 2009, in which 18 European countries had to deal with disruption in gas supplies.466 However, it is 
also possible that energy security considerations within the EU will soon be altered significantly given the 
recent shift to shale gas extraction in the US and Canada, both of which are considered to soon become 
net exporters of oil (potentially even overtaking Saudi Arabia as the largest oil producers).467 

4.4.2. Decreased levels of domestic natural gas extractions and the resulting recent 
increase in Dutch energy imports  

As shown in Figure 4.6, the Netherlands has relied on natural gas and oil for the majority of its energy 
consumption. In 2017, the share of natural gas in the total primary energy supply was at 41.5 per cent; 
slightly higher compared to 37.8 per cent for oil. The remainder of energy consumption over the last 
three decades can be grouped under coal (11 per cent in 2017) and renewables (i.e. alternative energy) 
(9.7 per cent in 2017). As is demonstrated by Figure 4.6, this composition has not significantly changed 
over the past 30 years.  
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Figure 4.6. Breakdown of total energy supply in the Netherlands, 1990–2018  

 
Source: CBS (2019). **represents revised provisional figures for 2017; *represents provisional figures for 2018  

A major development in recent years has been the scheduled scaling down of natural gas extraction in the 
Netherlands. In 2018, natural gas extraction declined by over 200 PetaJoules (PJ) to 1,600 PJ, a reduction 
of 16 per cent. 2018 was the fifth consecutive year of decline and is related to output restrictions 
following the occurrence of earthquakes in the province of Groningen. Total output in the Netherlands 
now stands at less than half of the output before 2014.468  

Reduced extraction levels are primarily offset by imports of natural gas. As of 2012, these imports have 
increased on a yearly basis; in 2018, more natural gas was imported (1,770 PJ) than was extracted 
domestically (1,580 PJ) for the first time. Exports have also followed a downward trend as of 2013. For 
the Netherlands, Norway was the largest source of gas imports (38 per cent), followed by Russia (~25 per 
cent) and the UK (~10 per cent). When it comes to oil, however, the Netherlands is the third highest 
importer of Russian oil in the world, after China and Germany.469 

4.4.3.  Dutch and EU-wide security concerns relating to the reliance on Russian 
energy  

Russia was the largest supplier of natural gas to the EU in both 2017 and 2018, and also dominated the 
supply of petroleum oil.470 For extra-EU imports of natural gas, the only other partners with a significant 
share in total were Norway and – at some distance – Algeria and Qatar. For petroleum oil, other suppliers 
included Norway, Nigeria, Kazakhstan, Iraq and Saudi Arabia.471 The heavy reliance on Russian energy 
imports has raised several security concerns across the EU (see Box 15), particularly in relation to the high 
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impact that could result from a disruption in energy supply (for example due to politically motivated 
acts), and subsequent impacts on critical sectors and processes – such as national and regional distribution 
of petroleum oils, supply of natural gas or even the operation of ambulances, hospitals (due to e.g. 
provision of gas for heating), fire services and others.  

Box 15. Example of risks posed by natural resource dependence   

Europe’s reliance on Russian gas has been identified as a potential threat to security of European nations, 
making them vulnerable to politically motivated acts that could curtail gas supplies.472 Since the end of the 
1990s, Dutch gas policy is strongly geared towards cooperation with Russia. Moreover, the Netherlands 
has a strong trading relationship with Russia, which is its third trade partner outside the EU, and is 
considerable in size.473 In the past, Russian-Ukraine gas disputes caused heavy supply disruptions in EU 
countries. This relationship has come under serious pressure, particularly after the conflict in Ukraine, 
Russia’s annexation of Crimea and the downing of passenger flight MH17.  

To avoid dependency on foreign natural resources by both the Netherlands and the EU as a whole, the 
Advisory Council on International Affairs (AIV) has suggested that a more integrated EU energy policy is 
needed to minimise the security risks.474 This could curb some of the risks of, for instance, Russia using 
energy supply as leverage in political relations. In addition, the other major oil- and natural-gas-producing 
countries that export to the Netherlands are prone to instability, which could ultimately translate to 
national security risks.475 

Another mitigation strategy would be to become less dependent on fossil fuel resources. But despite the 
fact that the Energy Agreement of 2013476 sets targets for renewable energy consumption at 16 per cent 
for 2023, in the coming decade oil and gas will remain major sources for the supply of energy, so the 
Netherlands will stay dependent on external sources. Another major development is the transition to a 
low-carbon energy supply in 2050, as stipulated in the Dutch energy agenda.477 

4.4.4. The Dutch agricultural sector as an important enabler for economic activity 
and security 

The economic security of the Netherlands relies on the sound performance of Dutch agriculture and food 
production. Although processes within the agriculture and food production sector are not singled out as 
‘critical processes’, their disruption could create considerable societal disruption. An illustrative case is the 
2011 Arab Spring protests, which arose as a result of – among other reasons – price spikes in imported 
grain crops due to a wave of drought and heatwaves in 2010, which negatively affected the volume of 
grain production for the global market.478 
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The Dutch agro-food sector is one of the driving forces of the economy of the Netherlands, and 
represents an important share of the overall Dutch economy in terms of value added. Internationally, the 
Dutch agro-food sector is also of significance. The Netherlands is the world’s second-largest exporter of 
agricultural products and one of the world’s leading producers of vegetables and fruit.479 As noted earlier 
in this section, a large portion of biomass products consumed domestically consists of potatoes that are 
also domestically extracted. However, soy beans, for instance, need to be imported for animal feed.480 
Therefore, the supply of soy (in the form of beans, oil or meal) can be seen as being of strategic 
importance as major players in the beef cattle, livestock and food-processing industry in the Netherlands 
depend on imports of soy. Their activities account for an estimated 7 per cent of Dutch GDP.481 

Import dependence makes these industries vulnerable to geopolitical developments that may affect supply 
of this commodity. Soy supply and demand are influenced by several global trends, including population 
growth, urbanisation, climate change and economic development. Population growth combined with 
economic growth leads to increased consumption of meat, leading to greater demand for soy. Climate 
change reduces soybean yields and makes water increasingly scarce.482 Water can become a potentially 
limiting factor to increased soy production, especially since urbanisation in producing countries spurs 
demand for drinking water in megacities. The soy demand from China and emerging economies is rapidly 
growing, which may result in increasing competition over available soy supplies, even though it is not 
expected that global demand for soy will outweigh supply in the near future.483 Also, producing countries, 
especially in Latin America, are vulnerable to social and political instability, which may be ignited by 
factors related to soy production, such as changes in land and water use or environmental degradation. 

4.4.5. Strategic approaches for managing the trade-offs between cost-effective 
access to natural resources and potential security risks  

From an economic perspective, access to raw materials is fundamental to support the healthy functioning 
of industrial and agricultural sectors in the Netherlands. Finding the right sources for these raw materials 
includes not only considerations about access, quality, reliability and speed of supply, but also an 
assessment of costs that arise from security risks linked to potential supply disruptions, unpredictable price 
increases or other risk factors highlighted above. These trade-offs can be managed in different ways, some 
of which may include:  

• Reducing the demand for certain resources by making the production, consumption or 
processing of them more efficient. This can be done by stimulating domestic R&D, both in 
refining existing processes as well as identifying new processes; and regulating the use of more 
efficient technologies – for example, by means of subsidies or restrictions. 

                                                      
479 Rintoul (2019). 
480 Pol-de Jongh et al. (2016). 
481 Ridder et al. (2013).  
482 Elferink & Schierhorn (2016), Ridder et al. (2015). 
483 Ridder et al. (2015). 
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• Diversifying sources of supply, in other words, increasing the supply from other sources or from 
substitute resources. This can be done by supporting producing countries in the development of 
new sources, or by stimulating the use of technologies that are more dependent on other sources. 

• Guaranteeing supply in the form of developing strategic reserves, protecting sea lines of 
communication and building up preferential supply relationships. 

• Influencing a more balanced distribution through economic and international diplomacy, 
lowering trade barriers and insisting on global rules of the game. 

4.5. Summary  

The situation and developments described above demonstrate a variety of effects that the economy and 
national security have on each other, and identify where specific risk vectors may have direct relevance to 
the Netherlands, given the unique characteristics of the Dutch economy. In terms of the policy options 
open to the Dutch government to address some of the risks discussed above, these vary significantly across 
the different risk vectors. In the case of allowing foreign investments or allowing international students 
and skilled workers to enter into critical sectors, the Dutch government has greater power and influence 
to determine whether and under which conditions these flows can happen. If these conditions can be 
made clear, alternative options are often still available. In the case of raw materials and natural resources, 
especially when concentrated in specific regions – as is the case in rare earth materials – an alternative is 
much harder to find. Longer term solutions, for instance by stimulating innovation, are often required in 
these circumstances instead. 

The research and education system, as well as the broader economy, in the Netherlands is characterised by 
openness and free flow of products, services, and knowledge, and any restriction in these systems is often 
perceived as damaging in the public discourse.484 The concerns that have been highlighted in this chapter 
emerge in relation to what should be seen as a limited part of these systems. Security risks arising from 
economic activity are raised in relation to areas where control and influence could be gained over interests 
that are public, strategic or labelled as ‘critical’. Inevitably, in these areas, policymakers will face a number 
of trade-offs between economic and other benefits, versus measures focused on minimising security risks. 
At the same time, it is virtually impossible to draw up a workable ex-ante distinction between where an 
economic interest ends and a national security interest starts.  

To complicate matters further, any such discussions around these trade-offs are often linked with wider 
(politicised) debates in society, such as those concerning national sovereignty, European integration and 
decision-making, foreign policy, migration and others. Also, there is a danger that discussions of trade-offs 
assume that any loss of control and independence is always negative. This neglects the fact that, even in 
critical sectors, different forms of fruitful collaboration can take place that could help sustain critical 
capabilities, while minimising national security risks. For example, under the framework of the Lancaster 

                                                      
484 See, for example the government letters to Parliament concerning supervision on students from potentially higher 
risk countries: Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal (2019). 
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House Treaties, France and the UK have been able to retain critical defence capabilities (e.g. advanced 
missile capabilities), albeit no longer retaining the full spectrum of sovereign capabilities, but rather 
creating a situation of mutual dependency.  
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5. Conclusion 

The interconnections between national security and the economy have grown as globalisation and 
economic integration have increased over the last decades. For open economies like the Netherlands, these 
interconnections manifest themselves both as opportunities and possible threats to its national security (as 
shown in more detail in Chapter 4). In this chapter, we summarise the key findings of the research, 
structured around the research questions shown below (as introduced in Chapter 1).  

Research questions 

1 
How can national security be defined and what does the international literature suggest about its main 
components? 

2 
What can be learned from the (academic) literature about the relationship(s) between the economy of a 
country and the various aspects of national security? Which factors, mechanisms and underlying causal 
mechanisms can be identified and what is known about the strength of these causal relations? 

3 What is the impact of contextual, country-specific characteristics and factors on this relationship? 

4 What do the answers to research questions 2) and 3) tell us about the factors and characteristics that have 
an impact on the interconnections between the Dutch economy and its national security? 

5 How does the Netherlands perform with regard to these economic factors, which trends or developments 
can we identify, and what do they mean for the national security of the Netherlands? 

5.1. RQ1: How can national security be defined and what does the 
international literature suggest about its main components?  

While the academic and policy understandings of national security have been subject to change, there is 
increasing recognition of the importance of economic security and resilience of critical sectors. Overall, 
the economy cannot be easily separated from national security; the relationship between these two spheres 
is complex and characterised by many close interconnections and feedback loops, which creates challenges 
when it comes to conceptualising national security in a succinct manner. Understandings of national 
security have evolved over time, and have been shaped and influenced by theoretical interpretations of 
international relations as well as historical events and trends. In broad terms, stability, safety, protection 
and freedom from fear, threat and conflict are considered as some of the core themes that the policy and 
academic literature examines when defining national security.  

Security can also be defined in terms of the values that people hold, with physical safety, economic 
welfare, autonomy, access to information and psychological well-being as examples. Prior to the Cold 
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War, the traditional notion of security revolved around realist explanations of state actions and the nature 
of international conflict.485 Since the end of the Cold War, there has been a growing literature looking to 
expand the scope of security to better account for globalisation and wider trends following the end of the 
bipolar struggle for power – as perceived by the realists. Many of these aspects focus less on the state and 
conflict, and more on the threats and risks that are faced by individual people – expanding to include 
areas such as crime, health, environmental concerns and economic security. As such, national security 
becomes interconnected with preventing disruptive effects on society (e.g. protecting its economic 
performance and critical processes, such as democratic elections and others). These ideas are gradually 
making their way onto the security agenda in the policy domain, with international organisations and 
national governments alike incorporating them into their own concepts and strategies. Overall, definitions 
of national security have an important economic dimension and the economy cannot be easily separated 
from national security. The relationship between these two spheres is complex and characterised by many 
close interconnections and feedback loops. It is therefore inherently challenging to construct a fully 
comprehensive conceptual framework that captures all of the main components of national security. In 
the context of the work of NCTV and for the purposes of this study, therefore, we have focused on 
precisely those aspects of national security which relate to the protection of critical infrastructure, sectors 
and processes that are vital for the sustainable functioning of [Dutch] society. 

5.2. RQ2: What can be learned from the literature about the 
relationship(s) between the economy of a country and the various 
aspects of national security? Which factors, mechanisms and 
underlying causal mechanisms can be identified? 

Academic, policy and grey literature sources cite a number of economically related risks to critical 
infrastructure, sectors and processes that merit the consideration of policymakers. Drawing on this 
evidence, the study team has developed a framework that maps potential threats to national security from 
economic factors by means of ‘risk vectors’. These risk vectors highlight the avenues through which the 
interaction between the components of ‘the economy’ and ‘national security’ takes place. They include: 
ownership, espionage and access to sensitive information, natural resource dependence, supplier 
dependence, government intervention, corruption and fraud, and socio-economic inequality. In addition, 
literature shows that a number of global economic and geostrategic trends could also present risk factors 
to critical infrastructure, sectors and processes and therefore should be considered alongside an analysis of 
risk vectors. These trends include: digital transformation and the implementation of industrial IoT, 
globalisation and interdependence, EU economic trends, the political and economic paradigm of foreign 
states, uncertainty in relation to resource security, and potential concerns with regard to information 
integrity and trustworthiness. 

                                                      
485 Burgess (2007). 
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Underpinned by macroeconomic variables and economic developments, the risk vectors stem from the 
economic activity but involve the potential presence of malicious intent behind such activity. If the 
malicious intent is or becomes present, the risk becomes a threat to national security. 

A range of complex interactions of varying strengths exist between different risk vectors, their 
underpinning drivers and the global economic and geostrategic environment. This study has considered 
the strategic picture of macroeconomic variables and events, and the avenues (risk vectors) through which 
they may impact critical infrastructure, sectors and processes as a sub-set of means by which a state can 
guarantee national security to its citizens. These relationships are illustrated through an analytical map, 
presented in Figure 5.1.  

Figure 5.1. Proposed analytical map of risk vectors through which the economy can affect critical 
infrastructure, sectors and processes 

 
Source: RAND Europe analysis  
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5.3. RQ3: What is the impact of contextual, country-specific 
characteristics and factors on this relationship? 

Contextual and country-specific factors will have a bearing on how the different risk vectors may manifest 
themselves, as well as the degree to which each vector is important for any particular critical sector. While 
there is much similarity in the conceptualisation of critical infrastructures, sectors and processes by 
different countries – for example, a shared focus on sectors such as energy finance, food and transport (see 
Chapter 3) – there are also important differences in the size of these sectors, the level of government 
ownership, privatisation and regulation of these in different countries. Countries with a greater focus on 
deregulation and free-market economic principles, such as the UK, may be more open to private sector 
provision of some critical services and processes (e.g. in the telecommunications sector, energy, rail 
transportation, airports), while countries with a greater level of state intervention in the economy, such as 
China and Russia, retain a higher degree of state monopoly over critical sectors and processes. In some 
areas, however, due to the presence of market failures or due to high levels of national security concerns – 
or both – state ownership of critical sectors is preferred (e.g. in the nuclear energy sector or provision of 
healthcare). Generally speaking, private sector influence in critical sectors and processes, such as political 
institutions and elections, is viewed as a potential security risk.  

Additionally, the level of exposure to the individual risk vectors will depend on the nature of the economy 
and the broader integration of the state in question in regional and global structures. The impact of 
individual risk vectors is also likely to be partially determined by the type of capitalist economy of the 
state (e.g. liberal market economy or coordinated market economy). The Netherlands, for example, with 
its tight interconnectedness with the EU – through trade (including high volumes of transport and 
interconnected supply chains), the currency union and political and governance structures – is more likely 
to be immediately affected by EU economic trends and developments than countries outside of the EU 
(or even outside the Eurozone), whose portfolio of trade partners may be more diverse, as may be their 
geographic and political distance from the EU. European economic integration may also expose a state to 
risk vectors by creating tensions between EU-level macroeconomic policy and domestic-level social 
policies. In practice the former is likely to supersede the latter which may exacerbate socio-economic 
inequality; this poses a risk to a country’s internal stability and the well-being of its citizens. On an 
operational level, endogenous factors – such as the proportion of foreign ownership of companies in 
critical sectors, presence of skills gaps or insufficient R&D and innovation in critical sectors – may also 
make a country more exposed to the risks of becoming reliant on foreign suppliers of critical products and 
services, who could exhibit malicious intent and thus pose a threat to national security.  

5.4. RQ4: What do the answers to research questions 2) and 3) tell us 
about the factors and characteristics that have an impact on the 
interconnections between the Dutch economy and its national 
security? 

The Netherlands is a relatively small nation in land surface, but with a gross domestic product (GDP) of 
830 billion US Dollar (€738 billion) it is the world’s 18th largest economy. The Dutch economy is also 
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deeply integrated within the EU, both politically and economically. High reliance on international trade 
is likely to expose a country to global and regional trends more acutely, due to the increased 
interconnectedness with other countries and regions through trade relationships. In the Netherlands, such 
a degree of reliance on international trade is also visible specifically within critical sectors. The level of 
restriction on FDI in the Netherlands is uniformly low, including in sectors contributing to vital 
processes. While this openness brings great opportunities for economic growth, technology transfer, 
information exchange and international collaboration, FDI can also present potential risks to national 
security, as it may facilitate access and control of critical sectors and processes by foreign actors with 
malicious intent. Such concerns have been subject to significant attention from the Dutch government 
and the general public, for example, as witnessed in public discussions on the KPN acquisition case or the 
current Huawei 5G debate (see Boxes 2, 7, 8 for detail).  

In the Netherlands, and across Europe more widely, there is an identified need for increased digital 
literacy in order to combat the spread of online disinformation that can distort the outcome of critical 
processes. The Netherlands is also experiencing continued skills gaps in STEM and ICT skills, particularly 
in contrast to the EU averages in supply of these skills, which may present a national security risk in terms 
of critical sectors’ ability to recruit and retain talent to enable their successful functioning. While the 
Netherlands is a welcoming destination to a high proportion of international students in technical 
disciplines, if domestic talent is not grown and developed, the Netherlands may need to rely on foreign 
suppliers of critical processes.  

Finally, there are some areas where the Netherlands is heavily reliant on imports of raw materials, for 
example crude oil, metals and rare earth minerals, making it more exposed to risks and uncertainty 
around resource supply. It is important to note, however, that there are also areas where the Netherlands 
is self-sufficient in resource extraction and can satisfy most, if not all, of domestic consumption from 
domestically extracted materials (e.g. much of biomass products such as potatoes and natural gas). Here, 
the national security risk linked to resource dependence is limited.  

5.5. RQ5: How does the Netherlands perform with regard to these 
economic factors, which trends or developments can we identify, 
and what do they mean for the national security of the 
Netherlands? 

Based on the unique characteristics of the Dutch economy, the following risk vectors have been identified 
by the study team as presenting particularly relevant potential security risks:  

• The relationship between foreign ownership and investments in critical infrastructure, products, 
and services, and the changing economic and political paradigms that occur as a consequence of 
economic and political power shifts in the international system. 

• The skills and technology gaps that are appearing in the Dutch economy as a consequence of an 
aging population and the increased demand for specialist skills and critical thought due to the 
digital transformation occurring in societies and economies across the world.  
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• The future energy, food and resource needs of the Dutch society and economy and the location 
of the extraction of the raw materials for these resources in the context of climate change and 
energy transition trends. 

As highlighted in section 4.5, the performance of the Netherlands in relation to these economic variables 
(such as low FDI regulation, technical skills gaps and need for increased digital literacy, and heavy reliance 
on imports of raw materials) means that the risk vectors may constitute security threats if not managed 
effectively. As a result of these risk vectors, Dutch policymakers face a number of trade-offs in terms of 
managing the potential national security risks resulting from economic activities. These trade-offs 
comprise:  

• The need to balance commercial benefits (for example, access to better and cheaper technological 
solutions) with security risks (for example, the threat of accessing and abusing sensitive 
information to which a foreign provider of goods or services could gain access, or that could be 
used to distort democratic decision-making processes).  

• The need to balance the benefits of international research collaboration and exchange of skills and 
talent with the need to secure a pipeline of domestic talent to work in critical sectors/processes.  

• The need to balance cost-effective access to resources with potential security risks related to the 
country of origin of imported resources, secure supply of resources or other risks of disruption or 
interference, for example the influence of private actors in political processes.  

To inform the analysis of trade-offs in relation to specific economic activities – such as FDI, trade or skills 
imports – a range of questions can be considered to better understand the nature of the security risk 
presented by economic activity in critical sectors/processes. As presented in Table 4.3 of this report, these 
questions should examine: the vulnerabilities of the sector in question and the costs to the Netherlands if 
the vulnerability is exploited; the nature of the threat posed; and the likely security consequences if the 
threat were to materialise. Applying these questions to the Netherlands’ critical sectors, infrastructure and 
processes may allow for a more complete understanding, and subsequent management of, the nature of 
the risks posed by economic activities to national security.  
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Annex A. List of interviewees 

This Annex contains the list of interviewees consulted for the purpose of this study. 

Table A.0.1. List of interviewees 

Interviewee name Affiliated organisation/s Role 

1 Anonymous NCTV (The Dutch National Coordinator 
for Security and Counterterrorism) 

‘Representative of NCTV’ 

2 Professor Robert Beeres Netherlands Defence Academy 
Academic, specialising in defence 
economics, performance 
management and burden sharing 

3 Leendert Gooijer 
RIVM (National Institute for Public 
Health and the Environment)  

Programme Coordinator National 
Security 

4 Mark Plotkin Covington & Burling LLP, Washington, 
D.C.

Partner, experience in national 
security and foreign investment 
cases 

5 Professor Sheila Ronis 
Walsh College; Center for Complex 
and Strategic Decisions; The University 
Group 

Academic and consultant 

6 Hugo Rosemont ADS Group Director, Security & Resilience 

7 Krishna Taneja TNO Chief of National Security 

8 Anonymous - - 

9 Anonymous - - 
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Annex B. National security: country examples    

Similar to the academic landscape examined in Chapter 2 of this report, there is no unifying definition of 
‘national security’ that would be recognised by a significant number of states. Indeed, very few countries 
have an explicit definition of ‘national security’ in the first place, with over 50 per cent of 20 European 
countries not providing an explicit definition of national security within their national law.486  

Given the lack of academic consensus described in Chapter 2, this lack of clarity does not come as a 
surprise. However, understanding how national security is conceptualised, or at least which components 
of national security are given prominence in national policy, can still be achieved through review of 
publicly available national security strategies, policies and similar documents. As discussed in Annex C, 
the concept of national security in the Netherlands is considered to include both ‘safety’ and ‘security’ 
along five dimensions: territorial security, economic security, ecological security, physical safety and social 
and political stability. This annex summarises the findings from such a review for a limited number of 
other countries, including: Australia, Canada, China, Denmark, France, Germany, Russia, Singapore, 
Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United States. These countries represent a non-systematic selection 
of exemplar countries in Europe and global powers.  

Australia  

Within the Australian policy context, the official understanding of national security encompasses the 
defence of sovereignty, as well as ensuring the wider resilience of Australia’s ‘population, assets, 
infrastructure and institutions’ against both direct and indirect threats.487 In 2008, the Australian 
Government defined national security as follows: 

‘Freedom from attack or the threat of attack, the maintenance of our territorial integrity, the 
maintenance of our political sovereignty, the preservation of our hard won freedoms and the 
maintenance of our fundamental capacity to advance economic prosperity for all Australians.’488 

Consistent with this understanding, the 2013 Strategy for Australia’s National Security defines the 
country’s national security interests as489: 

                                                      
486 Jacobsen (2013).  
487 Parliament of Australia (2008).  
488 Parliament of Australia (2008).   
489 Australian Government (2013).  
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1. Ensuring the safety and resilience of the general population; 
2. Protecting and strengthening Australian sovereignty; 
3. Securing national assets, infrastructure and institutions; and 
4. Promoting a favourable international environment. 

The range of different security dimensions addressed in the 2013 strategy reveal a broad understanding of 
national security. The strategy is concerned with conventional and non-conventional490 threats across a 
range of dimensions including territorial, health, social, environmental, international and economic. The 
strategy states that national security is a ‘broad and evolving’ concept491; this willingness to adjust its 
definition indicates an adaptive approach designed to enable Australia to remain resilient in a changing 
security environment. The strategy is considerably outward-facing in nature, with strong emphasis on 
international collaboration and the importance of multilateral institutions; this highlights that Australia 
does not view its own security as a purely national issue, but one that is inseparable from the wider global 
security context.  

The Government of Australia exhibits a risk-based approach to national security, covering not only the 
range of possible security threats but also Australia’s ability to respond to them.492 The country’s national 
security outlook considers the future likelihood of various events, phenomena and demands on Australia’s 
resources, although not in a systematic way.493 The strategy does not perform a quantitative assessment of 
likelihood or assign rankings to each threat, but instead presents a qualitative evaluation of the likelihood 
of specific threats.  

Economic security  
Australia understands its national security to be inextricably linked to economic security.494 As stated in its 
2013 strategy, ‘a healthy economy underpins our stability and security, which in turn is conducive to the 
pursuit of our personal and national economic goals’. 

Australia’s understanding of its national security as it relates to the economy is mostly situated within the 
country’s regional and international contexts. Australia considers its ability to shape its external 
environment as critical to its national security, and this in turn relies heavily on the country’s role within 
the global economic system; economic power is therefore regarded as a key tool for achieving security and 
influence.495 The 2012 White Paper Australia in the Asian Century identifies global economic uncertainty 
as one of four key trends likely to shape Australia’s national security interests in the coming years, and 
recent shifts in the global balance of economic power are seen as ‘possibly the most significant’ factor for 

                                                      
490 Non-conventional threats include terrorism, organised crime and cyber threats. 
491 Australian Government (2013). 
492 Australian Government (2013). 
493 Australian Government (2013). 
494 Australian Government (2013). 
495 Australian Government (2012). 
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the country’s national security.496 This approach highlights an understanding of economic security as one 
that is firmly situated within the global context.  

One asset underpinning Australia’s economy – and therefore its national security interests – is critical 
infrastructure.497 This is understood to encompass physical facilities, supply chains, communication 
networks, natural wealth and intellectual property.498 Critical infrastructure is seen as crucial to ensuring 
the resilience of the Australian economy, as it provides essential services upon which government, 
businesses and communities depend.499 The 2012 Australia in the Asian Century white paper identifies 
infrastructure as one of the foundations of a productive and resilient Australian economy which, in turn, 
is vital to the nation’s security.500 A number of key initiatives relating to critical infrastructure feed into 
the country’s wider security strategy, such as the National Strategy for Disaster Resilience and the Critical 
Infrastructure Resilience Strategy.501  

Canada 

Canada has not released an official national security strategy or similar document since the 2004 National 
Security Policy.502 This document sets out three core national security interests: 1) protecting Canadian 
citizens at home and abroad; 2) ensuring that Canada is not a base for threats to its allies; and 3) 
contributing to international security.503 This definition includes an explicit reference to the international 
system, linking Canada’s domestic security with that of the international community. While protecting its 
citizens is the more important obligation of the Canadian government, an increasingly interconnected 
world means that Canada is affected by threats to the security of other nations.504 This highlights a highly 
outward-facing approach similar to that of Australia or Germany, with an understanding that the security 
of the individual nation-state cannot be separated from that of its allies and the wider international 
community.  

Canada’s National Security Policy demonstrates a risk-based approach to national security, by evaluating 
security threats according to both probability of occurrence and potential consequences.505 In addition to 
the international dimension, the other security dimensions addressed in Canada’s national security policy 
are: intelligence; emergency planning and management; public health; transport security and border 
security.506 This illustrates an understanding of national security that extends beyond conventional 
                                                      
496 Australian Government (2012). 
497 Australian Government (2010). 
498 Australian Government (2013). 
499 Australian Government (2010). 
500 Australian Government (2012). 
501 Australian Government (2013). 
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504 Public Safety Canada (2015). 
505 Public Safety Canada (2015).  
506 Public Safety Canada (2015).  
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security threats, but is not as broad as that of other countries considered in this annex. Dimensions such 
as economic, technological or environmental security receive minimal – if any – attention in the strategy.  

While many new technological developments have taken place since the 2004 national security strategy, 
vulnerabilities in areas such as cyber and telecommunications have been recognised by the government in 
other publications, though not yet included in a national security strategy.507 In the absence of a more 
recent strategy, the Canadian Government’s current understanding of national security can also be derived 
from its stated priorities and legislative documents. Public Safety Canada is the institution responsible for 
coordinating the Canadian Government’s national security activities, and lists the following areas as core 
national security priorities: counter-terrorism; counter-proliferation; critical infrastructure; cyber security; 
and transportation security.508 Meanwhile, the recently adopted Bill C-59: An Act respecting national 
security matters highlights a sustained focus on the role of intelligence, international affairs and military 
interests within the national security framework.509 

Economic security 
The economy receives little mention in Canada’s National Security Policy, although the document does 
refer to the threat of economic espionage by foreign actors undermining the competitiveness of Canadian 
businesses and impacting the country’s prosperity.510 Aside from this, the terms ‘economy’ or ‘economic’ 
appear only 10 times in the 52-page strategy, mostly as part of passing reference to the potential impact of 
various national disasters or security threats. The limited reference to the economic dimension in the 
strategy does not, however, mean that this is not considered vital to Canada’s national interests. The 
strategy does place considerable focus on national assets that are important to the economy, such as 
critical infrastructure.  

Amongst the key measures of the National Security Policy was the proposal of a Critical Infrastructure 
Protection Strategy for Canada.511 The subsequent strategy, released in 2009, defines critical infrastructure 
as ‘processes, systems, facilities, technologies, networks, assets and services essential to the… security or 
economic well-being of Canadians and the effective functioning of Government.’512 A resilient, critical 
infrastructure is proven to stimulate economic growth, increase business competitiveness and foster job 
creation.513 Notably, critical infrastructure is also understood as often interconnected and interdependent 
across national borders, a view consistent with Canada’s wider, outward-facing understanding of its 
national security interests.514  
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510 Public Safety Canada (2018).  
511 Public Safety Canada (2018).  
512 Government of Canada (2009). 
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514 Government of Canada (2009). 
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Aside from critical infrastructure, it would appear that other economic aspects of national security are 
conceptualised, and therefore addressed, as a largely separate policy area. Some other national policies 
highlight that certain aspects of the economy are considered to be an important dimension of national 
security. The National Security Review of Investments Regulations515 require a national security review 
process to be undertaken when investments by non-Canadians are seen as posing a potential risk to 
national security.516   

China 

The Chinese understanding of national security encompasses both internal and external security; however 
the primary focus appears to be on the former.517 The Chinese Government has traditionally viewed the 
country’s primary security concerns as emerging mainly from internal sources.518 The referent object of 
national security is, from the Chinese perspective, political security; namely, the security of the ruling 
party.519 Public perceptions of security and personal safety provide a measure of state legitimacy, which in 
turn is closely linked to the security of the regime.520 

China’s National Security Commission is responsible for a range of areas including ‘political security, 
homeland security, military security, economic security, cultural security, societal security, scientific and 
technologic security, information security, ecological security, natural resource security, [and] nuclear 
security’, highlighting a broad understanding of the range of factors that have a bearing on the nation’s 
security.521 Government statements, as well as the stated priorities of the National Security Commission 
(NSC), indicate that China’s primary security concerns are: the shifting international environment; 
domestic economic and social changes; and emerging ‘social contradictions’ or possible unrest.522 Notably, 
the majority of these issues focus on internal stability, highlighting a state-centric understanding of 
national security.   

China’s approach to national security implies that the country views the concept as mostly confined to the 
nation’s own interests and something that can primarily be addressed in isolation from the security of 
other nations; this reflects the country’s focus on the ruling party as the referent object of security. 
Nevertheless, in the public announcement of its National Security Strategy, public officials stressed that 
China will seek to ‘promote the prosperity of other countries’, for example by participating in regional 

                                                      
515 Government of Canada (2016). 
516 Types of investment requiring review are: the establishment of a new Canadian business or an entity carrying on 
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and global governance.523 Many overlaps can be observed between China’s national security policy and its 
foreign policy, as the latter is also seen to be vital to the former.524 Therefore, China’s understanding of 
national security is not entirely unconcerned with the wider international security dimension; however, it 
is evident that the country does not view its foreign relations to be as crucial to its security as comparator 
countries such as Australia, Canada, Denmark or Germany. 

China’s consistent emphasis on the political establishment as the principal point of reference in relation to 
national security implies an institutionalised approach to national security. This approach is highlighted, 
for example, by a reluctance to accept changing values or social norms within its security framework, 
instead highlighting social changes and a ‘wealth of social contradictions’ as direct threats to the country’s 
political stability and, therefore, its national security.525  

Economic security  
China’s understanding of the relationship between economic and national security is largely based on its 
focus on political stability as the central element of national security. Profound domestic economic 
changes have been highlighted as a particular area of concern for Beijing.526 Strategic documents 
acknowledge the clear links between economic insecurity and social unrest which, in turn, pose a threat to 
the legitimacy of the regime.527  

China’s conception of economic security can also be understood through its institutional structures. The 
NSC, as the body responsible for national security affairs, operates through a sub-commission system in 
which ‘economic and human security’ comprise one sub-commission (covering energy, resources, the 
environment and public health).528 The remit of this sub-commission indicates that China also includes 
energy and resource security within its conception of economic security. In this regard, economic security 
is also acknowledged to be important to the external element of China’s national security interests, and 
vice-versa. For example, ensuring freedom of movement in the maritime domain is vital to Chinese trade; 
strategic documents identify this domain as particularly vulnerable in the event of heightened tensions 
with the US.529  

Denmark  

Taken in combination, the national security publications and institutions of Denmark reveal an 
understanding of national security that is broad in nature, focusing on the nation’s society and its values 
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as the primary asset to be protected, and encompassing a range of policy dimensions and threats 
emanating both from outside and from within.530 

Some of Denmark’s strategic documents suggest an understanding of national security that is interwoven 
with the country’s foreign and defence policy. Within the 2017 Intelligence Risk Assessment, threats to 
Denmark’s national security are largely regarded as emanating from wider international security trends, 
such as cybercrime and transnational terrorism, as well as threats posed by Russia and by migration 
resulting from instability in the Middle East.531 The document is structured according to the threats 
emerging from seven global regions (the MENA region, North Korea, China, Russia, Afghanistan, the 
Arctic and Russia), and includes two additional sections focusing on terrorism and cyber security.532 The 
approach of this document suggests an understanding of national security that is shaped by a more state-
centric view, focusing on external challenges to the nation. This international focus is also demonstrated 
in a statement in the 2019-2020 Foreign and Security Policy Strategy, which identifies NATO as the 
‘cornerstone’ of Danish security.533 This also suggests that Denmark views its international alliances as a 
key source of its national security.     

Other strategic documents, however, highlight the importance of the internal dimension to Denmark’s 
understanding of its national security. Denmark’s national security and intelligence service (PET) has a 
more domestic focus, with its official mission stated to be ‘to identify, prevent, investigate and counter 
threats to the freedom, democracy and security of Danish society.’534 According to official PET 
statements, the main threats to Danish society are terrorism, political extremism and espionage.535 The 
identification of political extremism as a national security threat suggests that, similar to countries such as 
China and Russia, political stability is considered to be a central component of national security. Yet 
unlike China, Denmark employs an adaptive approach, acknowledging the changing nature of its security 
threats and societal values that are important to national security.536 This stands in stark contrast to 
China’s institutionalised approach, which regards changing social norms or ‘social contradictions’ to be a 
security threat in themselves.537 

Economic security  
The recent Foreign and Security Policy Strategy recognises the inherent vulnerabilities associated with 
Denmark’s reliance on other nations for its economy and security.538 The strategy acknowledges the 
country’s dependence on exports and investments, with these factors comprising a vital part of the 
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country’s national security and prosperity.539 ‘Economic diplomacy’ is therefore regarded as important to 
Denmark’s security interests, with international free trade viewed as vital to the country’s small, open and 
export-focused economy.540 The digital economy is viewed as a particularly vital source of ‘soft power’ and 
international influence for Denmark.541 Other critical sectors in terms of economic prosperity include 
agriculture, clean technology, food and life sciences.542 FDI (particularly as it relates to investments in 
critical national infrastructure by investors with close ties to a foreign state) is seen as a possible risk to 
national security.543 Notably, the strategy generally appears to address the economy and security as two 
separate yet related entities; for example, by introducing discussions on the economic risks of certain 
international events, then following these by acknowledging that there are also security risks.544 

France 

France understands its own national security interests to be deeply intertwined with European security, 
while retaining a primary focus on its own sovereignty and independence. The French understanding of 
national security can be found in its most recent security strategy, Defence and National Security Strategic 
Review 2017 (DNSSR).545 While the focus of the DNSSR is significantly weighted towards the 
geopolitical aspects of, and the contribution of defence to, national security, the document broadly 
understands France’s national security interests to encompass all factors that contribute to the country’s 
‘security, prosperity and influence’.546 As stated in the 2008 White Paper on Defence and National 
Security, and codified in law in 2009,547 the French definition of national security is broad in scope, 
characterised by a ‘holistic’ approach that entails resilience against any direct or indirect challenge that 
could affect the state or its citizens.548 Such national security challenges include direct hostile threats, as 
well as political events and natural, industrial, health and technological risks.549 In its strategic documents, 
France does not demonstrate a formal risk-based approach to understanding its national security interests 
or concerns. Instead, conducting this assessment is ultimately the responsibility of the President, who is 
expected to do so on a continuous basis.550  
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French strategic documents also place considerable emphasis on the value of national sovereignty, strategic 
autonomy and freedom of action, with sovereignty and independence regarded as essential sources of 
national security.551 Territorial security is also identified as a critical dimension of national security; 
French territorial integrity is understood as largely relying on the nuclear deterrent, which is also seen as a 
guarantor of sovereignty and strategic autonomy.552 However, the definition of French security interests is 
not limited to the national scope and the emphasis on sovereignty and autonomy is also balanced with a 
recognised need for cooperation with European partners.553 The 2017 strategy notes that ‘France does not 
conceive its defence strategy in isolation’.554 As such, the French conceptualisation of national security is 
primarily founded on principles of sovereignty which, in turn, relies on territorial integrity, strategic 
autonomy and the ability to wield international influence through military power and European alliances. 

Economic security  
French strategic documents highlight the protection of the country’s economic interests as critical to 
national security.555 Although economic prosperity is acknowledged as an important dimension of security 
in the 1994 White Paper on Defence and Security,556 the 2008 White Paper on Defence and Security 
represents the first time that economic policy – alongside defence policy, domestic policy and foreign 
policy – is addressed as part of a whole within French national security policy.557 From 2008 onwards, 
economic security has been increasingly recognised as a core, indivisible component of national security in 
France.  

The Defence and National Security Strategic Review 2017 contains a number of references to the 
importance of various international security issues as relevant to French economic interests, however 
economic security is not addressed as a separate element in itself. This demonstrates that economic 
security continues to be regarded as an intrinsic part of national security. As in the 2008 White Paper, 
economic and national security are presented alongside one another as one and the same.558  

The external element of economic security has been consistently emphasised, with the economic impact 
of global events or phenomena also regarded as a security threat. For example in 2008, the economic 
growth of emerging powers was presented as having a potentially disastrous impact on national security.559 
Similarly, the 2013 White Paper on Defence and National Security highlights the importance of protecting 
infrastructure and institutions that are essential to the French economy against global threats (such as 
cyber threats, terrorism, or natural hazards); relating to this, the importance of resource security is also 
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emphasised.560 In recognition of the importance of critical infrastructure to the French economy and, 
therefore, its security, the 2013 White Paper on Defence and National Security established a critical 
infrastructure protection policy (CIP)561 that identifies sectors critical to the economy, such as energy, 
finance and transport.562 Maintaining a strong defence technology industrial base (DTIB) is similarly held 
to be vital for maintaining France’s national sovereignty and freedom of action, and this both depends on, 
and supports, a strong French economy.563 

Germany 

Germany’s understanding of national security is intrinsically tied to the country’s core values (such as 
human rights, democracy and the rule of law), and guided by international law and Germany’s interests 
relative to its position within Europe.564 The 2016 White Paper on German Security Policy and the Future 
of the Bundeswehr defines Germany’s national security interests as follows:565 

1. Protecting German citizens as well as the country’s sovereignty and territorial integrity; 
2. Protecting the territorial integrity, the sovereignty and the citizens of our allies; maintaining the 

rules-based international order on the basis of international law;  
3. Ensuring prosperity through a strong German economy, as well as free and unimpeded world 

trade;  
4. Promoting the responsible use of limited goods and scarce resources throughout the world; and 
5. Deepening European integration and consolidating the transatlantic partnership. 

Germany’s understanding of national security is heavily focused on defence, with the Bundeswehr (armed 
forces) identified as a key instrument for upholding the national security interests, as presented above.566 
Through these stated interests, it appears that Germany holds a considerably outward-looking 
understanding of its national security, indicating a keen awareness of the importance of its alliances and 
external challenges on the country’s own security and interests. While this is balanced with a sustained 
emphasis on national sovereignty, it is evident that Germany considers its security as highly dependent on 
the security of other nations, both within and outside Europe. 

The 2016 White Paper addresses a range of security dimensions covering both conventional and non-
conventional threats (such as: transnational terrorism; cyber; energy security and infrastructure; climate 
change; health security; nuclear proliferation and changes to the international balance of power).567 The 
White Paper does not present a clear or systematic assessment of the risks to its national security interests, 
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and does not explicitly prioritise threats according to their likelihood and potential impact. However, the 
strategy also contains a clear commitment to expanding its strategic foresight, measurement and 
evaluation approach, which suggests a shift towards a more strategic risk-based approach.568   

Economic security  
The 2016 White Paper places considerable emphasis on the economy, noting that Germany’s economic 
strength and trade relations play a significant role in determining the nation’s security interests.569 The 
approach towards the economy is considerably outward-looking, consistent with Germany’s wider 
approach to national security. The paper largely views economic security through a European lens, 
acknowledging the importance of economic strength in the EU’s status and influence in the international 
arena; in turn, Germany’s security is viewed as intrinsically linked with that of its EU allies.570 A robust 
economy is also identified as essential to Germany’s resilience against conventional and hybrid attacks.571 

Economic security is also viewed as closely linked with technological security, as well as the resilience of 
the national infrastructure that supports the country’s competitiveness as an industrial nation.572 For 
example, the 2013 White Paper acknowledges the importance of critical sectors’ information and 
communications systems to its international trade and investment activities.573 The domestic intelligence 
service, Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz (BfV), is particularly concerned with the threat of economic and 
industrial espionage by other states due to the potential impact on critical infrastructure and undermining 
of the international competitiveness of German industry.574 On the other hand, domestic sectors that 
support economic development are also seen as important tools for enhancing Germany’s security. 
Internal socio-economic factors – such as employment, education and training – are identified as critical 
to social stability, particularly as they relate to counter-radicalisation; youth employment is viewed as 
closely linked with the prevention of violence and is therefore critical for Germany’s national security.575   

Russia 

Russia’s current security strategy provides a clear definition of the term ‘national security’: 

‘The Russian Federation's national security… the state of protection of the individual, society, and the 
state against internal and external threats in the process of which the exercise of the constitutional rights 
and freedoms of citizens of the Russian Federation… a decent quality of life and standard of living for 
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them, sovereignty, independence, state and territorial integrity, and sustainable socioeconomic 
development of the Russian Federation are ensured.’ 576 

The strategy further elaborates that: 

‘National security includes the country's defence and all types of security envisioned by the Russian 
Federation Constitution and Russian Federation legislation – primarily state, public, informational, 
environmental, economic, transportation, and energy security and individual security;’577 

A number of core themes run through Russia’s current national security strategy, providing more nuanced 
insights into the country’s understanding of national security. Significantly, a strong domestic focus can 
be observed, with only a minor part of the strategy focusing on defence and international 
considerations.578 While global power projection and influence are defined as one of the country’s long-
term security interests, the main focus of the strategy is on Russia’s domestic security, with strong 
emphasis on national unity. Core sub-sets of Russian security are identified as: national defence; state and 
social security; quality of life of Russian citizens; economic growth; science, technology, and education; 
health; culture; and ecology and environment.579 These areas are largely weighted towards a focus to 
Russia’s internal development, with minimal reference to its external interests.  

Economic security  
Economic prosperity and security are viewed as critical to Russia’s national security interests, and since 
2009 economic security has been considered equal to military security in terms of its importance to 
national security.580 Russia’s security strategy places strong emphasis on economic prosperity, as it pertains 
to both international competitiveness and, more prominently, domestic growth and the elimination of 
internal regional inequalities.581 Major sources of insecurity are understood to emanate from the economic 
sphere; in particular, internal economic disparities between regions are seen to constitute a major threat.582 
Internal inequality is associated with social tensions, which risks undermining the country’s political 
stability and therefore its security; in this sense, comparisons can be drawn between Russia and China, 
where the primary goal of economic security is to ensure political stability and government legitimacy. 

The strategy contains a number of ambitious economic goals relating to growth, independence, internal 
equality and global competitiveness.583 These national ambitions indicate that Russia regards economic 
strength as essential to its global influence and resilience to external threats, as well as its domestic 
stability. Vulnerabilities in the nation’s financial sector and information infrastructure, as well the limited 
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competitiveness of the technology sector, are identified as the main threats to the country’s national 
security in the economic sphere.584 Key components of Russia’s economic security include: the 
development of the industrial and technological base; the national innovation system; development of an 
attractive and favourable business climate; and priority sectors of the national economy. 585 These priority 
sectors include energy, natural resources, traditional industrial sectors (such as heavy machine building 
and aircraft manufacturing), shipbuilding, education and transport.586 Particular emphasis is placed on 
energy security as a primary avenue for ‘ensuring national security in the sphere of the economy’. 587  

Singapore 

Historically, Singapore’s national security approach has focused on ensuring strong defence capabilities 
against external, conventional military threats.588 However, since the 9/11 attacks in New York, the 
country has undergone a significant shift in its approach; today, the term ‘national security’ is generally 
used with reference to the threat posed by transnational terrorism. Transnational terrorism was identified 
in 2004 as the single greatest risk to Singapore’s security, and Singapore’s National Security Strategy is 
designed almost exclusively to address this threat.589 This highlights a shifting and widening of Singapore’s 
definition of national security, from one primarily concerned with conventional threats to one that 
increasingly encompasses non-traditional threats. While the government does continue to acknowledge 
the risk of a conventional military threat, it has become increasingly concerned with non-conventional 
threats (primarily those posed by terrorism).590 Singapore’s focus on its national security threats has 
undergone a considerable shift, but the referent objects that must be protected – namely, society and the 
economy591 – are broadly similar. The country’s current emphasis naturally leads to an outward-facing 
approach to national security, with Singapore’s national interests firmly situated within the wider 
international security context.  

In its conceptualisation of national security, Singapore no longer separates the external and internal 
dimensions. Instead, the country understands security threats to occur on a continuous spectrum ranging 
from conventional military threats to low-intensity conflict to transnational terrorist ideology.592 
Singapore manages these challenges through a whole-of-government approach (similar to that of the UK), 
demonstrating a recognition of the interconnections between the various national security threats and 
available levers of power for addressing these.593 Notably, however, areas such as education, housing, 
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public health and economic growth are explicitly presented as policy areas that are separate to national 
security, and as such must compete with national security matters for government attention and 
resources.594 Notably, factors such as the economy, natural disasters and social stability are addressed 
within the framework of Singapore’s ‘Total Defence’ which, while concerned with many areas that may 
typically be regarded as falling within the scope of national security,595 does not contain any reference to 
the term.596 

Economic security 
Within Singapore’s national security framework, the economy is viewed as a key asset to be protected 
from the threat of transnational terrorism.597 Terrorist attacks are seen as having potentially ‘devastating’ 
consequences for the economy and business confidence, and economic targets are understood to be 
increasingly vulnerable to terror attacks.598 As mentioned above, sustainable economic growth is identified 
as an entirely separate policy objective to national security, and is not considered within the country’s 
national security framework. Overall, it appears that Singapore understands the economy as an asset to be 
protected under that national security framework, rather than viewing economic and national security as 
two connected and interdependent security dimensions. Singapore’s ‘Total Defence’ framework, on the 
other hand, highlights ‘economic defence’ as central to the country’s strength and resilience.599 Within 
this framework, economic defence involves ensuring strong infrastructure and a resilient economy, 
enabled by a skilled workforce, technological development and sustainable industry.600 However, it should 
be noted that no explicit connection is made between economic defence and national security.  

Sweden 

Sweden holds a broad view of national security, based on an understanding of a wide spectrum of possible 
threats.601 Sweden’s understanding of the threats to its national security is derived from its broadly defined 
national interests, and the security developments that may undermine these – particularly where 
vulnerabilities are identified. In this regard, Sweden employs a loosely risk-based approach to national 
security, although its strategic documents do not provide a precise evaluation of the probability or impact 
of each of the threat areas.602     

The Swedish understanding of national security encompasses not only resilience from military threats, but 
also from other security dimensions including: health epidemics; terrorism; organised crime; threats to 
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critical infrastructure, energy and resources; climate change; and international conflict or instability.603 
The Swedish understanding of national security emphasises external considerations (such as EU and allied 
relations, regional stability and the rules-based global order), as well as the country’s own sovereignty and 
right to self-determination and the rights and well-being of its citizens. The government also emphasises 
the links between Sweden’s own domestic security and that of its neighbours and allies, in an approach 
that is similar to its European neighbours such as France and Germany. This suggests an implicit 
understanding of Sweden’s national security interests as derived both from the country’s own sovereignty, 
autonomy and internal stability, as well as from its place in wider regional and global affairs.  

Unlike France and Germany, Sweden presents an understanding of national security that is comparatively 
less focused on the defence aspect. Although this remains critical, the strategy emphasises a ‘holistic’ 
approach that places greater weight on non-traditional security considerations.604 Sweden also places less 
emphasis on territorial security than other comparator countries (possibly due to its traditional position of 
neutrality). While the importance of maintaining territorial integrity is acknowledged as a ‘necessary 
precondition’ for Sweden’s nation security, the concept receives only four mentions in the 2017 security 
strategy.605  

Economic security  
Sweden’s national security strategy defines the economy and trade as part of the country’s vital national 
interests, and states that ‘long-term security requires healthy economic development’.606 The document 
also states that economic interdependence promotes long-term security as it relates to the country’s 
peaceful foreign relations.607 In this regard, the economic element of national security is regarded as a key 
tool for maintaining Sweden’s national security as it relates to safety from external threats from other 
states.   

Industrial capacity is identified as an important source of Sweden’s national power and, therefore, its 
security. The 2017 strategy notes that Sweden is unable to maintain its industrial base independently, 
meaning that ensuring a trade surplus is necessary for ensuring the country’s prosperity.608 Key facets of 
Sweden’s economic security include the energy, education and financial sectors. In addition, cyber 
security is expected to be of increasing importance as cyber threats to critical sectors increase in both 
likelihood and potential impact.609 Migration is also identified as an important factor, as the effective 
integration of migrants into the economy may reverse the current trends of an aging population and 
decreasing workforce, and mitigate the risks associated with these.610  
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United Kingdom  

The UK’s understanding of national security can be identified in the National Security Strategy and 
Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR) 2015.611 This document does not contain an explicit 
definition of national security; however, the UK’s understanding of this term is evident through the 
strategic priorities expressed therein. The SDSR employs a whole-of-government approach to national 
security, with strong emphasis on the inextricable links between national and economic security. The 
document contains three overarching National Security Objectives:  

1. Protect our people;  
2. Project our global influence;  
3. Promote our prosperity. 

The UK conceptualisation of national security is wide in scope, and the current SDSR addresses both 
conventional and non-conventional security dimensions. Critical areas include the economy, cyber 
security and terrorism, with considerable emphasis also placed on critical infrastructure, organised crime, 
social and demographic trends and environmental hazards.612 The UK employs a risk-based approach to 
understanding the threats to its national security by drawing on the National Security Risk Assessment 
(NSRA), which evaluates domestic and external risks according to both their likelihood and impact. 

The UK’s strategic documents have traditionally provided little distinction between matters relating to 
foreign or domestic policy, with equal weight given to both internal and external threats.613 While the 
current SDSR acknowledges the importance of foreign relations and the security of UK allies, the weight 
assigned to this matter is comparatively less than that of comparator countries such as Canada or 
Germany. This suggests that while the UK understands the interdependencies between its own security 
and that of other nations, this is seen as secondary to the domestic aspect of national security.614  
Traditionally, the UK has also placed less emphasis on the territorial security of its mainland than 
countries such as Germany or France, largely due to a perception that any direct military threat is 
unlikely.615 Similar to Sweden, this reflects the geostrategic position of the UK, and its influence on how 
the country understands its national security.  

Economic security  
The UK understands economic security to be of central importance to its national security; the first line 
of the foreword of the 2015 SDSR states that ‘our national security depends on our economic security, 
and vice versa’. 616 Subsequently, the first priority of the UK’s national security approach is to ensure the 
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continued strength of the UK economy.617 The UK’s understanding of its economic security is largely 
focused on international trade, upon which the UK’s prosperity – and therefore its security – relies.618 The 
UK’s economic strength and prosperity is viewed as central to the country’s ability to project its power, 
influence and values at the international level, for example through investment in its armed forces and 
security and intelligence agencies.619  

Critical sectors as they relate to the UK’s economy and national security include: critical national 
infrastructure (encompassing food, water, fuel and information communications), energy, space and 
technology.620 The defence and security sectors are also identified as particularly important. Skills and 
training are viewed as key to supporting these sectors, and cyber security is emphasised as essential to 
protecting the nation’s critical national infrastructure.621 

United States 

The US National Security Strategy (NSS) 2017 does not explicitly define national security; however the US 
understanding of the concept can be inferred from the national interests set out in the NSS.622  

In the US, national security concerns are considered against a set of factors: threat, vulnerability and 
consequence.623 The national security objectives of the NSS are stated to be: ‘protecting the American 
people and preserving our way of life, promoting our prosperity, preserving peace through strength, and 
advancing American influence in the world.’624 Similarly, the US Department of Defense officially defines 
its national security interests to include ‘preserving US political identity, framework, and institutions; 
fostering economic well-being; and bolstering international order supporting the vital interests of the 
United States and its allies.’625 Taken together, these two sets of objectives imply that US national security 
is understood to encompass the safety and autonomy of citizens, economic prosperity, military power and 
international influence. 

US national security law defines national security as ‘the protection of a nation from attack or other 
danger by holding adequate armed forces and guarding state secrets.’ The term encompasses ‘economic 
security, monetary security, energy security, environmental security, military security, political security 
and security of energy and natural resources.’ National security is described in US law as a ‘circumstance’ 
resulting from military or defence advantage over any other nation(s), or a foreign relations or defence 
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position capable of successfully preventing hostile or destructive action.626 ‘Social strength’ is also 
considered a critical element of national security.627 An alternative definition suggested by an interviewee 
is ‘the successful integration of all elements of national power – including the economy, diplomacy, 
information, rule of law’.628 

Economic security  
Historically, the definition of national security as set out in official US documents has largely centred on 
economic security, with particular emphasis on economic freedom.629 The 2017 NSS states that 
‘economic security is national security’,630 demonstrating that the US continues to regard its economic 
interests as inextricably intertwined with the security of the nation as a whole. Economic security is seen 
as essential to protecting US citizens, supporting the ‘American way of life’ and sustaining the country’s 
international power and influence; factors that, as illustrated by the US national security objectives, are 
fundamental to national security.631 

‘Promoting American prosperity’ is one of the four pillars of the 2017 strategy, an objective that 
encompasses the domestic economy, external economic relations and the defence industrial base.632 Since 
9/11, the US understanding of national security has evolved to encompass economic factors such as 
critical infrastructure and, in recent years, the protection of critical technologies633 and the US ‘innovation 
base’.634 Sectors viewed as critical to the economy include telecommunications and mobile 
communications, manufacturing, financial services and energy.635 The defence industrial base is also 
identified as a national priority with regards to the nation’s economy and security.636   
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Annex C. The approach to national security in the Netherlands   

This Annex provides an overview of the current risk mitigation and risk management strategies for critical 
infrastructure, sectors and processes in the Netherlands.  

As part of the National Security Strategy, the Netherlands takes an ‘All Hazards’ 
approach to identifying different types of threats  
As noted in Chapter 2, in Dutch, both security and safety are both translated as ‘veiligheid’. ‘Nationale 
veiligheid’ therefore refers to both security and safety, and the ‘nationale veiligheidsmonitor’ explicitly 
includes not just threats emanating from deliberate actions, but also safety hazards such as pandemics and 
flooding. This so-called ‘all-hazards’ approach is reflected in the National Security Strategy, originally 
developed in 2007, which outlines the five dimensions of national security interests (as shown in Table 
C.0.1.).637  

                                                      
637 Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken (2019) 
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Table C.0.1. National security interests of the Netherlands 

National security interests Description 

Territorial security The unimpeded functioning of the Netherlands as an independent state in the widest 
sense, or the territorial integrity in a narrow sense. 

This concerns both the physical territory and corresponding infrastructure and the 
image and reputation of the Netherlands. 

Physical safety The unimpeded functioning of people in the Netherlands and its surroundings. 

This concerns people’s health and well-being. The criteria are numbers of fatalities 
and seriously injured people, and a lack of basic needs such as food, power, 
drinking water and adequate accommodation.   

Economic security The unimpeded functioning of the Netherlands as an effective and efficient economy. 

This concerns both economic damage (costs) and the vitality of the Dutch economy 
(for example a serious increase in unemployment). 

Ecological security The unimpeded continued existence of the natural living environment in and around 
the Netherlands. 

This concerns violations of nature, the environment and ecosystems. 

Social and political 
stability 

The unimpeded existence of a social climate in which individuals can function 
without being disturbed, and groups of people enjoy living together within the 
benefits of the Dutch democratic system and values shared therein. 

This concerns violations of freedom to act, the democratic system, the core values of 
Dutch society, and the occurrence or otherwise of large-scale social unrest and 
accompanying emotions (fear, anger, grief). 

Source: Ministry of Justice and Security (2018). 

The National Security Strategy (NSS) comprises three strands: risk assessment, capability planning and 
foresight.  

The first strand of the National Security Strategy is the National Risk Profile (NRP) (Nationaal 
Veiligheidsprofiel), which involves a systematic and periodic assessment of the risks associated with 
potential threats, disasters and crises that might have a disrupting impact on society.638 These assessments 
are intended to help analyse the probability and severity of potential threats compared to one another.639 
The disruptive impact of the identified disasters, crises and threats in this ‘All Hazard’ overview is 
measured by their impact on the five national security interests listed in Table C.0.1 above.640 The NRP 
analyses eight different themes, based on desk research and expert consultation, and delineates the main 
risks for societal disruption. The risk categories are summarised in Table C.0.2.  

                                                      
638 Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu (2016). 
639 Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu (2016). 
640 Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu (2016). 
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Table C.0.2. Risk categories in the National Risk Profile (NRP) 

Risk category Description 

Natural disasters Floods (both from the sea and rivers), extreme weather events (heavy 
storms, snowstorms, black ice), wildfires and earthquakes can have 
serious consequences for society.  

Threats to public health and the 
environment 

Due to the possible destabilising impact, the main focus of the NRP is on 
the risks of a large-scale outbreak of an infectious disease, such as a flu 
pandemic, a zoonosis outbreak and animal disease crises. Although 
relevant, the potential impacts of a food crisis or an environmental 
disaster are estimated as being lower. 

Major accidents This theme covers all accidents that can result in social destabilisation, 
such as radiological accidents (nuclear power stations), large-scale 
chemical incidents and transport-related accidents. Although the chance 
of such accidents occurring is estimated as being extremely low, if they 
occur the impact can be significant. 

Disruption of critical infrastructure The emphasis is on the possible vulnerabilities of critical infrastructure and 
the potential impact of their failure. The focus in this theme is on the 
impact of the disruption of the infrastructure (e.g. power, ICT, (drinking) 
water), irrespective of the applicable circumstances and the reason for the 
failure (which are explored in other themes). The failure of several critical 
processes (as a consequence of cascading effects) has the greatest 
impact.  

Cyber threats Cyber threats are focused on disruption of digital systems and disruption 
of internet (capacity), as well as cyber espionage and cyber crime. Cyber 
incidents can cause both indirect and direct damage and destabilisation 
(for example due to a substantial data leak or the corruption of key 
systems). 

Subversion, extremism and terrorism This theme covers various types of social threats. The focus is on large-
scale disorder, subversive practices that threaten – among other things – 
our open society, and (possible) consequences of extremism and 
terrorism. Insidious processes play a role in this, which sometimes and 
often unexpectedly manifest themselves in incidents such as disorder or an 
attack.  

Geopolitical threats Geopolitical threats relate to the effect of geographical factors on 
(international) political issues. More specifically: the battle to control land, 
sea and air space in order to define borders and spheres of influence. 
The Netherlands can become involved in various ways in threats or 
conflicts, which can have a destabilising effect in the event of escalation. 
An increasing concern is the phenomenon of hybrid threat.  

Financial-economic threats These threats refer to potential incidents or crises within the financial-
economic system. This in particular means events that can be 
differentiated from the normal pattern of fluctuations in the economy, such 
as destabilisation of the financial system and criminal interference in the 
business community. 

Source: National Risk Profile (2016). 

Within the National Risk Profile 2016, ‘Disruption to Critical Infrastructure’ focuses on the risks 
associated with the critical processes’ possible vulnerabilities and the potential impact of a partial or 
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complete failure. A number of scenarios are explored and assessed against their likelihood and impact, 
including a disruption of power supply, a disruption to satellite systems, wildfire and the cascading effects 
of power-supply failure. These scenarios are scored against the five vital security interests, and a number of 
associated criteria, as shown in Table C.0.3.  

Table C.0.3. Assessment criteria for NRP scenarios  

Security interest Criterion 

Territorial  
• Territory 
• International position 

Physical  

• Fatalities  
• Seriously injured and chronically ill people  
• A lack of life's basic necessities 

Economic  
• Costs  
• Violation of vitality 

Ecological • Violation of nature and the environment 

Socio-political  

• Disruption to daily life 
• Violation of constitutional democratic system 
• Societal impact 

Source: Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu (RIVM) (2016)  

According to the NRP, the disruption of critical infrastructure as a thematic area is different from the 
others in the sense that ‘the disruption of critical infrastructure can not only constitute a threat for 
national security in itself, but can also have a reinforcing effect during other threats such as floods or 
major accidents. Disruption to critical infrastructure is therefore both a possible source of a disruption of 
national security and a reinforcement of the impact (the effect) of other situations.’641 

Indeed, the most recent National Security Strategy from 2019 highlights the disruption of vital 
infrastructure and processes under ‘dominant risks’ for national security.642 This new strategy also 
highlights protection of vital infrastructure and processes as one of seven security areas that require a 
reinforced approach due to the increased threats and risks faced (the others being threats posed by other 
states, polarisation, terrorism and extremism, military threats, crime, cyber and digital threats).643 
Increased efforts to ensure security of critical infrastructure and processes are identified as comprising 
more effective knowledge, know-how and expertise sharing among actors and the need to develop a 
concrete programme of action across different government departments and actors responsible for security 
of critical infrastructure and processes.644   

                                                      

 

 
642 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019d). 
643 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019d). 
644 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019d). 
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The second strand of the National Security Strategy is capability planning. Informed by the NRP, the 
government produces a National Capacity Plan (NCaP), which outlines the capabilities needed to be 
developed or strengthened to prevent these disasters, crises and threats or ameliorate their consequences.645 
The NCaP aims to identify and subsequently to develop or strengthen the capabilities required to prevent 
these crises or ameliorate their consequences. The final step in the Dutch National Security Strategy is to 
turn the identified capability gaps into policy and measures.  

The final strand – foresight – is conducted through a horizon scan with the aim of identifying future and 
current threats and developments that may be relevant for national security in the next 1 to 5 years. In 
2018, the National Network of Safety and Security Analysts (ANV) conducted this scan for the first 
time.646 The scan considers long-term demographic, societal, economic, political, ecological and 
technological developments that extend over decades and have an impact on a range of areas, activities 
and perceptions. Progress within the realm of the National Security Strategy gets periodically reported to 
the House of Representatives (Tweede Kamer). 

While the Netherlands has a structured mechanism in place to assess risks to national security, the 
interactions between economic activity and national security – the scope of the study – are only a small 
part of the NRP assessment. Risks associated with economic activity with malicious intent (e.g. through 
ownership or corruption) are identified, and espionage is singled out as a particular threat. But many of 
the risk vectors identified in Chapter 3, such as those related to economic dependence or skills gaps, do 
not receive any specific attention in the NRP. For the purpose of this study therefore, we use the proposed 
conceptual framework to identify the risks associated with economic activities for the national security of 
the Netherlands.   

Within the remit of the NCTV, national security focuses on intentional threat and the 
economy – areas where risk vectors are highly relevant 
The NCTV is one of several actors within the Dutch administration responsible for implementing the 
National Security and Safety Strategy, with a delineation of responsibilities in relation to intentional threats 
(i.e. security-related matters) and in relation to state and non-state actors. The way in which ‘national 
security’ is understood within NCTV is therefore shaped by its role and responsibilities. In a broad sense, 
‘national security’ is understood as the unhindered functioning of the Dutch economy and prevention of 
disruptions to it.647 Consequently, the mission of the NCTV can be narrowed down to the protection of 
Dutch critical infrastructure whose destruction could bring about a significant disruption to the Dutch 
economy.648  

In light of global trends, such as digitalisation, networked environments, virtualisation of control systems 
and globalisation of supply chains, the scope of NCTV’s work in ensuring security of Dutch critical 
infrastructure (such as energy and telecommunications) is beginning to extend also to industries, where 

                                                      
645 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019d). 
646 Rijksinstituut voor Volksgezondheid en Milieu (2018). 
647 Interview with a Representative of NCTV. 
648 Interview with a Representative of NCTV.  
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security of supply and protection of sensitive information are of critical importance for Dutch national 
security.649 Given the interconnectedness of the Dutch economy with the EU and the global economy, 
and the country’s dependence on foreign investments, a fine balance is required of the Dutch 
administration as a whole in securing critical national infrastructure and industrial base while remaining 
an attractive investment destination. Indeed, 70 per cent of Dutch wealth is dependent on international 
activities.650 Overall, according to an NCTV representative, the government has to strike a balance 
between promoting prosperity and safeguarding national security.651 As a result of Dutch integration 
within the EU and wider global economy, it is clear that economic security has become a key strategic 
priority of the Dutch government in recent years.  

In the Integrated International Security Strategy 2018-2022 (IISS) published in March 2018, the Rutte III 
coalition government reiterated the growing international interdependencies within Dutch national 
security.652 ‘Threats to critical economic processes’ are listed as one of six most urgent security threats of 
the country.653 Despite the significant contribution foreign takeovers and investments make to the 
Netherlands’ prosperity, the IISS advises caution with (partially) politically driven, hostile takeovers in 
vital sectors where the continuity of vital processes may be undermined (e.g. telecommunications, nuclear 
energy and ports), strategic dependency on advisory countries could occur, high-quality knowledge could 
be lost or the integrity of confidential information (e.g. about security installations or arrangements) could 
be compromised.  

Protecting critical processes involves a number of actors, processes and tools but does 
not explicitly focus on economic risk vectors  
The mission of the NCTV is to protect the Netherlands against threats that could disrupt Dutch society. 
Ensuring the security and resilience of the country’s critical infrastructure is part of this commitment, as 
the failure or disruption of critical processes that depend on this critical infrastructure could lead to severe 
social disruption. To enable a more targeted and resource-effective protection, critical processes were 
identified as the area of focus within the broader resilience and protection efforts related to critical 
infrastructure.  

Actors and tools  
The resilience of critical infrastructure is safeguarded by a number of parties.654 Firstly, and most 
importantly, by the operators of the critical processes themselves. They are responsible for identifying, 
detecting and mitigating against vulnerabilities, potential threats and risks, and maintaining their 
resilience. Secondly, the ministries are responsible for setting regulatory standards and conducting 
inspections of critical infrastructure. Thirdly, in the event of an incident, operators of critical processes 
can receive support from Safety and Security Regions. The recently published National Security Strategy 
                                                      
649 Interview with a Representative of NCTV.  
650 Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken (2013). 
651 Interview with a Representative of NCTV. 
652 Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken (2018). 
653 Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken (2018, p.21). 
654 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2018). 
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(2019) recognises that around 80 per cent of critical processes are operated by private parties who are 
facing increasing threats from hostile actors – such as state actors, cyber criminals and other criminal 
actors – whose malicious acts could have a cascading effect due to the interdependence of systems and 
organisations involved in ensuring a smooth functioning of the critical processes.655   

Lastly, the NCTV coordinates all efforts aimed at increasing resilience among all the many parties 
involved.656 Three core instruments have been designed to support operators of critical processes in 
increasing their resilience657:  

• Analysis of Vulnerability to Espionage (KWAS). Together with the General Intelligence and Security 
Service (AIVD), the NCTV analysed the vulnerabilities that businesses and government face in a 
number of sectors, showing how espionage is a threat to the critical interests of the Netherlands. The 
KWAS offers organisations guidance on how to map their crucial interests (such as long-term 
strategies, blueprints, customer data, etc.) and their associated vulnerabilities with regards to 
espionage, enabling organisations to take necessary measures in improving their protection against 
espionage.  

• Manual self-analysis and follow-up actions. A manual was produced providing information on 
continuity management and the impact of a disruption in the electricity and IT supply. The manual 
was accompanied by a tool tailored to different types of organisations, including organisations 
delivering critical societal functions, national government, municipalities, provinces, water boards, 
security regions and law enforcement.  

• VITEX-exercises (Vital Infrastructure Table-top Exercise). During these exercises, parties that are part 
of the critical energy infrastructure or support its protection engage in policy discussions based on a 
number of scenarios. The objective of these exercises is to connect and strengthen cooperation 
between public and private parties, both on the regional and national level. Moreover, further 
insights into possible cascade effects may be gained.  

To enable a coordinated, informed and swift response by all stakeholders in the event that a certain 
critical sector, or part of that sector, is faced with an increased terrorist threat, most of these sectors are 
connected to the Counterterrorism Alert System (ATb). In addition, for most critical processes, 
information is exchanged and cybersecurity policy discussed in a sector-specific Information Sharing & 
Analysis Centre (ISAC). Further coordination is provided by the National Cyber Security Centrum 
(NCSC), the AIVD and the National Police. Some critical processes are bound to legal obligations 
regarding the delivery of their services in emergency situations. For example, the drinking-water sector 
needs to be able to supply drinking water for a period of ten days following an incident. In the energy 
sector on the other hand, the sector is not obligated to provide emergency power systems to its clients. 
Having and maintaining emergency generators is a responsibility of the users themselves. However, there 

                                                      
655 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019d). 
656 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2018). 
657 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2018). 
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are some key sectors that are legally required to have adequate emergency power systems in place, such as 
healthcare.  

Overall, cooperation between different actors is highlighted as a critical component of national resilience-
building and protection of critical infrastructure and processes. Indeed, one of the key novel elements in 
the most recent National Security Strategy (2019) is the emphasis on a society-wide approach to risk 
management and the importance of different players – including the government, businesses, knowledge 
institutions and citizens – to both fulfil their own responsibilities and share their knowledge of threats and 
resilience building.658  

Wider collaboration  
On the whole, however, the Dutch government recognises that ensuring resilience of critical processes 
presupposes a high level of collaboration and coordination, including with international partners and 
suppliers, as critical infrastructure consists of internationally interwoven networks.659 The recent National 
Security Strategy 2019 reiterates the need for a proactive and continuous cooperation among public and 
private security partners across regional, national and international levels, particularly highlighting the 
need to exchange timely information.660 In this regard, the Netherlands relies on international 
partnerships, such as the European Union’s ‘Union Civil Protection Mechanism’.661 This is an instrument 
in which Member States pool their capacity to support one another in preventing, preparing for and 
responding to disasters. In force since 2006, the European Programme for Critical Infrastructure 
Protection has also been introduced to improve European cooperation in protecting cross-border critical 
infrastructure networks.662 More recently, the EU is, at the time of writing, at the brink of formally 
approving the EU Cybersecurity Act, which aims to set up an EU framework for cybersecurity 
certification.663  

                                                      
658 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019d). 
659 Ministerie van Veiligheid en Justitie (2016). 
660 National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism (2019d). 
661 European Parliament (2013). 
662 Commission of the European Communities (2006). 
663 European Parliament News (2019). 

https://www.nctv.nl/binaries/Voortgangsbrief%20Nationale%20Veiligheid_tcm31-98709.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2006:0786:FIN:EN:PDF
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